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this tabloid. Shop
for these bargains at
your Roses store.






Quart size cans of Quaker State
10W30 Super Blend Motor Oil Keeps











Slacks for men of 100%
wrinkle free polyester.
Superb detail styling in
handsome solid colors
to give you the lbok you
want Sizes range from




Are Returned To Office
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Ken-
uckians have sent their five
Democratic and tiro Republican U.S.
representatives back to Washington for
two more years.
Most of the incumbent congressmen
shrugged off the opposition with ease in.
Tuesday's election. .
Third District Rep. Romano Matzoh,
a Democrat, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyder, a Republican, had the toughest
fights.
Manoli. U.S. representative from the
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Clear, Cold
Clear and cold tonight, low in the mid
20s to low-30s. Variable cloudiness and
• cooler Thursday, high in the upper 40s
.to low 50s. Friday sunny and cold.
56.8 per cent Of the vote despite attacks
on his positions on gun control and
busing•fpr school desegregation.
With 99.3 per cent of the votes
counted, he had received 77,440. Jesse
Stuart High School Prineipal Denzil
Ramsey, the Repiiblicaircandidate, got
56,868 votes, or 41.7 per cent. American
Party candidate William Chambers
received 2,133— 1.6 per cent.
Mazzoli said he supported neither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and
that Ramsey had misrepresented his
positions. He said Ramsey's showing
indicated need to inform the people
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
my judgements."
With the tally complete in the 4th
District — which stretches along the
Ohio River from the eastern suburbs of
Louisville to the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati — Snyder won his
seventh term wy95,536 votes, 56 per
cent.
Democrat Edward Winterberg, a
Covingt‘n attorney who criticized
Snyder's real estate dealings while in
office, ended up with 76,152 votes — 44_
per cent.
Snyder, aa;lio contended his business
activities oh behalf of utilities keep him
in touch with the problems of his con-
stituents and improve the district's
economy, said he was "surprised" at
the number of voters'-who turned out,
and pleased With the outcritne. .
Mazzoli and Snyder were the only
incumbent congressmen to receive less
than 60 per cent of the vote in their
districts. '
^ Democrat William Natcher, 2nd
District representative since 1954,
walked away unscathed by the
strongest GOP challenger he has faced.
state Senate Minority Leader Walter
Baker.
When all the votes were counted.
Natcher had 79,013 — 60.3 per cent —
and Baker had 51,773.
Natcher said he was "extremely well
pleased." Baker said that he "enjoyed
the race," -that he could not predict
whetlitr he would try again, and that
today he would "start lookin fora rd




An eight-year old Murray youth was
injured Tuesday afternoon when he was
struck by an automobile, according it,
Murray City Police.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard, 1201
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being taken there for.
treatment of injuries.
'Police reported that the youngester
ran into the path of an automobile
driven by William J. Swann, 1300 Olive.
on Main Street between 12th and 13th.
The accident occurred at 4:12 p. m.
Tuesday. The pi:dice report said that







Carefully scutptured for a perfect tt
Sizes A 8 B In suntan, beige, pecan
and charcoal Limit 2.
Television Computer Game
Tele-matcn 4 Televisor-
Computer Game plays on any
television lblack and white or
color) Features tennis ping
pong, hockey, handball rac-
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By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President-
elect Jimmy Carter's long, once-
solitary journey from Plains, Ga., will
carry to the White House in
January with a victory forged from the
traditional Democratic party coalition
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when his electoral vote total reached
272, two more than the 270 needed for
election. Wisconsin and Mississippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidate's majority in the
Associated Press tabulation..
Two states — Ohio and Oregon, in
WO of which Carter held slim leads
remained too close to call. If Ford One reaction to Carter's victory came
carried both of them, Carter's victory this morning from the New York Stock
margin would remain just two electoral 40Exchange,- where the Dow Jones
votes.
The lead in California passed back
and forth through the night with Ford
firtplly declared the winner near
daybreak. Later, Maine felt into Ford's
column.
The closeness of the vote in many
states Faised questions about absentee
ballets which are handled differently in
different states. A quick check qt,
election officials in 13 states showed,
however, that the absentee ballots —
whether completely counted or not —
were not expected to -have any impact
on the total.
Among those 'who said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or
would have no effect were: West
Virginia, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri, Kansas, South • Carolina,
Hawaii, Alabama, Nebraska and
Georgia.
In some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the hour the polls
_close and they are counted with all the
other wales on election night.


















Minor Party candidates for president
and their totals were: American Party,
Anderson. 55; Communist Party, Hall,
9; American - Independent Party,
Maddox, 21; U. S. labor Party,
LaRouche, 10; Socialist Workers Party,
Camejo, 3; Libertarian Party.
MacBride. 7; Independent Party,
McCarthy, 90.
President-elect Carter and
Congressmaa Hubbard carried every
Precinct in Calloway County b) com-
fortable margins. Judge-elect
Howerton carried every precinct in the
county, with the exception of Jackson,

























Rand said that there were 518 ballots
'mailed to the striking members of
Local 1068 with 252 members voting to:,
reject the new contract and continue on
strike; 191 voting to accept the new
contract and return. to work; and 75
ballots not being returned.
Dallas Sells, U. A. W. . regional
director of Indianapolis, Ind., who
serves as an international executive
board -member for the states of Ken-
tucky and Indiana, said that in view of
the circumstances, "this matter will
now be referred to the U. A. W. Inter-
national union in order to determine if
_appropriate an t ion can be taken..7._
Rand explained that the international
officers and executive conunittee .
will ,review all facts concerning the
local strike and that following that
(See Tappan, Page 101
urney
House
are an estimated 150,000 absentee
votes, they are not counted until the day
after the_elecTion.
The New York vote, with its 249,000-
vote margin for Carter, was already
under challenge by the Republicans,
over alleged irregularities. However.
the state election board said that some
400,000 absenteee ballots had been
mailed. Any received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday, the hour the pens closed,
would have been counted. But a board
spokesman said he did not know how
many had been counted or how many
remained outstanding.
The challenge over alleged
irregularities, ed to impoundment of all
25,000 New York voting machines for
the purpose' of a recount.
average of 30 industrial stocks fell 15.38
points in the first half how- of traning
950.71. One analyst said the develop-
ment was "an initial knee-jerk reac-
tion" from traditionally conservative
Wall Street.
Returning' to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta, Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
welcome from a crowd that included -
most of, the town's 683 residents. He
said he was long forward to an
enjoyable next four years."
Beaming his now-famous smile,
Carter told the crowd, "I told you I
didn't intend to lose.'
But when he tried to continue
speaking, his voice choked, he turned
his head and then embraced his wife,-
Rosalynn, who was sobbing.
It was a long night," he said when he
regained his composure. "But I
guarantee you, it's going to be worth it
to all of us."
. The latest returns showed Carter
carrying 72 states and the District of
Columbia with 272 electoral votes. Ford
had 26 states Wit1T235ReFloral votit. •
The popular. vote totals from .98 per
cent of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and Ford 38,041,295.
With more than half the states stall
not reporting final voting figures, the
tabulations indicated that just under 52
per cent of the 150 million American's
of voting age went to the polls Tuesday.
The turnout, while far from a reCord.
was greater than the low turnout - 50
per cent or less — some experts had
predicted.
In 1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting a g.•
population actually voted. In 1968,
turnout was 60.Tper cent; in 1964. it
81.8 per cent.; and in 1960, it was 62 8 per
cent.
The 1960 turnout was the 'highest it
any presidential election year 'saw.,
1920- -when universal suffrage vt nt




wASHIN( 1 ()N Ap President
Ford conceded defeat today to Jimmy
Carter in the 1976 presidential race
In a -Dear Jimmy" telegram to the
Democratic victnr, oad for the.hoarse
President 'hs his • wife Betty, Ford.
pledged, a smooth and effective tran-
sition. Mrs. Ford said her husband had
aLso telephoned his ritesSave hi Carter
'You ha plc le a iii
wholehearted support." 1-rd t,4,j
--Gar-ter.
It is apparent nov4 that ou have
won our long and intense struggle,"
Ford acknowledged ''1' congratulate
you on our victory.'
Before appearing before reporters,
Ford underwent medical treatment f/Jr.
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Forward moving fashion that
spans the season, emphasized
by up-dated jumpsuits of
100% polyester. Easy to
care for, easy to look
at, and fun to wear.
Choose zipper or but-




pity solids of coral,
reen, navy, blue or











boy scarf hats The
perfect finishing touch








RiE2 . 8 8*
Accent your wardrobe
with multi-colored or
solid scarf hats Fash-
ion-right and easy-to-
care to, 100',. polyester
Fall team-ups In spicy mix
and match color combinations...






This fall, team-up 100% nylon knit tops in spicy
solids or stripes with 100% polyester slacks in solids
or prints. Tops available with V-neck, square-neck,.,
turtle or mock-turtle neck. Sizes S to L. Slacks de-
signed with fly front or elastic waist. Sizes 8 to 18
or 32 to 38.
BEANS
Edon
12 ct 994 TISSUE
103/40z 5/89'








  15 oz. 4/$1 °CI





  1 lb. 59"
Johnsons Coupon R20
COFFEE 2 lb. $398
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gloves with vinyl palm









100% acrAc knit gloves
in an array of solids
Perfect for everyday
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Comfortable wear is a












Combine the comfort of Arnel Fortrel* and the
novelty of heat transfer prints to make a little girts
beauty sleep dreamier. Sizes 4-6. For the big girls.
blend the comfort of nylon tricot, the femininity
of ribbons and lace or the grace of softly shirred
-bustlines to soothe ruffled sleep. Many tempting
shades of full-length styles in sizes S to L.
Special one time buy ... no reorders.
Incumbent Congressmen
Are Returned To Office
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer ,
'LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Ken-
uckians have sent their five
Democratic and two Republican U.S.
representatives back to Washington for
two more years.
Most of the incumbent congressmen'
shrugged off the opposition with ease in
Tuesday's election. -
Third District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
a Democrat, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyder, a Republican, had the toughest
fights.
Mazzoli. U.S. representative from the
Louisville. district since 1971; captured
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Clear and cold tonight, low in the miii
20s to low 30s. Variable cloudiness and
cooler *Thursday, high in the upper 40s
to low Ws. Friday_sunny and cold.
56.8 per cent of the vote despite attacks
on his-positions on gun control and
busing for school desegregation.
With 99.3 per cent of the votes
counted, he had received 77,440. Jesse
,Stuart High School Principal Denzil
Ramsey, the Republican candidate, got
56,868 votes, or 4E7 per cent. American
Party ..candidate William Chambers
received 2,133- 1.6 per cent. .
Mazzoli said he supported neither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and
that Ramsey had misrepresented his
positions.. He said Ramsey's showing
indicated "a need to inform the people
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
my judgements."
With the tally complete in the 4th
District - wtrich stretches along the
Ohio River from the eastern suburbs of
• Louisville to the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati - Snyder won,his
seventh term with 95,536 votes, 56 per
cent.
Democrat Edward _ Winterberg, a
Covington attorney who criticized
Snyder's real estate dealings while in
office, ended up with 76,152 votes - 44
percent.
Snyder, who contended his'business
activities on behalf of utilities keep him
in touch with the problems of his con-
stituents and improve the . district's
economy, said he Was "surprised" at
the number of %rioters who turned out,
and pleased with the outcome. -
Mazzoli- mild Snyder were the only
incumbent congressmen to receive less
than 60 per cent of the vote in their
districts.
Democrat William Natcher, 2nd
District representative since 1954,
walked away unscathed by the
strongest GOP challenger he has faced.
state Senate Minority Leader- Walter
Baker.
When all the votes were counted.
Natcher had 79,013 - 60.3 per cent
and Baker had51,773.
Natcher said he was "extremely well
pleased." Baker said that he "enjoyed
the race," that he could not predict
whether he would try again, and that
today he would "start looking forward




An eight-year old Murray youth was
injured Tuesday afternoon when he wa:,
struck by an automobile, according t,
Murray City Police.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard, 1201
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being taken there for
treatment of injuries.
Police reported that the youngester
ran into the path of an automobile
driven by William J. Swann, 1309 Olive
on Main Street between 12th and 13th
The accident occurred at 4;12 p. m.
Tuesday. The police report said that
Swann was unable to stop to avoid
striking the child. '
By DONALD M. ROMBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON t - President-
elect Jimmy Carter's long, once-
solitary journey from Plains, Ga., till
carry him to the White House in
January with a victory, forged from the
traditional Democratic party coalition
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when...his electoral vote total reached
272, two more than the 270 needed for
election. Wisconsin and Mi‘cissippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidate's majority in the
Associated Press tabulation.
Two states --Ohio and Oregon, in
both of which Carter held slim leads -
remained too close to call. If Ford
carried tioth of them, Carter's victory
margin wcStld remain just two electoral
votes.
The lead in California passed back
and forth through the, night with Ford
finally declared the winner near
daybreak. Later, Maine fell into Ford's
column.
The closeness ,o1 the .vote in many
states raised questions about absentee
ballots which are handled differently in
different states. A quick check of
election officials in 13 states showed,
hoivever,- that the absentee ballots
whether completely counted or not -
were not expected to haw any impact
on the total. ' •
Among those who, said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or
would have no effect were: West
Virginia, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri, Kansas, South Carolina,
Hawaii, Alabama, Nebraska and
Georgia.
In some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the hour the polls
close and they are counted with all the
other votes on election night.




















Minor Pony candidates for president
and their totals were American Party,
Anderson, 55; Conununist Party, Hall,
9; American Independent Party,
Maddox, 21.; U. , S. Labor Party,
LaRouche, 10; Socialist Workers Party,
Carnejo, 3; Libertarian Party,
MacBride,, 7; Independent Party,
McCarthy, 90.
President-elect Carter and
Congressman Hubbard carried every
precinct in Calloway County by com-
fortable margins. Judge-elect
Howerton carried every precinct in the
county, with the exception of Jackson,





of their . Rand that there were 518 ballots
,n of the Mailed to striking members of
2Local 1068 with members voting to - 5.toda2 to 191y! 
re.jeCt.thenew contr t and cOntinue on
itstant to strike; • 191 voting to the new
,..cretary. contract and •• return to w • and 75
ballots not being returned.
jitration Dallas Sells,, U. A. W_ reg
te,- inter_ director ; of Indianapolis, Ind., who
he multi, serves is an international executive
the letter board member for the states • of Ken-
he mem_ tucky knd Indiana, said that,in view of
vs! 1068:. the circumstances, "this matter will
!i• di Times now be referred to the U. A. W. Inter-
national union in order to determine if
:_ainaupliate_asOcligan be taken. .1_..._
.rike at the -Rand explained that the international
le 23, 1975: officers -and extoutive committee
s a ballot will review all facts concerning the
lip to vote local strike end that, following that
proposed
ent.
• (See Tappan, Page 10
Durney.
le House
are an estimated 150.000 absentee
votes, they are not counted until the day
after the election.
The New York vote, with its 249,000-
vote margin for Carter, was already
under challenge by the Republicans
over alleged irregularities. However;
the state election board said that some
400,000 absenteee ballots had been
mailed. Any received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday, the hour the polls closed,
would have been Counted. But a board
spokesman said he did not know how
many had been counted or how many
remained outstanding. .
The challenge over alleged
irregularities led to impoundment of all
25,000 New, York voting machines for
the purpose of a recount.-
One reaction to Carter's victory can*
this morning from the New York Stock
Exchange, where the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stticlis tell 15.38
points in the first half hour of trading to
950.71. One analyst said the develop-
ment was "an initial knee-jerk rjacL -
Lion" from traditionally conservative •
Wall Street.
Returning to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta. Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
• welcome from a crowd that included
most of the town's 683 residents.. He
said .he. was looking forward to "an.
enjoyable next four years."
Beaming his now-famous snide,
Carter -told the crowd; '41 told you I
didn't intend to lose."
But When he tried to continue
speaking, ids voice choked, he turned
h• is head and then enbraced his wife,
Rosa lynn, Who was sobbing
'It was a long night," he said when he
regained his composure. "But
guarantee you, it's going to be worth it
to all of tia."
The latest returns showed Carter
carrying 22 slates" and the .District of
Columbia with 272 electoral votes. Ford
had 26 states with 235 electoral ifotes.
The popular vote totals from 98 per
cent, of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and Ford 38,041,295.
With more than half the states still
not reporting final voting figures, thi"-
tabulations indicated that just under 52
per cent of the 150 million American
of voting age went to the polls Tuesday
The turnout, while far from a record.
was greater than the low turnout 54I
per cent or less - some experts had
predicted.
In 1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting .1c,•
aopulation actually voted. In 1%8. it,
turnout was 601-per cent; in 1964, It ts
61.8 per cent; and in 1960, it was 62 810.1
cent.
The 1960 turnout was the higlicst
any presidential election year sin
-19.26 when universal Suffrage 'Aim;





Ford conceded defeat today to Intany
Carter in the 1976 presidential race.
- In a "Dear Juni-Hy" telegram to the
Democratic victor, read for the hoarse
-- President.' by- his wi F3e4t.. For-41-
pledged a smooth and effecti% e tran-
sition. Mrs. Ford said her husband had
also telephoned his message to Car ;*'r
'You have my complete arid
wholehearted support.' tId
Carter.
'It is apparent now that you have
won our long and intense struggle.-
_kord acknowledged. ,-I‘congratulate,
lourn yrnr victory.''.
..fiffore appearing before reporters.
Ford iihderwent medical treat/114.ot f- ,r
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Thermals that give you warmth
without weight Keeps warmth
in. cold out 50% 'polyester.
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Thermal construction traps body heat for maximum













Made of polyurethane with soft
tot lining. Antique tan or navy
in ladies' sizes 5,440 10.
Hersheys Hot
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Boys thermal shirts or drawers in soft,








vinyl palms. 2 27REG.3.96
Denim Gloves Knit To
197REG.
3.96
Boys denim gloves that provide extra















Knit toboggans for warmth on cold win-
ter mornings. Select solids, stripes,










Work footwear with red-
wood grain glove leather
uppers and oil resistant
soles of the finest quality...
SI • p •111011I
Edon
TISSUE 4 roll pkg. 574
SUGAR 5 lb. 854











COFFEE 2 ib $398






ICiens 8" insulated boots of full
grain glove leather. Features pull-
on loop and outside foxing, match-
ing gussett, 9 heavy duty round
eyelets, leather Goodyear welt and
black crepe oil resistant outsple
and cream color lmhat. \courisKrt-
ing. Sizes range from 7 2. Red-








POTATOES  89"10 lb.
Florida Red




















Features an electronic eye, electronic shutter,
sharp 3-element lens and viewfinder Gives
beautiful finished color pictures in lust 60
seconds, yet it's so simple to use
Eight exposures
In flying color In
seconds— Polaroid's
1-88 FILM IYPE arsPotk
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The super value... You get big, Super Color











Polaroid 2 film Color prints
measure 3'. x 4' .'




radio and 8-track tape
player— all in one compact unit...
ELECTROPHONIC' STEREO SYSTEM
AM-FM Stereo Radio and 8-track tape player with 5 inch
Duocone speaker in two 18" matched enclosures. Features
phono input jacks, headphone jack and speaker matrix









numerals Wake to a
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Incumbent Congressmen
Are Returned To Office
By BILL BgRGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —. Ken-
:uckia,ns have sent their -five
. Democratic and two Republican U.S.
representatives back to Washington for
two more years.
Most of the incumbent congressmen
shrugged off the opposition with ease in
Tuesday's election.
Third District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
a Democrat, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyder, a Republican, had the toughest
fights:
Mazzoli. U.S. representative from the
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Clear, Cold
Clear and cold tonight, low in the mid
20s to low 30s. Variable cloudiness and
cooler Thursday, high in the upper 40s
to low 50s. Friday sunny and cold.,
56.8 per cent of the vote despite attacks
on his positions on gun control and
busing for school desegregation.
With 99.3 per cent of the votes
counted, he had received 77,440. Jesse
Stuart High School Principal Denzil
Ramsey, the Republican candidate, got
56.868 votes, or 41.7 per cent. American
Party candidate William Chambers
received 2,133— 1.6 per cent.
Mazzoli said he supported neither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and
that Ramsey had misrepresented his
positions. He said Ramsey's showing
indicated "a need to inform the people
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
my judgements."
With the tally complete in the 4th
District — which stretches along the
Ohio River from the eastern suburbs of
Louisville to the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati — Snyder won his
seventh term with 95,536 votes, 56 per
cent.
Democrat Edward Winterberg, a
Covington attorney who criticized
Snyder's real estate dealings while in
office, ended up with' 76,152 votes — 44
percent.
Snyder, who contended his business
activities on behalf of utilities keep him
in touch with the problems of his con-
stituents and improve the district's
economy, spit,he-sitaS "surprised" at
the number of voters who turned out,
and•pleased with the outcome.
Mazzoli and Snyder were the only
incumbent congressmen to receive less
than 60 per cent of the vizte in their
districts.
Demecrat William Natcher, 2n4.
District representative since ' 1954,
walked away unsca(hed by the
strongest GOP challenger he has faced,
state Senate Minority Leader Walter
Baker.
When all the votes were counted.
Natcher had 79,013 — 60.3 per-cent --
and Baker had 51,773.
Natcher said he was "extremely well
pleased." Baker said that he, "enjoyed
the race," that .he could not .predict
whether he wbfild try again, and that,
today he would "start looking forward




An eight-year old Murray youth was
injured Tuesday afternoon Wien he was
struck by an automobile, according to
Murray City Police.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard, 1201
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being taken there for
treatment of injuries.
Police reported that the youngester
ran into the path of an automobile'.
driven by William J. Swann, 1369 Olive.
on Main Street between 12th and 13th
The accident occurred at 4:12 p. m.
Tuesday. The police report said that



















able at most stores
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON i AP) — President-
elect Jimmy Carter's long, once-
solitary journey from Plains,s Ga., will
carry him to the White -House in
January with a victory forged from the
traditional Democratic party coalition
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the-victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when his electoral vote total reached
272, two more than the 270 needed for
election. Wiscon.sin and Mississippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidate's majority in the
Associated PreSs tabulation.'
Two states — Ohio and Oregon, in
both of which Carter held slim leads —
remained too close to call. If Ford
carried both of them, Carter's victory
margin would remain just two electoral
votes.
The lead in California passed back
and forth through the night with Ford
finally declared the winner near
daybreak. Litter, Maine fell into Ford's
column.
The closeness of .the vote in many
states raised questions about absentee
ballots which are handled differently in
different states. A quick check of
election officials in 13 states showed,
however, that the absentee ballots —
whether completely counted or not —
were not. expected to have any impact
on the total.
Among those who said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or
would have no effect *ere: West
Virginia, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri, Kansas, South Carolina,
Hawaii, °Alabama, Nebraska and
Georgia.
In some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the hour the polls
close and they are counted with all the
other votes on election Mat.













Minor Party candidates for president
and their totals were: American Party,
. Anderson, 55; Communist Party, Hall,
9; American Independent Party.
Maddox, 21; U. S. Labor Party.
LaRouche, 10; Socialist Workers Party.
Carnejo, .3; Libertarian Party,
MacBride, 7; Independent Party,
McCarthy, 90.
President-elect • Carter and
C,ortgrtssman Hubbard carried every
n th r incaf precinct in CallowaTC.Junty by corn-
if Appeals, fortable margins. Judge-elect
Lea to 2„213. Howerton carried every precinct in the
unopposed county, with the exception of Jackson,
eats in the where he and Milleisfinished even at 50






















Rand said that there were 518 ballots
mailed to the striking members of
Local 1068 with 252 members voting to
reject the new contract and continue on
strike; 191 voting to accept the new
contract and return to work;, and 75
ballots not being returned.
Dallas Sells, U. A. W. regional
director of Indianapolis, Ind., who
serves as an international executive
board 'member for the states of Ken-
tucky, and Indiana, said that in view of
the circumstances, -this matter will
rrow be referred to the U. A. W. Inter-
tional_ unismi_in_order.la determine-if •
appropriate action can be taken."
Rand explained that-the international
officers and executive committee
will review all facts concerning the




are an estimated 150,000 absentee
votes, they are not counted until the day
after the election.
The New York vote; with its 249,000-
vote margin for -Carter, was already
under -challenge by the Republicans
over alleged irregularities. However,
the state election board said that some
400,000 absenteee ballots had been
mailed. Any received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday, the hour the polls closed.
would have been counted. Buf a board
spokesman said he did not know how
many had been counted or how many
remained outstanding. •
The challenge over alleged
irregularities led to impoundment of all
25,000 New York voting machines for
the purpose of a recount.
One reaction to Carter's victory came
this morning from the New York Stock
Exchange, where the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial Stocks fell 15738
points in the first half hour of trading to
990.71. One analyst said the develop-
ment was "an initial knee-jerk reac-
tion" from traditionally conservatg.,
Wall Street.
Returning to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta, Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
welcome from a crowd that included
most of the town's 683 residents. He
said he ,was looking forward to. "an
enjoyable next four years."
Beaming his now-famous smile.'
Carter told the crowd, "I told you I
didn't intend to lose."
'But when he tried • to continue
speaking, his voice choked, he turned
his head and then embraced hi. wife,
Ftosalynn, who was sobbing.
"It was a long night.," he said when he
regained his composure. "'But I
guarantee you, it's going to be worth it
to all of.us." •
The latest returns showed Carter
carrying 22 states and the District of
Columbia with 272 electoral votes. Ford
had-26 states with 235 electoral votes.
The popular vote_ totals from 98 per
cent of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and Ford 38,041.295.
With more than half the states still
not reporting final voting figures. the
tabulations indicated that just 'under 52
per cent of the 150 million American*,
of voting age went to the polls Tuesday.
The turnout, while far from a record,
was greater than the low turnout 50
per cent-or less — some experts had
predicted.
In 1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting ac'
population actually voted. In 1968, the
turnout was 60.7 per cent; in 1964. it ivie,
61.8 per cent; and in 1960, it was 62 8
The 1960 turnout was the highest of
any presidential election p.ar Situ
.1920—when universal suffrag,




WASH] NGION i Al' I President
Ford conceded defeat toctay- to imirm
Carter in the 1976 presidential raee,...:
In a "Dear Jimmy." telegram to the
-Democratic victor, read for the hoarse
President b hi wife Betty. Ford
pledged a smooth and effective 'tran-
sition. Mrs. Ford said her husband had
also telephoned his Message to Carter -
"You, have my complete and
• wholehearted support," Ford told
Carter,
"It is apparent now that.. you have"
won ourlong and intense strukg1c,"
Ford acknowledged. "I congratulate
you on your victory."
Before appearing before 'reporters,
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Complete with real motor-like sound . .
LITTLE HOT CYCLE
The little hot cycle is an action fun toy. Designed
with safety It ndle bars, road hugger, suspension, ROSES
wide track g wheels and real motor-like sound. LOW
For children ages 2 to 5 or up to 45 lbs.Ouick PRICE
and easy to assemble.
76
Early Amer An adorable little miss...
SUZY HOMEMAKER SUZY HOMEMAKER'
DOLL HOUSE - DOLL
A 2 ie., r,
Souse ahtadeo with
shutters shrubs etc
4 rooms-all run_ ge-
-"C"5"eargiritlialrureS
17 .52
95 pieces to each
designer's set . . .
TINKERTOY
A set for the little designer.
Stimulates child's imagination
and coordination A Chad
Guidance Toy




• eC IC, ILA po4o•ri
Johnson: Coupon R12
Post
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-8-76
96 ranmatecrhIcr,a; pa; rt, to ,c1 r eAss ;emir. 96ii, , 5 rag doll m early
















Wood blocks in a convenient
storage can 61 colored wooden
blocks in oblong. square and
pillar shapes Hours of fun
4 roll pkg. 574












Santa gets a better s
,
Exciting Action with.
The SIX MILLION DOLL





The Meskatron is a 13" powerful robot who Can d
Goldman or Maskatron. Hit him In the right piact
fly off. The Bionic Woman is a 121/4" figure of Jar
one ear, tight arm and both legs. The Six Milk
of Col. ftve Austin with bionic eye, arm anc
Dollar Man Mission Control Center, The
Designate Collection Fashions, and Di
able at most Roses
The closest thing to a real baby...
WAKE-UP
THUMBELINA DOLL
Any time is fun time for -the ir17-
ThuMbehrla She s a precious doll
with a beautiful baby face. movable ROSES g
arms and legs Hold her in your 
LOW12
arms. press71er,track. and feel her
come alive Seher at a table and 
PRICE
its playhme, as she playfully rroves








POTATOES 10 lb. 89'
Florida Red
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robot who can disguise himself as Steve Austin, Oscar
in the right place and "pow", his arms, lops and head
121/4" figure of Jamie Sommers. Bionic modules are In
age. The Six million Dollar Man Is a 13" action Ileum
orlic eye, arm and fully articulated. The Six Million
'Vol Center, The Bionic Woman Beauty Salm.
Fashions, and Dome House ars also avail-
5ie at most Poses stores.
191
her orse
Change her hapirofrosmAdBaLkEto light. . .
TUESDAY TAYLOR
Tuesday is today Tuesday is terrific'
',;he has posable arms and legs. a ROSES
onverlible outfit and you can SPECIAL•riunqe her hair from light to dark
an instant She'S a shapely 11 2 PRICE








Sport.), wide track mag w S.
SUPER HOT CYCLE
Super riot cycle for super tun The bucket seal is
adiustable the motor sounds real the suspension sys-
tem hugs the road and the mag wheels are wide
tracks For children ages 3 to 8 or up to 65 lbs
Quick arid easy to assemble
EICT12.













True ac Carries natural wood logs . .
EVEL KNIEVEL DELUXE
STUNT CYCLE TIMBER TOTER
The krng ot the stunt-.
men- E vel Knievel









Ftasn., e. th rnag
wheels and custom .nterior
Heavy gauge steel construc-
tion 11 x4'. x4'.'
Incumbent Congressmen
Are Returned to Office
By BILL BERGAROM -
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP1 Ken-
:uckians have sent their five
Democratic and two Republican US.
representatives back to Washington for
two more years.
Most of the incumbent congressmen
shrugged off the opposition with ease in
Tuesday's election: , •
Third District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
a Democrat, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyder, a Republican, had the toughest
fights.
Mazzoli, U.S. representative from the
Louisville district since 1971, -captured
TODAY'S INDEX
Four Sections Today










° Deaths StfteleralS  10




Classifieds  16, 17
GA Section 8 Pages
•:ifarwliatairatitaff
Clear, Cold
Clear and cold tonight. low in tbe mid
20s to low 30s. Variable cloudiness and
cooler Thursday, high in the upper .40s
to low 50s. Friday-sunny and cold.
-56.8 per cent of the vote despite attacks
on his positions on gun control and
busing for school desegregation.
With - 99.3 per cent of the votes
counted, he had received 77,440. Jesse -
Stuart High School' Principal Denzil
Ramsey, the. Republican candidate, got
..56,868 votes, or 412 per cent. American
Party candidate William Chambers
received 2,133— 1.6 per cent.
Mazzoli said he supported neither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and
.that Ramsey had misrepresented his
Positions. He said Ramsey's shoiirinF
indicated "a need to inform the people-
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
friy judgements."
With the tally complete in the 4th
District — which stretches along the
Ohio River from the eastern suburbs of
Louisville to the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati — Snyder won his
seventh- terni-wi4h95,534-votes,--56 per
cent. •
. Democrat Edward WinterbeiT, a
Covington attorney who criticized
Snyder's real estate dealings while in
office, ended up with 76,152 votes — 44
per cent".
Snyder, who contended his business
activities on behalf of utilities keep him
in touch with the problems of his con-
stituents and improve- the—district's-
economy, said he was "surprised* at
the number-of voters who turned out,
and pleased with the outcome.
Mazzoli and Snyder were the, only
incumbent congressmen to receive less
than 60 per cent of the vote in their
districts.
Democrat_ William Natcher, 2nd
District representailve since 1954,
walked away unscathed by the
strongest GOP challenger he bas faced.
state Senate Minority Leader-'alter
Baker.
When all the votes were counted,.
Natcher had 79,013 — 60.3 per cent —
and Baker had 51,773.
Natcher said he was "extremely well
Pleased." Baker said that he "enjoyed
the race," that he could not predict
whether he would try again,--and-that -
today he would "start looking -forward




An eight-year old Murray youth was
injured Tuesday afternoon when he Was
struck by an automobile, according tb
Murray City Police.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard, 1201
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being taken there for
Ge7ill—nent dirri
Police reported that the youngester
ran into the path .`of an automobile
driven by William J. Swann, 13091:tee.
on Main Street between 12th and 13th.
The accident occurred at 4:12 p. m.
Tuesday. "The police report said that
Swann was unable to stop to avoid
striking the child.
ii lucls scary gauge-,
87 steel cat - art 
Palter
PM° -.LIMITS' -and- - trectrs"
natu,al wood logs
copper - tie-dow, 
SAVE










Made of sturdy plastic All
white with blue and write
Roses labels Hours of ,rnag.
-attve fun for any Child
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON 1 API — President-
elect Jimmy Carter's long, once-
solitary journey from Plains, Ga., will
carry him to the White House in
January with a victory forged from the
traditional Democratic party coalition
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when his electoral vote total reached
272, two more than the 270 needed for
election. Wisconsin and Mississippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidate's majority in the
'Associated Press tabulation.
Two states — Ohio and Oregon, in
both of which Carter held slim leads —
remained too close to call. If Ford
carried bothof them, Carter's victory
margin would hunain just two electoral
votes.
The lead in California passed back
and forth through the night with Ford
finally declared the winner near
daybreak. Later, Maine fell into Ford's
column.
The closeness of the vote in many
states raised questions about absentee 
ballotswhich are handled differently in
different —VOW A quick • cheek of
election officials in 13 states showed,
however, that the absentee ballots —
whether completely counted or not —
were not expected to have any impact
on the total;
Arnongvthose who said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or
would 'have no effect were: , West
Virginia, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee.,
Missouri, Kansa, South Carolina,
Hawaii, Alabama,' Nebraska and
Georgia. -
. Ic some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the hour the polls
close and they are counted with all the
other votes on election night.




• KI 299 votes.












. 1 915 votes.
Minor PariF candidates for president •
- and their totals were: American Party,
Anderson, 55; Cdnununist Party, Hall,
9; American Independent Party,
Maddox, 21; U. S. -Labor Party,
LaRouche, 10; Socialist Workers Party,
Camejo, 3; Libertarian Party,




_• precinct in Calloway County by com-
fortable margins. Judgeeleet,'
Howerton carried every precinct in...the
county, with the exception of Jackson,

























Rand said that there were 518 ballots
mailed to the striking Members of
Local 1068 with 252 members voting to
reject the new contract and continue on
-Strike; -191 vottng to accept the new
contract and return to work; and 75
ballots not being returned.
Dallas Sells, U. A. W. regional
director of Indianapolis, Ind.; who
serves as, an international executive
board mernbertoritates of Ken-
tucky and Indiana, said that in view of
the circumstances, "this matter will
-new be- referred -to4he Wier-
national union in order to determine if
appropriate action can be taken."
Rand explained that the international
officers and executive committee
-wilt- Iry iew  all facts concerning the
• local Stri kseeainadp.pathn. atpafoglleo;ling that
ourney
ite House
are an estimated 151:1,000 absentee
votes, they are not counted until the day
after the election. _
The New York vote, with its 249,000-
vote margin for Carter,. was already
under challenge by the Republicans
over alleged irregularities. However,
the state election board said that some
400,000 absenteee ballots had been
mailed. Any received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday, the hour the polls closed,
wguld have been counted. But a board
spokesman said he did not knew how
many had been counted or how many
remained outstanding.
Th challenge over alleged
irregularities led to impoundment of all,
25,000 New York voting machines for
the purpose of a recount.
One reaction to Carter's victory carne
this morning from the New York Stock
Exchange, where the Dow Jones
average of 30-industrial stocks fell 15.38
points in the first half hour of trading to
950.71. One analyst said the develop-
ment was "an initial knee-jerk reac-
tion" from traditionally conservative
Wall Street.
Returning to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta, Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
welcome from a crowd tI,,tminded
most of .the town's 683 residents. He
said he was looking forward to an
enjoyable next four years."
Beaming this.- now-famous smile,
Carter told the crowd, "I. told you I
didn't intend to lose." •
But when he tried to continue
speaking, his voice choked, he turned
his head and then-embraced his wife,
Rosa lynn, who wassobbing.
"It was a long night," he said when he
regained his composure. "Rot— I
guarantee you, it's going to be worth it
to all of us."
The latest returns showed Carter
carrying 22 states and the District of
Columbia with 272 electoral votes. ford
,,had 26 states with 235 electoral votes. „
The popular vote-totals from 98 per
cent of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and Ford 38,041,295.
With more than half the states still
not reporting final voting figures, the
tabulations indicated that just under 52
per cent of the 150 million American's
of votingage went to the polls Tuesday.
The turnout, while far from a record,
was greater than the low turnout - 54)-
per cent or less — some experts .had
predicted.
In 1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting avi'
population actually voted. In 1968. tilt'
turnout was 60.7 per cent; in 1964, it 1L;I•
61.8 per ceriy; and in 1960, it was 62 8 [of
The 1960 turnout was the highest if
any presidential election year sin( e
1920--when universal suffr:o:0 •,%erit





Ford conteded defeat today to Jimm%
Carter in the 1976 presuirritial race
In a "Dear Jimmy '• telegram to the
Democratic victor, read for the hoarse
President by his wife Betty. Ford
pledged a smooth arid effective tran-
sition. Mrs. Ford said her husband had
alSotelephoned his niessage iii Carter
"Ypu have . My 06mplete and
wholehearted support." Flir told
Carter.
-It is ,apparent now ,that you ha',
won our long, and interete struggle.-
Ford acknowledged. **I congratulate
you on your victory.''
Before appearing before reporters.
Ford underwent medical freatinent for
a hoarse threat.
o.
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•• r nresilIC •• •
Both designed with luxurious floral monotones




LOW 7" 1287 1687PRICE PAIR
A breathtaking ensemble for your bedroom: Bedspreads are fully quilted to the floor with
rolled edges and rounded corners that 'drape dramatically. Made of 1001/. acetate with
100% nylon Cerex• backing. Complete your ensemble with beautiful Matching window























Downy softens deep and
luxurious. adds Aprjlzfresh
smell to clothes;:amadths Adjustable curtain or drapery rods have ROSESOwrinkl ,oF
inkles, and'hellas dlimi- white enamel finish and extend from 28"
nate static cling. 33 ft 'oz. to 48". Mounts on wall. Hardware is in- PRICE R





TOASTIES 18 oz. 59'
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-8-76
•
Cord guide prevents tangles...
TRAVERSE RODS
Smooth operating
traverse reds with ROSES F














. 5 lb. Bag 89"
Bread
Edon
Installation hardware is included...
ADJUSTABLE CURTAIN RODS
•









COFFEE  21b. $398
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-15-76
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A style from the 1800's
that withstood more






classic to add to your
decor.
SAVE 7°°
High spindle back rocker has low
contoured seat with handsomely
turned short legs. A comfortable
and classic way to add a decora-
tive touch to your decor. Rich solid
maple with a lustrous finish.
Imagine the years of pleasure it
will give you and your, family.
Isn't ;nice that some traditions
never go out of style.










70x140 1 388 1488
Made of 100% cotton. throwcovers
are simple to care for - no ironing
needed They're seamless and loam-
backed to prevent any slipping or
sliding. Ideal for hundreds of uses in
or out of your home. Range of colors.
Incumbent Congressmen
Are Returned To Office
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Lowsymu, Ky. I AP) — - Ken-
:uckians have sent their five
Democratic and two Republican U.S.
representatives back to Washington for
two more }rears.
Most of the incumbeht congressmen
shrugged off the opposition with ease in
Tuesday's election. -
Third District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
a Democrat, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyder, a Republican, had the toughest
fights. .
Mazzoli. U.S. representative from the
Louisville district ince 1971, captured
TODAY'S INDEX
Four Sections Today
,. Local Scene 2  3
Dear Abby i 2
- CrossWord 4
Sports 6  7 '
. Opinion Page 8
, Let's Stay Well -,  8 _
!A Deaths & Funerals 10
[ 13Horoscope
Comics 13 16
Classifieds  16, 17
IGA Section 8 Pages
•
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" Clear, Cold •
Clear and cold tonight, low in the mid
20s to low 30s. Variable cloudiness and
cooler Thursday, high in the upper 40s
to low 50s. Friday sunny and cold.
56.8 per cent of the vote despite attacks
Tn his positions on gun control and
busing for school desegregation.
With 99.3 per cent of the votes
counted he had received 77,440. Jesse
Stuart High School Principal Denzil
Ramsey, the Republican candidate, got
56,868 votes, or 41.7 percent. American
Party candidate William Chambers
received 2,133— 1.6 per cent.
Mazzoli said he supportedmeither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and.
that Ramsey had misrepresented his
pcisitions. He said Ramsey's showing
indicated "a 'need to inforni' the people
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
my judgements." .0 -
With the tally complete in the 4th
District — which stretches along the
Ohio River from the eastern suburbs of
Louisville to the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati — Snyder won his
seventh tertn.with 95,536 votes, 56 per
cent. •
Democrat Edward Winterberg, a
Covington attorney who criticized
Snyder's real estate dealings while in
office, ended up with 76,152 votes — 44
per cent.
Snyder, *who contended his business
activities.on behalf of utilities keep him
in touch with the problems of his con-
stituents 7, and improve the district's
economy, Said he was "surprised" at
the !Umber of voters who turned out,
and pleased with the outcome.
Mazzoli. and Snyder were the only
incumbent congressmen to receive less
than 60 per cent of.he um?, in their
districts. . -
Democrat William Natcher, 2nd
•
District representative since 1954.
walked away ,unscathed by ,the
strongest GOP challenger he has faced,
state Senate .Minority Leader Waltet
Baker.
When all the votes were counted.
Natcher had 79,013 — 60.3 per cent —
and Baker had 51,771
Natcher said he was "extremely well
pleased." Baker said that he "enjoyed
the race," that he could -not predict
whether he would try again, and that
today he would "start looking forward




An eight-year old Murray youthwas
injured Tuesday afternoon when he was
struck by an automobile, according to
Murray City Pollee.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard, 1201
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being taken there for
treatment of Injuries.
Police reported that the youngester
ran into the path of an automobile
driven by William J. Swann, 1309 Olive.
on Main Street between 12th and 1J111.
The accident occurred at 4:12 p. m.
Tuesday. The police report said that





















Minor Party candidates for president
and their totals were: American Party.
Anderson, 55; Conununist Party, Hall,
9; American Independent Party,
Maddox, 21; U. S. - labor Party.
LaRouche, 10; Socialist Workers Party,
Camejo, 3; Libertarian Party.
MacBride, 7; Independent Party,
McCarthy, 90.
—Preside:it -otect- Carter- and-
Congressnian Hubbard carried every
precinct in Calloway County by com-
fortable 'margins. Judge-elect
Howerton carried every precinct in the
county, with the exception of Jackson,
where he and Miller finished even at 50
votes-each. .
laundry out of sight... - 1 Members
UPRIGHT VINYL
CLOTHES HAMPER t Proposal
997
The lovely way to keep dirty
Upright clothes hamper measures
11' 2 520'2"x27- and is covered in
long-wearing vinyl. Keeps dirty
laundry out-of-sight and wipes





By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP PoUtical Writer
WASHINGTON ( API — President-
elect Jimmy Carter's long, once-
solitary journey from Plains, Ga., will
carry him to the White House in
January with a victory forged from the
traditional Democratic party coalition
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when his electoral vote total reached
272, two more than the 270 needed for
election. Wisconsin and Mississippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidate's majority in the
Associated Press tabulation.
Two states — Ohio and Oregon, in
both of which Carter held slim leads —
remained too close to call. If Ford
carried both of them, Carter's victory
margin would remain just two electoral
votes.
The lead in California -passed back
and forth through the nigtht with Ford
finally declared the winner near
daybreak. Later, Maine fell into Ford's
column.
The closeness of the vote in many,
states raised questions about absentee
ballots which are handled differently in
different states. A quick check of
election officials in 13 states showed,
however, that the absentee ballots —
whether completely counted or not —
were not expected. to have any impact
on the total.
Among those who said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or
would have no effect were: West
Virginia, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri, Kansas, 'South Carolina,
Hawaii, Alabama, Nebraska and
Georgia.
In some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the hour the polls
close and they are counted with all the •
-tither votes on election night.
In others, like Florida, where there'
9
"cal 1068 has . settlement.
the
- nent of their Rand said that there were 518 ballots
•ation of mailed to the striking members 'of '
sed today by reject the new contract and continye on
-t of 252 to 191 -*Local 1068 with 252, members voting to -
• assistant to . strike; 191 voting to accept the new
secretary- contract and return to work; and 75
_ .ballots not being returned,.
Arbitration• • Dallas Sells, U. A. W. regional
director Of Indianapolis,
of the results serves as an international executive
to the letter the 
b°ardtucky amir 
for
Iriberdian , s thatstat 
states
ai!ieKriof -
the circumstances, .'this matter will ,
now be referred to the U. A. W. Inter-
-national-union in- order to- determine-if
appropriate action can be taken."
Rantl'explained that the international
-iiffiCers and executive committee
will review all facts concerning the- -
local stri kseeaTnadppa. than tpafoglleo;ing that











are an estimated 150,000 absentee
votes, they are not counted until the day
after the election..
The New York vote, with its 249,000-
vote margin for Carter, was already
under challenge by the Republicans
over alleged irregularities. However,
the state election board said that some -
400,000 absenteee ba4lois—had been
mailed. Any received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday, the hour the polls closed,
would have been counted. But a board
spokesman said he 'did not know ho'w
many had been counted or how many
remained outstanding.
The challenge over alleged
irregularities led to impoundment of all
25,000 New York voting machines for
the purpose of a recount.
One reaction to Carter's victory' came
this morning from the New York Stock
Exchange, where the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stocks fell 15.30
points in the first half hour of trading to
950.71. One analyst said the develop-
ment was "an initial knee-jerk reac-
tion" from traditionally conservative
Wall Street.
Returning to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta. Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
welcome from a crowd that included
most of. the town's 683 residents. He
said he was looking- forward to "an
enjoyable next four years."
'Beaming his now-famous smile,
Carter told the crowd, "I told you I
didn't intend to lose."
But when he:-Ifted to continue
speaking, his,voice choked, he turned
his head and then embrared his wife.
r Rosalynn, who was sobbing.
"It was a long night," he said when he
regained his composure. "But I -
guarantee you; it's going t be worth it
• to all of us."
The latest returns sho ed Carter
carrying 22 states and the District of
. Columbia with 272 electoral votes. -Ford
-had 26 states with 235 electoral votes.
The popular vote totals from 98 jx.r
cent of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and F.ord 38,041,295.
With more than half the states still
not reporting final voting figures, the
tabulations indicated that just under 52
per cent of the 150 million American's
of voting age went to the polls Tuesday
The turnout, while far from a record.
was greater than the low turnout
per cent or less 7 some experts had
predicted.
In-1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting ay.'.
population actually voted. In 1968, the
turnout was 60.7 percent;in 1964. it- wie•
61.8 per cent; and iM 960, auras 62.8 per
cent.
The '1960 turnout vias the highest 14
any presidential election 'year sin( e
1920—When universal suffrage ivcrit





WASHINGTON - I AI), President
Ford conceded defeat today to. Junto%
Carter in the 1976 presidential race 
,
lp a "Dear Jithrny'• telegram to the
Democratic victor:read for the hoarse
President by hi,s wife Betty. Ford
pledged a smooth and effective tran-
sition. Mrs. L'ord said her huSband had
.also telephoned 111 -thessage 0/ Carter
"Yon have my complete and
wholehearted support ," F'ord tId
Carter.
"It is apparent now that you have
Won oqr long nd intense. struggle.-i
Ford A:knowl ed. "I congratulate
you on your victo y."
Before appearing before reporters, -
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Coleman products are easy to carry. easy to use. and easy
to look at. They perform even better than they look. Outing
after outing. in all kinds of weather. Coleman products work
and keep on working.
LANTERNS OR STOVES
Double mantle lantern Holds 2 pints of fuel for a full 8 hours
6of burning time Standard ventilator gives 100-tt circle of lightThe 2-burner stove features 2' 2 pint fuel capacity which gives afull 2 hours of burning time Folds compactly to 18 411'2-x4'Both in sturdy steel cases EACHs 47
-7wit -
TISSUE 4 roll pkg. 574
Henderson






4:1 4....111p) Ira eda,
Johnsons Coupon R20 'CV
Folger's
COFFEE 21b.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-15-76
51, :70 (?.
























16 oz.-8 Bottle Ctn.
Pepsi or
7-Up/ ir5





POTATOES 10 lb. 894
Florida Red'
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A Von white Bic lighter with
thousands of lights, plus a
black, cigarette case with a
lighter pocket Case frts reg..











Cio-it-yduzself kits that create bnl-
liant beaded fruit in dazzling col-
ors Choose banana pear lemon,
plum grape cherry,, peach lime
and apple
Incumbent Congressmen
Are Returned To Office
By. BILLBERGSTROM
'Associated Press Writer •
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Ken-
:uckians have sent their five
Democratic and two Republican U.S.
representatives back to Washington for
two 'pore years.
Most of the incumbent congressmen
s ucced off the opposition with ease in
Tue ay's election.
Thin District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
a Deinoc i, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyler, a blican. had the toughest
fighis. '
Mazzoli. U.S. r resentativefrom the
Louisville district 1971, captured
TODAY'S INDEX
Four Sections Today
Local Scene  2,3
Dear Abby
i Crossword
- — ; Sports 6,7
a Opinion Page 8
7 Let's Stay Well 8
'0 Deaths de Funerals 10
Horoscope 13
Comics - 13, 16
Classifieds  16, 17
IGA Section 8 Pages
'nttec
Clear, Cold
Clear and cIld tonight, low in the mid
20s to low 30s. Variable cloudiness and
cooler Thursday, high in-the upper 40s
to low 50s. Friday sunny and col4.
56:8 per cent of the vote despite attacks
on his positions on gun control and
busing for school desegregation.
- With .99.3' per- cent of the votes
counted, he had received 77,440. 'Jesse -
Stuart High School Principal Denzil
Ramsey, the Republican candidate, got
56.868 votes, or 41.7 per cent. American
Party candidate William Chambers
received 2,133 —1.6 per cent.
Mazzoli said he supported neither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and
that Ramsey had misrepresented his
positions. He said Ramsey's showing
indicated "a need to inform the people
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
my judgements."
With the tally complete -in the 4th
District — which stretches along the
Ohio River from the eastern suburbs of
Louisville JO the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati — Snyder won his
seventh term with 95,536 votes, 56 Per
cent.
Democrat Edward Winterberg, a
Obvington attorney who criticized
Sny r's real estate dealings while in
off ic ded up with 76,152 votes — 44
percent.
Snyder, contended his business
activities on aN ofeutilities keep him
in touch with t  isroblens of his ton-
stituents and imp ve the district's
economy, said he wa "surrieised" at
the number of voters w turned !out,
and pleased with the outcome.
-Mazzoli and Snyder were the only
incumbent congressmen to receiVe-less
than 60 per cent of the vote in their
districts.
Dernocrt William Natcher, 2nd
District representative since 1954,
walked away unscathed by the
strongest GOP challenger he has faced,
state Senate Minority Leader Walter
Baker.
When all the votes were counted.
Natcher had 79,013 — 60.3 per cent -
and Baker had 51,773. -
Natcher said he was "extremely well
pleased." Baker said that he "enjoyed
the. race," that he could not predict
whether he would try again, and that
today he would "start looking forward




An eight-year old Murray youth was
injured-Tuesday afternoon when he wa
struck by an automobile, according to
Murray City Police.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard. 12P1
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today .at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being taken there for •
treatment of injuries.
-Pohce reported that' the youngester
ran into the path of an automobile
driven by William J. S*ann, 1309 Olive.
on Main Street between 12tp and 13th.
The accident occurred . at 4:12 p. m.
Tuesday. the Police report said that










Beautiful Christmas gib Pape,
a convenient 4-roll package Each
roll with- a different Joyous de-





By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Po cal Writer
WASHING I AP) — President-
elect Jimmy C r's long, once-
solitary journey from , Ga., will
carry him to the White 'House in
January with-a victory forged frOsnthe
traditional Democratic party .coaliti
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when his electoral vote total reached'
272, two more than the 270 needed for
election. Wisconsin and Mississippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidates majority in the
Associated Press tabulation.
Two states — Ohio and Oregon, in
both of which Carter held slim leads --
remained too close to call. If Ford
carried both of them, Carter's victory
margin would remain just two electoral
votes.
- The lead in California passed back
and forth through the night- with Ford
finally declared the winner near
daybreak. Later, Maine fell. into Ford's
column.
The closeass of the vote in many
states raised questions about absentee
ballots which are handled differently in
different states. A quick check- of
election officials In 13 states showed,
however, that the absentee ballots —
whether completely counted or not —
were not expected to have any impact
on the total.
Among those who said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or



















Minor Party candidates for president
their totals were: American Party,
An 'on, 55; Communist Party, Hall,
9; An lean Independent Party, -
Maddox, • U: S. Labor Party,
LaRouche, 101 ialist Workers Party,
Catnejo, 3; -I. •ertarian Party,
MacBride, 7; Ind ndent Party,
McCarthy..90. •
 ,Presidea-sle.c1— Car
Congressman Hubbard carnet very
precinct in Calloway County by c
fortable margins. Judge-elec
Howerton carried &el.,- precinct in the
county, with the exception-of Jackson,

























Rand said that there were 518 ballots
mailed to the 'striking members of
Local 1068 with 252 members voting to
reject-the new contract and continue on
.rke; 101 voting to accept the new
contract and return to work; and 75
ballots not being returned.
Dallas Sells, U. A. W. regional
director of Indianapolis, Ind., who
Serves as an international executive
• board member for the states of Ken-
--ititky and Indiana, said that in view of
the circumstances, 'this matter will— -
now be referred to the U. A. W. Inter-
national union in order to determine if
'appropriate aetion-ean-be -- --
Rand explained that the international
officers and executive 'committee
will review all facts concerning the
local strike and that following that
(See Tappan, Page 101
ourney
ite House
are an estimated 150,000 .absentee
votes, they are not counted until the day
atter the election. _ _
The New York vote, with its 249,000-
vote margin tor Carter, was already
under challenge by the Republicans
over alleged irregularities. However,
the state election board said that some
,400,000 absenteee ballots had been
Any received by 9 p.m.
Ttie the hour the polls closed.
-would hav counted. But a board
spokesman sai •,he did not know how
many had been cnted or how many
remained outstanding2'---
The challenge over alleged
Irregularities led to impoundrne • all
25,000 New York voting machines
the purpose of a recount. .
One reaction to Carter's victory came
this morning *from the New York Stock
Exchange, where the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stock's fell 15.38
points in the first half hour of trading to
950.71. One analyst said the develop-
, Ment was —an initial knee-jerk reac-
"tion" from traditionally conservative
Wall Street.
Returning to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta. Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
welcome from a crowd that included
most of the town's 683 residents. He
said he .was ' fooking forward to
enjoyable next four years."
.Beaming his now-iartitus smile,-
Carter told the crowd, "I told you I
didn't intend to lose."
But when het-tried to continue
speaking, his voice choked, he turned
The' popular vote totals from 98 per
cent of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and Ford 38,041,295.
With more than half the states still
not reporting final Voting figures. the
tabulations indicated that just under 52
per cent of the 150 million American's
of voting age went to the polls Tuesday.
The turnout, while far from a record.
was greater than the low turnout -- 5(1
per cent or less — some experts had
predicted.
In 1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting art,
population actually voted. In 1968. air
turnout was 60.7 per cent; in 1964, it tka,
61.8 per cent; and in 1960, it was 62 810,r
cent.
The 1960 turnout was the highest if
ny presidential election year Since
19 -when universal suffrage to




WASHINGTON . iAP i President
Ford conceded defeat today to Jiriirtts
Carter in the 1976 presidential race
In a —Dear jimmy" telegraiii to the
Democratic victor, read for the hoarsi:„.
President by his wife Betty. Ford
pledged a smooth andsoffective tran-
sition. Mrs. Ford said her husband had
also telephoned-his message to Car ier- .41
Virginia, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri, Kansas, South Carolina,
Hawaii, Alabama, Nebraska and
Georgia.
In some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the &II- the polls
close and they are counted with all the
other votes on election night.
In others, like Florkda, where there
Rosalynn, who was sobbing.
. "It was a long night," he said when he,
regained his- 'Composure. "But I
guarantee you, it's going to be worth it
to all of us."
The latest returns showed Carter
carrying 22 states and the District of
Columbia *ith 272 electoral votes. Ford
had 26 states with 235 electoral.voles.
ou have my comp etc an(
whOlehearted • tuisort • Ford told
Carta. ,
."It is apparent now that you have
wort our long and intense struggle,"
Ford acknowledged. "I congratulatt
you on your, victory."
Before appearing before reporters,
Ford underwent medical-treatment for
a hoarse throat.
I
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• lielltittark Ark Inkirromillar•
EARLY•1111•THE•WEEK
SALE STARTS NOV. 3RD, SALE ENDS NOV. 6TH
ff*S125)
Economical Aids For Everyday Use...
HOUSEHOLD PLASTICS
• Choose 12" Rubbermaid waste-
baskets. 11 qt. buckets, 14 qt
dish pan, twin-sink dish drainer,
toilet brush set with brush holder












Extra Dry Hair Spray
Rog.
1" 88*
(n8 oz et L eloS Arid extra
Dry Deodorant Available in regular












0 Rog. ROSES 1 47
PRICE 2"
4 fl oz Cor."`Lr 1,01+ 0 Clairol*
Final Net 14atr Spray tfl regular
Of ,MSCeOlefi UMW L
SAVE
23'
411 oz bottle of Cul of °ley Beau-
ty Lotton Recommended for
face neck and hands beio-e aP-
piv—ci makeup Unfit 2.
LOW
. PRICE
Flavorkt.seay to stune up lips
and Sp color outshtnes pot gloss
and stick gloss by a smelt, Many
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Johnsons Coupon R12
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Limit 1 Coupon 1j Person
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hal waterproof smearproof form, ROSES
, is SrT long 'longer longest lashes LOW







Delicious beef tips over rice with green
beans and corn, hot rolls, tea or coffee.
Available el Mores Met normally sell plate Mochas.





Fight cavities with Crest toothpaste in
regular or mint flavor 5 ounce (net WI.)






lies Helps 'educe boy aorason Lime 2
fou""
Economical box 01 48...
STAYFREE MINI
PADS
More absorbent lor. Or
'tne Stayfree Mtnt-Pd se-






curet Box p148 2.
ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE IN LARGE STORES. MOST
ITEMS AVAILABLE IN SMALL STORES, WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES ON ANY ITEM. ALL
SPECIALS WILL BE SOLD ON A FIRST COME BASIS.
-- CENTRA1 'SHOPPING- -CENTER" —
Murray, Kentucky
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FINISHED FARO —As usual, the staff of the Calloway County Court Clerk's office imished its vote tabelations
early. County Court Clerk Marvin Harris and Deputy Clerk Judith Ainley are finishing up here at around 7:3(Lp.m.
Quick returns from the precincts and competent help were cited by Harris as the main factors in the eady'com-
pletion of the local and national,yote counts.
Staff Photo by David uin
Carter, Hubbard Carry Each
Precinct In Calloway County
By DAVID HILL ,
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
A record 75 per cent of the over 15,000
registered voters in Calloway. County
made their feelings known in Tuesday's
national election, and the feelings were
overu heliningly Democratic.
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris
said 11,506 votes were cast Tuesday, out
of a possible 15,180 in the county.. -
---.—President-eiect --Jimmy -Carter
received the endorsement of the
majority of those voting; he received
--tit- votes... President Gerald Ford
received 3,171 votes in Calloway
County. •
U., S. Representative Carroll Hub-
bard $A.as returned to-Congress, as he
soundl defeated Republican
challenger Bob Bersky, 118,065 to
26,014.
Locally, Hubbard defeated Bersky,
8,387 to 1,516. Local write-in candidates
for C' S. Representative included
Frank Albert Stubblefield, with two
votes, Videt Johnson, Robert Burke,
and Joseph L. Rose, with one vote each.
Violet , Johnson received four write-in
votes, and Steven-L. West received one
vote.
In the Murray City Council race,
- Ruby Hale retained her seat on the
council. defeating Billy Balentine 1,700
to 1,312. Write-irr voteS were cast for
Dennis . Nall, 2 votes; Margaret
Crawford, one vote, and Prentice
Lassiter, one vote.
Billy Joe 1(ingins defeated Billy Joe
Stubblefield in the District Two
Calloway County School Board race by
the margin of 646 to 248.
In the Murray City School Board
race, Melissa Easley and Maurice.
Ryan were unopposed; they received
2,116 and 1,696 votes respectively.
Write-in vote§included Charles Archet,,
one vote, and Dennis Nall, two votes.
In the county school board race,
Lubie Parrish was unopposed in
District Four; he rece,ived 527 votes.
Ferrell Miller' 'Was unopposed in
Incumbent Congressmen
Are Returned To Office
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — Ken-
:uckians have sent their five
Democratic and two Republican U.S.
representatives back to Washington for
two more years.
Most of the incumbent congressmen
shrugged off the opposition with ease in—
Tuesday's election.
Third District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
a Democrat, and 4th District Rep. Gene
Snyder. a Republican, had the toughest_ ;-•
fights,
Mazzoli. U.S. representative from the









Opinion Page 8 ;
I et's Stay Well  .1 •
Deaths & Funerals. ..7 .--- . .-  10
Horoscope 13
Comics 13, 16
Classifieds  16, 17
IGA Section  ' 8 Pages
Clear, Cold
Clear and cold tonight, low in the mid
20s to low 30s. Variable cloudiness and
cooler Thursday, high in the upper 40s
to low 50s. Friday sunny and cold. '
•
56.8 per cent of the vote despite attacks
on his positions on gun control and
busing for school desegregation.
With 99.3 per cent of the votes
counted, he had received 77,4411t- Jesse
Stuart High School Principal Denzil
Ramsey, the Republican candidate, got
56,868 votes, or 41.7 per cent. American
Party candidate William Chambers
received Z133 —1.6 per cent.
Mazzoli said he supported neither gun
control nor court ordered busing, and
that Ramsey hact Misrepresented his
positiOns. He said Ramsey's showing
indicated "a need to inform the people
in terms of the whys and wherefores of
my judgements."
With the .tally complete in the 4th
District — which stretches along the
Ohio River from. the eastern suburbs of
Louisville to the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati Snyder won his
seventh term With 95,536 votes, 56 per
cent.
Democrat EcTi7vard Winterberg, a
Covington attorney who criticized
Snyder's real estate dealings while in
office, ended up with 76,152 votes — 44
percent.
Snyder, who contended his business
activities on behalf of utilities keep him
trt-tow.h w1th the piubteii& vf-his
stituents and improve the district's
economy, said he ww "surprised" at
the number of voters Who turned out,
and pleased with the outcome:
Mazzoli and Snyder were the only.
incumbent catfgressmen to receive less
than 60 pet cent of the vote in their
districts.
Democrat William Natcher, 2nd
District representative since 1954.
walked away _unscathed by the
strongest GOP challenger he has faced.
state Senate Minority Leader Walter
Baker.
When all the votes were counted.
Natcher had 79,013 — 60.3 per cent -
and Baker had 51,773. _
Natcher said he Was "extremely well
pleased." Baker said that. he "enjoyed
the race,",. that he could not predict
whether he would try again and that
today he would "start looking forward.




An eight-year old Murray youth v..as
injured Tuesday afternoon when he-was
struck by an automobile, according to
Murray City Police.
Eight-year old Shane Pollard, 1201
Main, is listed in satisfactory condition
today.at the Murray-Callowa_y County
Hospital after being taken there for
treatment of injuries.
Police reported that the youngester
ran into the ,.path of an automobile
driven by William J. Swann, 1309 Olive.
on Main Street between 12th and 13th
The accident occurred at 4:12 p. m.
Tuesday. The police report said that
Swann was unable to 'stop to avend
striking the child.
District Five; he received 299 votes.
There was one write-in vote in the Fifth
district, for Jo Lackey.
Paducah City Manager J. William
Howerton was one of the successful
challengers .of incumbent appellate
courts judge Warren B. Miller.
Howerton won by a 38,322 to 30,162 vote
margin in the District One, Division
Two race.
Howerton was the winner in the local
race for Judge of the Court of Appeals,
as well. He received 3,039 votes to 2,213
for Miller. Roy Vance was unopposed
as Judge of the Court of Appeals in the
First Division; he recieved 1,915 votes.
Minor Party candidates for president
and their totals were: American Party,
AndersOn, 55; Conununist Party ,- Hall.-
9: American Independent Party,
Maddox, 21; U. S. Labor Party,
LaRouche, 10; Socialist Workers Party,
Camejo, 3; Libertarian Party,
MacBride, 7; Independent Party.
McCarthy, 90.
President-elect • Carter and 
tOngfessmariThibbard carria every
precinct in Calloway County by com-
fortable margin's. Judge-eleet
Howerton carried every precinct in the
county, with the exception of Jackson,




United Auto Workers Local 1068 has
rejected a proposed settlement of their
strike at the Murray operation of the
Tappan Company by a vote of_252 to 191
.according to figures released today by
Don Rand, administrative assistant to
U. A. W. International secretary-
treasurer Emil Maxey.
"The American Arbitration
Association has advised the Inter-'
national Union (U. A. W.) of the results
of the balloting relative to the letter
which was feitilbrded to the mem-
bership of Tappan U. A. W. Local 1068,"
, Rand told The Murray Ledger & Tunes
this morning.
The letter outlined in detail a
PioWok4 SitileFrieift Ortlie-iiiike at the
Tappan Co. which began June 23, 1975.
Included in the letter was a ballot
asking the local membership to vote
either for or against the proposed
settlement.
Rand said that there were 518 ballots
mailed to the striking members - of
Local 1068 .with 252 members voting to
reject the new Contract and continue on
strike; 191 voting to accept the new
contract and return to work; and 75
ballots not being returned.
Dallas. Sells, U. A. W. regional
director of Indianapolis, Ind., who
serves as an international executive
• board member for the states of Ken-
tucky and Indiana, said that in view of
the circumstances, "this matter will
now be referred to the U. A. W. Inter-
national union in order to determine if
appropriate action can be taken."
' Rafid' eiiplainecTlhaTthe Tete
offiters and executive committee
'will review all facts 'concerning the
local strike and that 'following that
(Seell'a n Page 101ppa ,
Long Carter Journey
To End At White House
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President-
elect Jimmy Carter's long, once-
solitary journey from Plains, Ga., will
carry him to the White House in
January with a victory forged from the
traditional Democratic party coalition
of the Old South and industrial North.
Carter was declared the victor over
President Gerald Ford early today
when his electoral' vote total reached
272, two more than the 270 needed for
• election. Wisconsin and. Mississippi
were the states that established the
Democratic candidate's majority in the
Associated Press tabulation.
Two states — Ohio and Oregon, in
both of which Carter held slim leads —
remained too close to call. If Ford
carried both of • them, Carter's victory
margin would remain just two electoral
votes.
The lead in California paSsed back
and forth through the night with Ford
finally declared the winner near
daybreak. Latr• , Maine fell into Ford's
column.
The closeness of the vote in many
states raised questionsabout absentee
ballots which are handled differently in
different states. A quick check of
election officials in 13 states showed,
however, that the absentee ballots —
whether completely counted or not —
were not expected to have any impact
on the total.
Among those who said the absentee
ballots had already been counted or
would have no effect were: West
I/Li-prim, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Washington, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri, Kansas, South Carolina,
Hawaii, Alabama, Nebraska and
Georgia.
In some states, absentee ballots are
accepted only up until the hour the polls
close and they are counted with all the
other votes on_eleclion night 
In others, like Florida, where' there
are an estimated 150,000 absentee
votes; they are not counted until the day
after the election.
The New York vote, with its 249,000.
vote margin for Carter, was already
under challenge by the Republicans.
over allegeti irregularities. However,
the state election board said that some
400,000 absenteee ballots had been
mailed. Any received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday, the hour the polls closed,
would hair been counted. But a board
spokesman said he did not know how
many had been counted or how many
remained outstanding.
The challenge over alleged
irregularities led to impoundment of all
25,000 New York Voting machines for
the purpose of a recount.
One reaction to Carter's victory came
this morning from the New York Stock
Exchange, where the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stocks fell 15.38
points in the first half hour of trading to
950.71. One analyst said the develop-
ment was "an initial knee-jerk 'reac-
tion" from traditionally conservative
Wall Street.
Returning to Plains from his election
headquarters in Atlanta. Carter
received a tumultuous, emotional
welcome from a crowd that included
most of the town's 683 residents. He
said he was looking forward to "an
enjoyable next four years."
Beaming his now-famous smile,
Carter told the crowd, "I told you I
didn't intend to lose.",
But when he tried to continue
speaking, his voice choked, he turned
his head and then is wife
Ftosalynn, who was sobbing.
"It was a long night," he said when he
regained his composure. "But I
guarIntee you, it's going to be worth it
to all of us."
The latest returns showed Carter
carrying 22 states and the District of
Columbia with 272 electoral votes. Ford
had 26 states with 235 electoral votes.
The popular vote totals from 98 per
cent of the nation's precincts gave
Carter 39,833,427 and Ford 38,041,295..-
With more than half the states still
not reporting final voting figures, tin.
tabulations indicated that just under 52
per cent of the 150 million American's
of voting age went to the polls Tuesday .
The turnout, while far from a record.
was greater than the low turnout - 5(1-
per cent or less -- some experts had
predicted.
In 1972, 55.4 per cent of the voting :we
population actually voted. In 1968, the
turnout was 60.7 per cent; in 1964,1i wa,.
61.8 per cent; and in 1960.11 was 62 8 p.•1-
cent. .
The 1960, turnout was the highest ,pf
any presidential election year_ sink e
1921X-when universal suffrage k%erit





irFord conceded defeat today to .jstildgii;iry 
. Carter in the 1976 presidential race
In a "Dear Jimmy " telegram to the
DemocraM• victor: read for the hoarse
President by his wife Betty. Ford
pledged a Smooth and effective trim-
sitiOn. Mrs. Ford said her husband had
also telephoned his niessage to Carter
You have my complet ae nd
wholehearted support • t(id
Carter.
• "It is apparent no that Ylm ha'
won our long and intense struggle,"
Ford acknowledged. c/ingratulate
YOU on your victory.''
Before appearing before repoikters;
Ford underwent medical. treatment for
a hoarse throat.
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Vernon E. Gantt, left Associate Professor and Chairman
of the Department of Speech and Theatre, and Robert A.
Valentine, right, instructor of Speech and Director
Debate, both at Murray State University, along with E.
Norman Sims, Coordinator of Information Dissemination,
Bureau of Vocational Education, Frankfort, conducted the
one-day Professional Office Personnel Workshop, hosted
by the Murray Chapter, National Secretaries Association
(Intl.), held October 23 at the Student Center Auditorium,
MSU. The theme was "You Can't NOT Communicate: A
ComMunication Self-Analysis." Registering were 110 per-
sons from chapters in Murray, Mayfield, Paducah, Kut-
tawa, Eddyville, Madisonville, Hopkinsville, Bowling
Green, Owensboro, Frankfort, Louisville, Lexington, and
Paris, Tenn., and eighteen guests including eight em-
ployers from Murray. Mrs. Faye Wells, CPS, president of
the Murray Chapter, presided at the seminar. Door prizes
were given at the luncheon.
Mrs. Fitch At Meeting
Mr r Jerry Fitch of Murray
was among the Murray
residents who attended a three
days March of Dimes regional
meeting held in Louisville for
volunteers from four states.





Mrs. H. G. Dunn opened her
home for the meeting of the.
Alice Waters Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church Women held October
12 at 9!30 a. in.- with nine
members present. Mrs. Dunn
served refreshments as the
women arrived.
"Loving Care For The
Aged" was the subject of the
program presented by Mrs.
Harold Speight who told of her
eight years e working with
the sick and aged at.Westview
Nursing Home and pf some of
the programs that she
initiated there. One particular
- one that -seemed to .help and-
was very popular with the
patients was a Bible study, she
said.
Mrs. Speight stressed that
God is love and He is always
on your side, and that three
ways to cooperate with God
were working, thinking, and
praying. She closed with
prayer.
The chairman, Mrs. Lowell
King, presided. A collection
was taken for World Banks.
to the voluntary health
agency's mission—protection
--cf-the unborn and newborn.
March of Dimes funds,
which are raised primarily
during the January campaign,
support research and
programs of perinatal and
genetic medicine throughout
the country. All programs are,,
directed at prevention qf birth
defects and nay life-
threatening problem in the
newborn.
Mrs. Fitch said that
"Together we are striving for
the day when all children can
be born free from the threat of
birth defects."
GUEST SPEAKER
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray
was the guest speaker at the
meeting bf the Barlox
Woman's Club held October 28
at the home of Mrs. Earl
Evans. She is a past pri,sident
of the Murray Woman's Club
and the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs. Mrs.
Elizabeth Slusmeyer of
Murray-was- alsoa guest at-the-
meeting.
To Carve Pork Loin--
For easier carving, have the
meat retailer loosen the chine
back bone by sawing across
the rib bones. When roasting
is finished, the back bone can
be removed easily by running
the carving knife along the
edge of tbe roast before the
meat is placed on the platter
to be carved.
CYATIA Ends Tonite -Snow White -7:20 \
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Teen Busted for
Going Braless
By Abigail Van Buren
9766, Cfncago T nburnf PI News Syrod Inc
DEAR ABBY: I have always considered myself a very
fair-minded person and have tried to look at things from all
points of view, but this has me stumped.
I have a 16-year-old daughter I'll call Barbie. Well, Barbie
believes that it's everyone's right to do as he pleases as
long as it doesn't hurt anybody and there is no law against
it. This includes going braless, and that's what Barbie does.
She's a nice-looking girl, but she's "top-heavy." Her
teacher has called me three times to tell me that if I keep
letting Barbie come to school without a bra, she will be
expelled.
Abby, do you know any 16-year-old high school girl who
lets her mother dress her'? Neither do and that's my
problem. She's a good student and I've never had any
trouble with her until now.
Can you help me?
BARBIE'S TROUBLED MOM
DEAR MOM: Mee the school have a dress code? If it
does, and a bra is required, Barbie could be out of bounds
in more ways than one. If there is no dress code, the com-
plaining teacher is guilty of making threats she can't carry
out, and SHE is out of bounds. Call the high school princi-
pal and get the facts.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 36-year-old whose husband left me
for a younger woman. I cried my heart out, than I met a
young man I could really relate to. We fell in love, and now
we have a beautiful relationship unlike anything I've ever
known. This last year has been the happiest in my entire
life!
The problem: He is only 23. Abby, is it possible for two
people who love each other to overcome such a big dif-
ference in age? He's older in the head and I look younger in
the face, so we look fine together. I have two sons, 11 and
13.
ON CLOUD 8 IN CHICAGO
DEAR ON: Ride those clouds • little longer before you
make any permanent decisions. If it's the real thing, it will
last. If everything else works, the age difference is unim-
portant.
DEAR -ABBY.: I am writing this letter hoping that your
millions of readers I parents and teenagers) will read it.
We are foster parents who care for infants who areborn
out of wedlock and need homes until their adoptions go
through.
Now we have a beautiful 4-week-old girl whose mother
changed her mind, hastily married the baby's father and
decided to keep her baby. Both the mother and father are
15 years of age.
The girl's parents are very much against their daughter s
decision, so these 15-year-olds are getting an apartment
and joining the welfare rolls.
Yesterday I met the young parents and was heartsick.
They sat there giggling the whole time they visited their
I wanted so much to say, "If you really love this little
girl, you will do what is best for her. Please let some nice,
mature couple adopt her and give her the many advantages
you can't offer her."
Instead, I sat there feeling sorry for the child who was
going to be raised by parents who were only children them-
selves.
I pray that you will remind teenagers to think twice
before having a sexual relationship—at least until they are
old enough to accept the consequences.
HEARTBROKEN FOSTER MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Your letter is a powerful testimony
to the aims and purposes of Planned Parenthood. Most
accidental pregnancies carry with them the seeds of human
tragedy. Sexually active people lespecially youngsterid
need to realize this. Legalized abortion is a sad substitute
for birth control or self-control.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Murray Vocational FBL.4 Chapter
Holds Installation Of Officers
The Murray Vocational
Center Chapter—of Future
Business Leaders held its
monthly meeting Monday,
October 18 at 3:30 p. m. in the
Accounting Room of the
Murray Vocational Center.
The main event was the
installation of the new officers
with the candle light in-
stallation ceremony con-
ducted by Vanessa Stone,
Region I Reporter, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stone.
Carla Ramsey, daughter of
,Mrs. Barbara Ramsey ancfa
senior at C. C. H. S., was-tn-
stalled as the new ctiapter
president. Debra Tucker,
vice-president, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James
Tucker, is a junior from C. C.
H. S..
The secretary, Melody
Travis, is the daughter of Mrs.
Betty Travis and Bobby
Travis; she is a senior at M. H.
S. The new treasurer, Pam
Todd. is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth L. Todd and
is a senior at C. C. H. S.
The reporter, Trina Swift is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
!lam old Swift; Trina is a junior
at C. C. H. S. Rerlee Bolen,
Historian, and a junior at C. C.
H. S., is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Bolen. Installed
as parliamentarian, Krista
Maupin, the daughter of Mrs.
Oretha Maupin and Jerry
Maupin, is a senior at M. H. S.
Following the installation
4
ceremony the new officers
began their duties, and Carla
Ramsey called the meeting to
order.
Members decided that the
Chapter would donate $20.00 to
the F. F. A. Camp at Har-
dinsburg, to help pay for new
tennis courts, since F. B. L. A.
attends this camp. Members
also voted that an F. B. L. A.
billboard would be put up
during the school year. It was
voted to buy picture frames
for chapter certificates. The
president appointed com-
mittees to carry out chapter
bpsiness: the purchase of a
camera, a club banner, and a
utility cart.
LIVERS & THIGHS
Chicken livers and thighs
are both in good supply now,
according to the National
Broiler Council, so it's a good
time to buy them. Because
livers are 100 per cent edible,
allow about V-citiarter pound
per serving. Dark-meat
thighs, the favorite part of the
bird for many chicken-lovers,
generally . weigh about a
quarter pound each. Two
make a generous serving.
In Uruguay, dueling is legal as
long as both parties in the dis-
pute are registered blood
donors!
Mrs. James E. (Mary) Hamilton of Murray shows the
arrangement, "Red Roses for a Blue Lady," which won
first for a silver pitcher in the Pennyrile Rose Society Fall
Rose Show held at Hopkinsville Community College.
This was an arrangement of the designer's choke using
seven red or red blend roses incorporating a doll or
figurine. She alsct won first place for a linen tea set for
Pr "Tea for Two," an arrangement using all fresh plant
_material suitable for a reception table. Mrs. Hamilton
teaches a special class in flower arrangement in the Life
and Learning courses at Murray State University.
Shown here with her rose arrangement which won
best of the show in the Paris-Henry County Rose Society
Show at Paris, Tenn., is Mrs. James E. (Mary) Hamilton of
Murray. With the arrangement are the pieces of silver
she won for the following arrangements: Bowl for
"America," miniature arrangement five inches or under
goblets for "Pleasant Memories," formal arrangement
suitable !or hall entrance and "Family Room," line
arrangement, one color, tints, and shades; and salt and
pepper sets for "In The Living Room," Colonial William-
sburg period arrangement. Mrs. Hamilton is a member
of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
and the Nature's Palette Garden Club.
-  
A dog cannot see colors very
., well, but he can differentiate
, degrees of brightness better
/ al than people can.
Mrs. Eurah Blalock Is
Honored, 82nd Birthday
Mrs. Eurah Darnall Blalock
was honored with a surprise
party in celebration of her
end birthday on Sunday,
October 23, at -the Peoples
Bank of Murray North Branch
community room.
The celebration was
beautifully planned and im-
plemented by Mrs. Johnnie
Wyatt, a sister, and Mrs. Sue
Grady, a daughter.
The Darnall family has deep
roots here, having moved to
this area in 1908, with several
members having maintained
continuous residences in this
area since then.
Frall colors predominated in
the table decorations. Mrs.
Blalock wore a blue ensemble
highlighted with a corsage of
yellow carnations:
The immediate family had a
potluck luncheon which
featured favorite dishes of
each one present.
In attendance were Connie
and Johnnie Wyatt of Ahno,
Solon and Emma Darnell of
Murray, Sam and Reba
Farmer of Benton, Sylvan
Darnell of Murray, Clete and
Gladys Young of Almo, and
Gusta Conner of Alm). Mrs.
Young and Mrs. Conner are
the only sisters -of the late
Bowman Blalock.
Each of Mrs. Blalock's
children were present who
were James B. Blalock, Jr., of
Prospect, Thomas H. Blalock
and his sons, Tom, Jr., and
Barry, of Dayton, Ohio, Mrs.
Sue Grady, her husband, Bud,
and sons, David and Jimmy,
Louisville, Janet Goss,
Murray State University, and
Mrs. Euva Weihe, Arlington,
Va.
Guests included Mr.. and
Mrs. Guy Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Mitchell, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Mitchell,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wyatt, Mrs.
Ann Coursey, Ken and
Charlotte, Mrs. Susan Sam-
mons and children, Jason,
Stephanie, and Venessa, Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Darnall, Mrs.
Edna Dowdy, Mrs. Zela Hurt,
Mrs. Cindy Wiley and Mat-
thew, Mr. and Mrs. Jin
Conner, Mary Ann, Alesia
and Angela.
MILLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers
Miller, 1311 South 16th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Jill Shannon,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, born on Sunday,
September 26, at 9:22 a. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed as
an electrician at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr: and
Mrs. Hardiman Miller of
Hazel Route Two and Mr. and
Mrs. Z. B. Russell of ICirksey
Route One. Great grand-
mother is Mrs. Katie Miller of
Puryear, Tenn., and great










metal towel stAlltds and
accessories in white and
old gold. New wall
hangings, hand - loomed
from Llama, Peru. New
shipment of Turg In-
ternational soaps! Gifts
tor everyone, all ages!
Gifts to be remembered
can be found at the
Green Door. Come see
me soon!




5 lbs. of Godchaux
Sugar.
Godchaux...
best sugar on the
Sugartown Line.




SAVE 20c ON 5-LB. BAG OF EXTRA-FINE
GODCHAUX SUGAR!!!
TO GROCER: We will redeem this coupon for face value
plus 5C handling_provided you have accepted it toward
the purchase of Godchaux produce specified hereon
Invoices proving the purchase of sufficient stock to cover
coubOns presented for redemption must be shown on
reduest Void when presented by outside agency, broker,
Or others who are not retail distributors of Godchaux
Sugar. Of where prohibited, licensed, taxed. or restricted
Customer pays any salethttui Cash value 1/204 Redeem
coupons through Godchaux Redemptrcin Center, PO Box,
R-7000. El Paso, Texas 79998 Expires 30 June 1977
5. 3
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COM MUNI TY
CAT E NDAR
Wednesday, November 3 .
Studcnts International
Meditation Society will have
free lectures at 3 : 30 p. in. and
7:30 p. m. in Room 206 if Roy
Stewart Stadium, MSC.
Exhibition of works by
Robert Manley, Providence,
R. 1., weavings by Cynthia E.
Easley, Bowling Green,
paintings by Donald R.
Dugger, Owensboro, and
photography by Katherine
Dugger, Owensboro, will be on
display through November 10
except for M,nley on
November 7, at Clara NI.
Eagle Gallery, MSU.
Murray Cooperating
Preschool Parents will meet
at seven p. m. at the school.
Charity bridge game for
Arthritis Foundation will be
sponsored by Murray Open
Duplicate Bridge Club at the
Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p. m. Cost will be $2.50 per
person and all bridge players
are welcome.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.
Flint Baptist Church




Young Women, and Acteens
will meet at 7:30p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women are scheduled to meet
at seven p. in.
Thursday, November 4
National Organization for
Women will meet at the
United Campus Ministry
building at seven p. m. All
persons interested in the
feminist movement are in-
vited.
All diabetics, their relatives
and friends, are urged to
attend a meeting at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 7:30 p. m. for the
purpose of organizing a local
chapter to serve diabetics in
Calloway County' and the
surrounding area.
World Wide Homemakers
Club will meet with Paula
Morton at seven p. m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled


















Clinic will be at Calloway
County Health Center from
four to eight p. m.
Twin Lake rs Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr.
arid Mrs. Ned Wilson, 317
North Fifth Street, at seven p.
in.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Ellis Community Center at
7:30p.m.
Garden Department,
Murray • Woman's Club, will
meet at 1:30 p. m. at the club
house.
Women. of the Murray
Moose Lodge are scheduled to
meet at eight p. m.
_
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. in. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with work
on the bazaar and table
games, latter at one p. m.
All-American Concert by
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha music fraternities will
be at 8:15 p. m. in Recitaliiall
Annex, nice Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU,
Tractor Pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
will be at seven p. m. at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road.
Friday, November 5
Rummagt and bake sale
will be held at the Dexter
Community Center from nine
a. m, to four p. m., sponsored
by Dexter Homemakers Club.
Senior Citizens Bazaar will
be Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, from seven
to nine p. m. Also canned and
baked goods will be on sale.
Senior citizens will be at Ellis
Center from ten a. m, to three
p. m. working on bazaar ar-
ticles. Shopping for senior
citizens will be at 9:30 a. m.
and 12:30 p. m. Call 753-9725 on
Thursday for transportation.
World Community Day
program will be held by
Church Women United at 7:30
p. m. at Kirksey United
Methodist Church with Mrs:
Olga Ffeeman as speaker.
Tractor Pull will continue at
Livesto% and Exposition
Center at seven p.m.
All-day arts and crafts
festival, sponsored by Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity, will be
at Beshear Gymn of Student
Center, MSU. Display charge
of $5 per table will be made
and call 753-9135, Tom Hasty.
VITAMINS
You should know that
vitamins — by themselves —
do not create energy or build
body tissue. However, many
vitamins are involved in the
release of energy within the
body and in the process of
tissue-building. Some
vitamins control the way the
body handles food. So they are
important. Just don't sub-
stitute pills for food.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Don Gilbert of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. •
Modeling aprons that will be for sale along with arts,
crafts, canned goods, and baked goods at the Senior
Citizens Bazaar on Friday and Saturday at the Community
Room of the Federal Savings and Loan, 608 Main Street,
are, left to right, Lavola Page, Flossie Snow, Nellie Bell,
Willie Emerson, and Lillie Farris. Hours will be from seven
to nine p. m. on Friday and from nine a. m. to four p. m. on
Saturday.
Mrs. Claxton & Mrs. McDade Now
Home After Trip To Middle East
Mrs. Inez Claxton of
Murray, and her sister Mrs.
FL W. McDade of Dallas,
Texas returned last week
from a three weeks trip in the
Middle East. - -
They visited Mrs. Claxton's
son, William H. Claxton, in
Tehran, Iran, who is one of the
Directors of American Bell
International Inc., of Iran:
They also visited a niece, Kay
Rouse, who is with the
International Training Con-
sultants of Iran for two years.
En route they had two days
of sight seeing in Rome, and
stopped in Athens, Greece on
their return trip. While in Iran
a trip was made to three
former capitals — Isfahan,
Shiraz and Persepolis, the
latter dating back to Darius I
who ruled 521486 B. C.
Another high point of the
trip wa8 meeting with three of
the Southern Baptist
missionaries; W. C. Ruchti
MORE CALCIUM
Older men and women
average more than 30 percent
below the recommended
amounts of calcium they
should get daily. If they'd
drink more 'milk or eat its
equivalent in other dairy foods
they'd be better off. One of the
more prevalent diseases of
older people is osteporosis.
- Banes- 'lase' :caleti111-1 and
become fragile. More calcium
will help offset this.
Jr., Rome, Loren C. Turnage
in Tehran and James F.
Kirkinciall, Field Represen-








t mother Rowena), 104 Walnut




Mrs. Sarah A. Blachard, Rt.
1, Hardin, Keith W. Nicholson,
1608 College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Mrs. June T. Nicholson, 1608
College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Miss Linda L. Fuhrmeister,
5714 Hart Hall, Murray, Coy
R. Brent, Box 117, Far-
mington, John L. Tucker, Rt,
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Bertha L.
Bradley, Rt. 9, Box 32, Benton,
Christopher Douglas, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Fred W. Pogue, 410
S. 11th., Murray, Chadwick J.
Knight, 1565 Oxford, Murray,
Mrs. Jeanette Collie and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, Benton, Miss
' Martha J. Brandon, 722
Sycamore, Murray, Augustus
W. RusSell, P. 0. Box 349,
Murray, Mrs. Annie M. Stalls,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Agnes F.
Thunman. 12U... .Mimosa Dr.,
Murray, fttnes R. McNuft
I expired). 1618 W. Olive,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Draffen
Celebrate Golden
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A.
Draffen of Benton Route Two,
parents of Betty Draffen Scott
of Murray, observed their
golden wedding anniversary
on Friday, October 15. No
celebration was planned.
The couple was married
October 15, 1926, at
Effingham, Ill. Mrs. Draffen
is the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. W. Crossland Mardis
and Mr. Draffen is the son of -
the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Butler Draffen.
They are the parents of four
children — Joe D. Draffen,
Jackson, Miss., Betty Draffen
Scott, Murray, Robert L.
Draffen., Benton, and William
Hayden Draffen, deceased.
Their nine grandchildren
are Kathryn Anne Scott




















Karen Scott, Joni Deniece
Scott, Deidra Depree Draffer,,
Dan Myers Draffen, Stever
Douglas Draffen,
Dennis Draffen, and James
Daniel J.D. ) Draffen. Tvo.
great , grandchildren art





Jane Morton was hostess for
the Meeting of the WMU of
Oak Grove Baptist Church
held on Tuesday, October 26.
at seven p. m. at her home.
The lesson was on "House
Churches In Guatemala," and
the Bible study was on -Ne\v-
People For The New Age "
Scripture was from Matthew
and Luke.
Hilda Evitts gave the call to
prayer and Freda Humphre':,
led prayer for missionaries
observing birthdays on th,s
date.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Morton .to Omega
Jones, Pauline Story, Hilda
Evitts, Sherry Paschal:.
Delpha Taylor, Clara Jean
Paschall, Kay Key, Ceclla
Cooper, and Freida HUIT1-
phreys.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, November 16.








years near Liimasco before
moving to Trigg County.
All of the couple's nine
children and most of the
twenty-three grandchildren
will be present. The children
are Mrs. John R. Ouida
Wyatt, Vero Beach, Fla., Mrs.
Hussung, Murray, Mrs.
Bonnie FitzpatriCk,
Sacramento, Calif., Bill G.
Lester. GraCey, Mrs. W. R.
Charlianna Wilson, Prin-
ceton, Bob E. Lester, Benton,
Mrs. Floyd Cozette ) Mor- .
stein, Imperial Beach, Calif.,
Mrs. • Michael t Nancy Carol
Smith, Poway, -Calif., and
Perry Anthony (TAT Lester,
Knoxville, Tenn.
The' Lester family invites all
friends to celebrate this oc-
casion with them and they
request no gifts.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Richmond Beam of
Murray has - been dismissed
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Underwood And Mitchell Jits
To Be Solemnized On Saturday
Plans have been finalized
for the Nov. 6 wedding uniting
Rita Cheryl Underwood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmo S. Underwood, Benton,
formerly of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and William Walton
Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vyron W. Mitchell, of Fulton.
The First United Methodist
Church in Fulton will be the
setting of the seven p. m.
ceremony.
The bride-elect's parents
will host a reception following
the ceremony at the Fulton
Country Club. •
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to at-
tend.
South Pleasant Grove Club Has
Meeting At Home, Mrs. Washer
The home of Mrs. Vickie
Washer yeas the scene of the
meeting of the South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held
October 13 with Mrs. Donna
Jackson presiding. Mrs.
Justine Story gave the
'devotion on -The Stewardship
of the Earth's  with scripture
front Psalt4 24:1-6. The
thought for the day was by
Mrs. luta Hutson.
The lesson on "Time For
Things You Enjoy" was
presented by Mrs. Cecelia
Cooper. Mrs. Hilda Orr, Mrs.
Hutson, and Mrs. Cooper
showed pictures and items an
"Gifts For Any Occasion."
Mrs. Martha Butterworth
and Mrs. Washer gave the




The Murray DECA Chapter
had its first Advisory Com-
mittee meeting with Miss
Beverly McKinnley and Mrs.
Joy Waldrop, advisors; James
Lawson, principal; Walt..
Apperson, Jack Benton, and









reporter, and Diane Choate,
historian. Not present for the
meeting was Donna Hughes,
vice president..
The program of work was
discussed by the DECA of-
ficers. Also officers for this
year's Advisory Committee
were chosen. They are as
follows: Chairman - Walt
Apperson co-chairman -Jack
Benton; , nd secretary -
Shirley Sti;:th. These business
people will be helping students
throughout the year on dif-
ferent DE a:id DECA projects.
PADUL AH SPEAKER
Mrs. Harlan ) Helen I
Hodges of Murray was the
guest speaker at the dinner
meeting of the Paducah
Business and Professional
Women's Club held at
Ramada Inn on October 22.
She gave a book review on a
biography of Kentucky
novelist Jesse Stuart.
Members of the Murray
B&PW Club were also in at-
tendance.
they had made. Mrs. Donna
Jackson showed a Santa Claus
which the members will be
making at the work day
planned at the next meeting on
November 10 at 9:30 a. m. at
the home of Mrs. Hilda Orr.
Each one is to bring a new dish
and supplies, for her craft.
Mrs. Justine Story showed a
hook-latch pillow she had
made.
Plans for the Christmas
party will include each one
taking enough food for her
families and own plates,
silverware, and glasses, and a
gift appropriate for a man,
woman, and child.
Mrs. Hutson and Mrs. Ellen
Orr led the.gro_upin recreation




Mrs. Nina Craig, Mrs. Clovis
Jones, and Mrs. Clara Jean





The Maryleona Frost Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church met October 12 at the
home of Mrs. Rebecca Irvan,
Wells Boulevard, with Mrs.
Kathryn Walker, chairman,
presiding.
Mrs. Lillian Graves led the
opening prayer followed by
reports by Mrs. Marge Kipp,
Mrs. Helen Nelson, and Mrs.
Nell Eaton. Announcement
was made 'of the Church
Bazaar to be held Tuesday,
November 9, at the church,
with •luncheob from eleven-a.
m. to one p. m.
Chairman of the nominating
committee, Mrs. Irvan,
reported that Mrs. Walker will
be re-elected as chairman and
Mrs Jean Smith as vice-
chs • man.
• lesson, "Parable Of A
,usy Woman," was given by
Mrs. Irvan who used the
scripture, "Be still and know
that I Am God" to bring a
timely and inspirational
program. Mrs. Ann Fisher





Douglas, Nell Eaton, Lillian
Graves, Edna Holland,
Rebecca Irvan, Marge Kipp,
Helen Neison, Jean Smith,
Mae Thomas, and Kathryn
Walker. Three guests were
Mesdames Doris Alexander,





Planned By Mr. & Mrs. Lester
Mr. and Mrs. Price E.
Lester of Route One, Cadiz,
parents of Mrs. Karl F.
(Sarah) Hussung of Murray,
will celebrate their fiftieth
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, November 7, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Wilson at Princeton.
All friends of the family are
invited to a reception from two
to six p. m, at the Wilson
residence on Cedar Creek
Road, just off the Old
Eddyville Road near the
Princeton south city limits. A
sign will mark the turn-off.
The Lesters have lived in
the Montgomery and Gracey
communities since 1944 and
eight of the nine children
graduated from Trigg County
High School. They have been
active in the Rocky Ridge
Baptist Church and the
Buffalo Lick Baptist Church
where they are now members.
Mr. Lester was reared in the
Eddy Creek area of Caldwell
County and Mrs. Lester, the
former Myrtle Johnston, was
reared in the old Confederate
community of Lyon County.
The Lesters farmed seventeen
Wrapping
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Presidential Returns
By The Associated Press
Here are the latest presidential returns.
The figure before each state is the percentage of pre-
cincts reported.
The first figure after each state is its electoral vote total.
States in which the AP has declared President Ford the
winner are denoted by the letter F before the electoral
vote. States in which the AP has declared Jimmy Carter
























































Gerald Ford has won 231 electoral votes from 25 states.
Jimmy Carter has won 272 electoral votes from 22 states
and the District of Columbia.
Eugene McCarthy has 631,543 popular votes, or one per
cent of the total vote.
Lester Maddox has 165,846 popular votes.
Needed to win: 270 of the 538 electoral votes front :he 50































































































































1 Rodent 3 Assuaged
4 weapons 4 Encourage
8 Communists 5 Pertaining
12 Exist takidneys
13 vegetsoke 8 Fully
14 Solo developed15 Cut cd meat 7 Music as
16 Expanding • written
18 Part of 8 Rants
flower 9 Goddess of
20 8acteriolo- discord
gist s ,,,,„ 10 Eat
21 Man s 11 Sinks in
nickname middle
23 Pillages 17 Blackguard
25 Ventilated , ni . Par.lan  is. 27 Intellect
28 Cyprinoid 21 Swift
fish 22 Grain
31 Parts of play 24 Lubricate
33 One who 26 Lower in
makes rank
loans 28 Estabtish
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*We Accept Gov't Food Stomps.
Storey's





















1 lb. Con I
Expires 1 1-9-76
Good Only At Slorey's
COUPON





Good only At synyey.s
 Expires 11-29-76 Expires 11-29-76 .
*Open Everyday 8 a. m. til 10 p m

























Pringles Twin Pack 88'
Grape Jelly 59'
Morton House
Chili I 6 oz 48'
Merit Snack
Crackers 12 oz 48'
Scot Lad











12 Ct Box 
98'
COUPON





Geld Only At Storey's






We at Storey's in the Bel-Air Center learr
shoppers cannot be fooled in the long rt
called' bargain specials. Just because you
they are lower. It takes everyday low sbel
and we propose to keep ours. We at Stow
be lower in the long run. We guarant,}e tha





























titnit I Per Family
Fabric Softener
-Final Touch-
33 oz Bot 694,
Expires 1 /-9- 76












Good Only At Stoics
Li
714
13 oz Box /
Expires 11-9-76
Good osty At Sioddis
•
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's invite you to enjoy these savings as you
dsled
Center learned a long time ago that serious grocery
the long run by a bombardment of continuing 'so-
lecause you say your prices are lower doesn't mean
icy low shelf prices, everyday, to keep your business
tie at Storey's guarantee you your total food bill will
arantft that our meats are only USDA Choice grades.






















Chuck Steak Lb 78'
USDA Choice





Limit I Per Family
Post
_Liquid Cleaner _ Alpha-Bits
, COUPON











Limit 2 With 7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products.
































Gt. Northerns Lb 28`
Jif 18 oz
Peanut Butter 89`






In Our Health Et
Beauty Aid Section
Flower
Pots Any Srze 20% .„
Patting







Envelopes 9 t)k 1 OC
Tooth Brushes All 49`
Mr Coffee
Filters 00 0 99c
ason
Winner Card AlOunched -
Bvungmin Yroo and Rodney Skinner spend their tokens
at the Token Store at Carter Liementars School. On the
left is Dennis Taylor, school principal.
Michelle Johnson and Molly King are two more of the
(drier second graders who are spending their tokens at
the store at the school.
Token Store Now
At Carter School
The world of work has
become a reality ' to 2nd
graders at Carter Elementary
School. A new program,
Consumer Oriented, Behavior
and Academics Modification
and Motivation I co13701m)
has been initiated by Mrs.
Carolyn Colson and Mrs. Inalu
Francis, 2nd grade teachers at
Carter School.
The children are issued
checkbooks that are filled out
daily'. Children earn tokens





Congress at a Glance
1st District































The checks are totaled weekly
and tokens are given each
Friday. The children then
deposit their earned tokens
into the. ,"Bank of Carter.'" -
Then their earnings are
recorded in their passk;
Every three 'Weeks the
children spend their earnings
at the Token Store. They may .
choose items such as toys,
pencils, tablets, markers.
candy and privileges which
are individually priced. Mr
Ta"ylor, principal of Carter
School and Miss- Molly King .
..§.19EV
assistant Manager., •
The children glow with
excitement as they make them
selections. This program n-
designed to encourage good
behavior and motivate
children to want to do their
best academically.
- The program integrates
both Career and Consumer
Education. Through the year
people from s arotus
professions will - be visiting
with the 2nd graders and
acquainting the children with
their work-7- Field trips to see
where different People work




The Murray Ledger &
Times is published every
afternoon except Sundays.
July 4, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and
Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers: Inc.. 103 N 4th
St , Murray,,Ky., 42071
Second Class Postage Paid
at Murray, Ky. 42071. "
• SUBSCRIPTION RATEs
In areas served by ('arriers.
$2.25 per mouth, payable in
advance.' By mail in
Calloway County anti to
Benton, Hardin. May fielit
Sedalia and Farmington.
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn.. $15 is)
per year. By mail to ()them
















You Are Invited To attend
a...
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PORTS
Mayfield First, Tigers
Second In 2-A Ratings
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) -
Mayfield, knocked out of the
N(. 1 spot six weeks ago after
losing to Murray, has
regained the top ranking in
State AA.
Mayfield, 9-1, moved past
last week's leader, Corbin-,
which dropped a 24-7 decision
to Lexington Tates Creek.
The other four top-ranked
'cams from last week's
Associated Press poll held
their positions.
Trinity retained its




Mayfield took over in State
AA by crushing Webster
County 49-0 while Harrod-
sburg. 9-1, held a wide lead in
State A after breezing past
Berea 53-0.
Only one team, Ashland of
State AAAA, managed to
break into the poll this week.
Ashland, 7-2, came back after
a week's absence by defeating
No. 5 Newport Catholic of
State AAA 21-7. The Tomcats
replaced Owensboro Catholic,
last week's No. 3 State AAAA
team but a 51-18 loser to this
week's third-ranked team,
Lexington Lafayette.
There were some minor
changes involving other
teams. , -
In Jefferson County, St.
Xavier swapped places with
Seneca on the strength of a 35-
14 win over Lexington Bryan
Station; Shelby County took
fourth place in State AAA
from Newport Catholic after a
20-0 win over Oldham County;
Murray and Bardstown
- ntioved -past No 4 Corbin •in •
State AA; and Frankfort
changed places with Owen
County after defeating Owen
8-0.
Bowling Green and Hen-
derson, County dominated the
State AAAA rankings, with the
Purples- grabbing 13 of 15
possible first place votes.
Lafayette and Paducah Tilgh-
man each moved up a notch
Out For Season
LoysviLLE, Ky. (AP) -
Fran Curci, University of
Kentucky football coach, says
that No. 2 quarterback Bill
Tolstoii, a sophomore, will not
play the rest of the season.
-He is through for this
year." Curci said Tuesday. "I
haven't seen him. As far as I
know, he is still in school."
and Ashland took fifth.
The top three spots in State
AAA remained unchanged,
with Franklin-Simpson and
Danville following - Erlanger
Lloyd. Shelby County and
Newport Catholic rounded out
the top five.
Corbin plummeted to fourth
in State AA, with Mayfield,
Murray and unbeaten Bar-
dstown moving past a
Redhound team that had held
the top spot for four weeks.
Scott County held fifth.
Harrodsburg, Ft. Campbell
and Paintsville remained 1-2-3
in State A, with the only
change coming from the shift
involving Frankfort and Owen
County. .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP -
Here are the voting break-
downs in the five classifications
of The Associated Press high
school football poll:
Jeff. Co. AAAA
1. Trinity (10.0) Si( 50
2. Bishop David ( 9-11 43
3. St. Xavier 8-1) 39
4. Seneca i 9-0) 37
5. Pleasure Ridge 19-1) 31
State AAAA
L Bowling Green 11-0 j 13)
148
2. Henderson CO. (10-0) (2) 137
3. Lex. Lafayette t 8-1) 121
4. Pad. Tilghman I 7-21 -97
5. Ashland I 7-21 - 73




1. Erlanger Lloyd 110-01 ( 151
150
2 Fr klin-Sltnpson 19-1) 133
3. Dan Ile 19-11 122
4. Shelb Co. 17-3) 102
5. Newpdrt Cath. )8-2) 57




1. Mayfield (9-1) (131 147
2. Murray i 8-1) 137
3. Bari-lc/own 11-01. 121 115
4. Corbin ( 8-1) 112
5. Scott Co. ( 9-1) 80




1. Harrodsburg 19-1) 114) 149
2. Ft. Campbell i 8-1) 129
3. Paintsville 9-0) I I) 127
4. Frankfort 17-3) 91
5. Owen Co. ( 8-2) 67
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Fairview, Han-
cock County, Heath, Nicholas
County, Raceland, Richmond
Madison.
TO CINCINNATI-David Denham of Murray won the local
competition in the 11-year-old division of the Punt, Pass and
Kick Contest. He also won the zone competition held at Murray
State then went on to Louisville to win the District Title. On
November 14, he will be at Cincinnati for the Area Com-
petition.
(Staff Moto by Mae Illeindes)
Penguins Finally Get First




have their first victory in eight
games and the National
Hockey League club figures it
finally is putting things
together. .
"Tonight we got off on top
with two first-period goals and
then we didn't make any
mistakes the rest of the way,"
said Syl Apps, after con-
tributing two goals and an
assist in a 7-1 triumph over the
Los Angeles Kings Tuesday
night.
In the only other NH!, game
Tuesday night, the New York
Islanders opened a four-point
lead over Philadelphia in the
Patrick Division by defeating
the Colorado Rockies 5-1.
In the World Hockey
Association, Phoenix topped
Quebec 5-3, Calgary edged the
Minnesota Fighting Saints 4-3,
Houston overcame 'Winnipeg
3-1 and San Diego nipped
Birmingham 4-3 in overtime.
The Penguins, who had
three losses find four ties in
'their erevious seven games,
got some strong goaltehding
from Dune Wilson.;
.. "When Wilson had to make
saves, he stopped everything
they could throw at him," said
Pittsburgh Coach Ken
Schinkel. "He made several
key saves in the first period
which might have turned the
game around."
Rick Keboe had two goals
and an assist for the Penguins.
Pierre Larouche scored in
the first 15 seconds of play and
Pittsburgh dominated the
game thereafter. The
Penguins scored one shor-
thanded goal and four power
play goals, the latter tying a
team record.
Islanders 5, Rockies 1
Clark Gilles scored twice for
New York, while Bob
Nystrom, the Islanders--
leading scorer, picked up his
ninth goal on a breakaway.
"Smitty ( goalie Bill Smith)
came up with some big saves
early," said Islanders Cquch
Al Arbour, whose team won its
• second road game in as many
nights, bringIng its over-all
record to 9-2-2.
Roadrunners 5, Nordiques 3
The game was halted for 22
minutes after players from
both teams battled at 13:33 of
the final period. A total of 110
penalty minutes. were handed
out after the brawl, with
Phoenix receiving 56. The
fight began after Phoenix's
Serge Be *n nd Quebec's
Wally Weir ,gt,sticked each
other and .luebee's Andre
Boudrias joined in.
Bob Liddington had two
goals for the winners.
Cowboys 4, Fighting Saints 3
Lynn Powis scored the
winning goal with less than
two minutes to play, extending
Calgary's winning streak at
home to four.
Aeros 3, Jets 1 •
Wayne Rutledge made 28
saves, giving the Aeros the
victory in a battle of last
season's WHA playoff
fixialists.-Larry-Lund broke a
1-1 tie at 14:21 of the final
period and Rich Preston
wrapped up the game with an
empty net goal.
Mariners 4. Bulls 3
Gary Veneruzzo's goal with
6:53 gone in overtime saddled
Birmingham with its fourth
overtime loss of the season.
Baseball's longest, game in
history was played at Al Lang
Field, St. Petersburgh, Fla.,
June 14, 1966. It went 29 innings
lasting one minute less than
seven hours.
Girls Face Lowes, Boys Play St. Mary
[Akers To Play Friday
In Carlisle Jamboree
- By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The election is over and
Jimmy Carter has reason to
smile.
Bob Sloan hopes he'll be
smiling too, but it has nothing
to do with politics.
Sloan took over the duties as
head basketball coach at
Calloway County High School
this fall and his task is a
monumental, one: to rebuild
the program.
Last season, the Lakers
suffered through a 5-20 season.
Only two starters return off
that team. But Sloan has been
working his team since school
first started and Friday night,
he'll get the chance to see how
much progress he's made.
The Lakers will square off
at 7 p. m. against St. Mary in
the second of four 12-minute
games to be played at the
Carlisle County Basketball
Jamboree.
At 6:30 p.m., the Laker girls
will battle Lowes then the
Laker boys will take on St.
Mary. The third game of the
evening will find the St. Mary
'girls meeting Carlisle County
and in the finale, the Lowes
boys will face Carlisle County.
Unlike Sloan who will face
problems with lack of ex-
perience, girls' coach
Marianne Davis could well
have one of the finest teams in
the Region.
The Laker girls have lost
only one starter from
graduation, that being guard
Becky lines.
But Coach Davis will not
have to worry about guards.
Well, maybe she will worry a
little, simply because she has
so many guards that it's going
to be tough to decide upon
Whom to play.
Junior Susie Imes,
sophomore Rose Ross and
sophomore Mimi Winchester
along with sisters Renee
Overbey_ and Penny Overbey
all have chances to start.
-Any one of those five could
be starting Friday night. It
just depends on how practice
goes the next couple of days,"
Coach Davis said.
The Laker girls are solid at
center with three candidates
in the funning. They include
junior Felicia Pinner,
sophomore Stephanie Wyatt
,and freshman Mina Todd.
Pinner was a starter last
season and Wyatt came on
strong in -the latter half of the
season 'to become one of the
most aggressive players on
the club. Todd could be one of
the most promising freshmen
in the Region.
,,The two forward spots are
held down by a pair of veteran
players, sisters Marilyn and
-('ritter" McKenzie, both of
whom started last season.
Also expected to see action at
a forward spot is freshman
Kin: Willie.
•Wyatt is our tallest player.
She's around 5-10 then it drops
down to Willie and Todd who
are about 5-9. We just don't
have a great deal of height,"
Coach Davis said.
Davis, who is from Ohio and
played two years of basketball
at Murray State before
graduating last spring, said
the strong point of the club will
be the depth.
"We have five freshmen and
six sophomores on the roster
so we are a pretty young club.
We'll probably' be doing a lot
of running, depending upon
what set of players are in the
game," Davis added.
Sloan recorded a 56-26 mark
over the last three years while
being head coach at Butler
County High School in the
Second Region. He has alsq.
coached at Trimble County,
Prestonburg and Salyersville.
Two veteran starters will
return for the Laker boys and
that is what Sloan must build
his team- around.
Returning for their senior
seasons are 5-9 point guard
Tommy Fab al and 8-2TA2
forward Mike Wells.
Wells is a three-year starter
at Calloway. Last season, he
averaged 13.3 points per
game.
'He's lost a lot of weight and:
has picked up some speed. We
are counting on him to give us
some leadership this season,"
Sloan said.
Futrell is a four-year
starter. He averaged 17.3
points per game last season.
Recognized as one of the top
ballhandlers and defensive
guards in this end of the state,
Futrell will be the quar-
terb'ack of the club.
A's To Self-Destruct
In Free Agent Draft
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
_NEW.. YORK ( AP) 7- The.
Oakland A's, winners of
consecutive world cham-
pionships in 1972, 1973 and 1974
and five straight American
League West Division titles
Nom 1971-1975, are about to
self-destruct.
The process will take place
Thursday when 24 players who
won free-agent status by
playing the 1976 season
without signed contracts will
be selected in baseball's first
re-entry draft.
Eight of them come from
Oakland, and six of those eight
- catcher Gene Tenace,
outfielders Joe Rudi and Don
Baylor, infielders Sal Bando
and Bert Campaneris, and
relief pitcher Rollie Fingers -
form the heart and soul of the
A's. All are expected to be
chosen early and often in the
draft.
The other two Oakland free
agents are veteran first
basemen Nate Colbert and
Willie McCovey, who figure to
be in somewhat less demand.
The Oakland eight form the
largest single club con-
tribution to the draft pool.
Baltimore has four players
available and three of them-
slugging outfielder Reggie
Jackson, second baseman
Bobby Grich and. 20-game
winner Wayne Garland - are
among the top names. The
other available Oriole is minor
Player Traded -
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) -
The Philadelphia 76ers traded
forward Mel Bennett to the
Indiana Pacers Tuesday in
exchange for the Pacers' No. 1
choice in the 1980 National
Basketball Association draft.
Bennett, 21, played one year
at the University of Pittsburgh
before signing with the
Virginia Squires of. the
Ainerican Batlfb-lbarl
Association. Bennett, 64°43-7,
played with the Squires last
season, averaging 12.1 points
per game.
He was drafted by the 76ers
last year during a mid-season
draft of ABA talent by NBA
teams and was considered a
top prospect before suffering
eye trouble in training camp.
Bennett was placed on the
injured list by the 76ers.
Philadelphia's recent




Also up for grabs are the
opposing starting pitchers in
the opening game of the 1976
World Series - Don Gullett of
the Cincinnati Reds and Doyle
Alexander of the New York
Yankees.
Others on the fist of eligibles
are regulars like Pittsburgh
third baseman Richie Hebner,
outfielder Gary Matthews of
San Francisco, second
baseman Dave Cash of
Philadelphia, and second
baseman Tito Fuentes of San
Diego. Starter Steve Stone of
the Chicago Cubs and relief
ace Bill Campbell of the
Minnesota Twins complete the
list of pitchers available.
Each player may be drafted
by 12 teams. His old team then
would join that dozen to
negotiate with him. Jackson is
expected to carry the biggest
price but some of the others,
including Rudi, Fingers,
Gullett and Grich, should
bring bids close to the top
figure.
The re-entry draft will last a
maximum of 12 rounds. Then
National League clubs will
begin pursuit of the free agent
picks. Meanwhile, the
Lead Rankings
NEW YORK (AP) -
Clemson maintained its hold
on first place in the weekly
rankings announced Tuesday
by the coaches of the Inter-
collegiate Soccer Association
of America. Clemson, with a
12-0-0 record, received 17 of 18
first-place votes and 359
points.
Wins Title
TORONTO (AP) - Teodora
Ungnreanu of Romania,
double medal- winner at-the
Montreal Olyopics, won the
women's over-all title and
awards on three individual
apparatuses Tuesday night in
an international gymnastics
meet.
Ungureanu, 15, who won a
silver medal in the uneven
bars and a bronze in the
balance beam at Montreal,
won both those events as well
as the floor exercise - w4h a
meet-high score of 9.7 ind
finished .in first place with
38.10 points.
American League teams will




The expansion draft will
supply each of the new teams
with 30 players, each carrying
a price tag of $175,000. That's
Considerably less than the free
agents will cost, but the talent
available in this draft is not as
awesome as the re-entry
superstars.
Each of the 12 AL teams has
been allowed to protect 15
players from Seattle and
Toronto. The balance of their
40-man rosters plus most
minor leaguers under, control
of the major league teams are
eligible. The exceptions are
minor leaguers who signed
their first professional con-
tracts in either 1975 or 1976.
"We hope he will take a lot
more responsibility this year
and be more of a team
leader," Sloan said.
The other guard will be 5-10
junior Randy McCallon who
saw limited varsity action last
year. McCallon is an out-
standing ballhandler and is a
team player. ' •
At the other forward spot
will be 6-1 junior Jimmy
Lamb. Last year, Lamb
played in only the first few
jayvee games before breaking
a foot and missing the rest of
the season.
':He's an unproven player
,but I expect he is going to be a
surprise on the team," Sloan
said of Lamb.
The responsibility of the
center position, rests on the
shoulders of 6-2 junior' Mark
Darnell.
Darnell played only jayvee
ball last year but according to
Sloan, "has made a big -im-
provement over the summer
and just needs to start
believing in himself a little
more."
Top. reserves for the Lakers
include 6-1 junior forward
Gene Lockhart, 5-10 senior
guard Ronnie Gibson and 5-10
junior guard Glen Olive.
"A jamboree is nothing
more than an over-
emphasized scrimmage
game,"Sloan said. •
"Of course we would like to
go up there and win, we
certainly aren't going there to
fool around. On the other
hand, we aren't going to unveil
everything we have either,"
Sloan said.
The doors at Carlisle County
High School will open at 6 p.
in. Admission- will be two
dollars for adults and $1.25 for
students.
After playing in. the jam-
boree Friday, the Laker boys
return home the following
Friday, November 12, to host
Carlisle County in the first
game of the season.
- The Laker girls will open
along with the freshmen boys






The 43rd Annual Stockholders Meeting
to be held at the Murray High school







Door Prizes-- 10 Reserved
Seats for the Sat. Night Tractor Pull
305 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
The Go Ahead People
Keys F. Keel Field Office Manager
Richard Price Field Representative




















This is to confirm that our representative will be in
you store with ow complete 5250,000 Diamond
tine.
This is to confirm that our fall 1976 complete
S250,000 Diamond line Bill be in now store
Friday, November 5th and Saturday, November
6th. I hereby authorize TON to liquidate at -
-Discount Prices of 33'i% to 66% oft any and all
merchandise sold during this impresidented of-
fering.
HERE'S THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME TO SAVE ON
HUNDREDS OF GENTS AND LADIES CLUSTER, SOLI-
TAIRES, SETS, COCKTAIL RINGS, RUBIES, SAPHIRES,
BANDS, DUOS, PENDANTS AND PIERCED EARRINGS
ALSO PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
DEPOSIT
eff2(49114 HOLDYOUR
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Six Points All Racers
Needed To Lead League
Six more points in their last
twosomes and Murray State's
RaCtrs c4uld be in first place
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Last Saturday, the Racers
were edged 12-10 by league
leader Eastern Kentucky and
two weeks ago 13-11 by second-
place East Tennessee. The
Racers led Eastern from
midway of the third quarter
until the last 29 seconds of the
game and had a chance to beat
East Tennessee in the last
minutes.
In fact, if we could have
gained one more yard in each
if the games, we could have
won both," Murray coach Bill
Furgerson said. _The Racers
got to the East Tennessee one-
foot line on a fourth-down play
in their last-minute series and
missed a first down by only




statistics Saturday but had
little success in scoring
against the tough Racer
defense. The Colonels scored
"on' their first possession but
Murray quickly tied the game
at 7-7 on a 97-yard kickoff
return by Bruce Walker. After
that, Eastern threatened
repeatedly but was stymied by
five lost fumbles and two
interceptions. One of the in-
terceptions was in the end
zone by Walker and the other
on the Murray 3 by Jim
O'Conner. The Colonels lost
fumbles at the Murray 32, 23,
and 26. The Murray field goal
came after Sam Franklin
recovered a Colonel fumble on
the Eastern 25.
Tackle Bruce Martin had 15
tackles and 2 assists for the
Racers, had a fumble
recovery, and twice . sacked
the Eastern quarterback. He
and Walker were named co-
defensive players-of the week.
In addition tolls touchdown
and interception, Walker had
a fumble recovery, 2 tackles, 2
assists, and 130 yards in
Randy loneS Wins
Cy Young Hondit
SAN DIEGO (API — Randy
Jones says now that he's won
the Cy Young Award, he ought
to be the highest paid San
Diego Padre and intends to
bargain for a three-year
contract.
- "It's like a boyhood dream
come. true.. rt shows I'm for
real. it-hasn't really sunk in
yet," said Jones, 26, at a news
conference Tuesday shortly
after learning he was the
winner of baseball's highest
award for a pi tche..
-I felt all along that I would
win, but I thought it would be
very close," said the left-
handed hurler who received 15
of the 24 first-place votes in
this year's balloting.
Jones, who won 22 games for
the Padres this ' season,
narrowly lost the Cy Young
award to Tom Seaver last
year.
"Last year, I knew I had to
beat Tom Seaver. This year, I
felt they ( other cancli.dates )
had to beat Randy Jones," he
said.
Jones was named
_somewhere on ail' 24 ballots
cast by a committee com-
posed of two baseball writers
from each of the 12 National
League cities. Six second-
place votes and three for third
gave him a total of 96 points.
The writers cast 691/2 points
for New York Mets lefthander
Jerry Koosman and 251/2
points for Don Sutton, the Los
Angeles Dodgers righthander.
Jones said he should be the
highest paid performer for the
Padres, regardless of what it
takes to sign a Reggie
Jackson, a Bobby Grich or a
Joe Rudi in Thursday's re-
entry draft.
Jones also said his pitching
arm is on the mend. He
revealed he threw a little
Sunday while supervising a
ground of youngsters at a
baseball school.
Jones underwent surgery in
early October-
problem which has not been
fully diagnosed.
"1 felt no pain then or
later." he said of the workout.
"I think I'm back to 50 per
cent of normal. I'm not
worried about my arm. It will
just take time for it to
recuperate," he said.
returns. He leads the OVC in
kickoff returns with an
average of 30.4 and has four
fumble recoveries and four
interceptions for the seAson.
Martin has 54 tackler 24
assists, and three fumbles for
the season.
Linebacker Al Martin leads
the Racers in tackles with 64
and 25 and in sacks with 11.
Other leading tacklers
Saturday were Chuck Wempe
with 10 and 2, Kevin Whitfield
with 10 and 5, Doug Shelton
with 12 and 2, and Al Martin
with 8 and 1.
The Racers played without




Tony Franklin, and offensive
tackle Buff Fritz. All are
expected to be ready to play
Saturday.
The Racers' recovery of five
Eastern fumbles gave them 32
for the season and a new OVC
record. The old record of 26
was held by Western Ken-
tucky.
Kicker Hank Lagorce
kicked his seventh field goal in
his last three games. He has 8
for the season and is within
four of a new Murray record.
The Racers will play at
Austin Peay Saturday. Coach
Furgerson says the Gover-
nors, 4-4 overall and 2-2 in the
OVC after beating Middle
Tennessee last Saturday, may
be the most talented team in
the OVC. The Governors took
both Western Kentucky and
Eastern Kentucky to the wire




aggressive, and faster overall
than anybody in the league,"
Furgerson said. "They're also
the most experienced in the
league. They lost only two or
three starters from last year's
team, although a couple have
been beaten out of starting
assignments by new players."
The Racers and Govs will
square off at 1:30 p. m.
Murray has won the last three
games with Peay and leads
Of series 10-7. Last year's
score was 14-10.
miloc--7-iimi- Jazz Murder Celtics, May Bes
PORTS NBA's Most Improved Club
Hagan Confirms Rumor
Of NCAA Probe Of UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP ) —
University of Kentucky
Athletic Director Cliff Hagan
has confirmed that
representatives of the school
have met with the infractions
committee of the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association.
He commented Tuesday in
response to reports that the
NCAA's infractions com-
mittee has investigated
alleged football and basket-
ball recruiting practices at the
university.
"About all I want to say is
that the university has been to
Kansas City for its meeting
with the infractions
committee," Hagan said.
-Other than that, I will go
back to my normal statement
that at the appropriate time,
after this. has run its course,
we will have-a statement."
Hagan said he expected to
-hear something" in the next
few weeks but refused to
elaborate further on the
alleged investigation.
The University of Kentucky
has been the target of NCAA
accusations twice.
The basketball team was
suspended front competition
for the 1952-1953 season for
illegal payments of. money to
players several years before
that. The football team was on
probation from April 1964 to




football Coach Fran Curci
announced that sophomore
quarterback Bill Tolston will
play no more this season,
He is through for this
year, Curci said. -I haven't
-seen-him. Asfaras t know, he
is still in school.
By SHELDON SAKOWITZ
AP Sports Writer
The early results are in and
it appears that the New
Orleans Jazz have established
themselves as a candidate for
the most improved team in the
National Basketball
Association.
Last season, the Jazz
compiled a 38-44 record and
finished fourth in the Central
Division.
Tuesday night, New Orleans
handed the defending
champion Boston Celtics their
first setback of the season,
115-97, before a Superdome
crowd of 17,104 for its fourth
victory in six games.
In other gamed, the
Milwaukee Bucks topped the
Seattle SuperSonics 125-113,
the Golden State Warriors
beat the Detroit Pistons 111-98
and the Portland Trail Blazers'
downed the Atlanta Hawks
129-116. •
Pete Maravich, who entered
the game as the league's
leading scorer with a 30.7
average, collected 43 points in
triggering the Jazz attack. He
, scored_ 26_ points in the second
half when New Orleans 'ex-
panded its 48-45 halftime edge.
Dave Cowens' 30 points and
17 rebounds paced Boston,
which had won its first four
games.
New Orleans Coach Bill van
Breda Kolff said, -'It was a
great -win in front of a gLeat
crowd but people often ftWget
that it's not who you beat but
how many teams you beat that
counts in the NBA."
Boston Coach Tommy
Heinsohn said, "The Jazz
played as well as they catiand
they beat us. But if we play as
well as we can we would have
beat them."
Bucks 125, SuperSonies 113
Bob Dandridge, making his
first start in four games since
being sidelined by an ankle
injury, scored 37 points and
Brian Winters added 30 in
Milwaukee's -victory over
Seattle. Dandridi,- hit 18
points in the first half,
sparking the Bucks to a 62-49
lead.
Warriors 111, Pistons 98
Rookie Robert Parish and
veteran Rick Barry each
connected on two baskets in
the, olosing minutes,- leading
the Warriors past the Pistons.
Detroit had trimmed Golden
State's lead to 100-94 with 21::
minutes left. Parish, a 7-foot-1
.center, then hit two field goitls
and Barry clicked on two
straight baskets, opening a
108-94 margin for - Golden
State.
Bob Lamer of the Pistons
was the game's high scorer
with 31 points while Barry
topped Golden State with 24.
Trail Blazers 129, Hawks 116
A 45-22 first-period lead
carried Portland over Atlanta.
The Trail Blazers, behind Bill
Walton, scored 16 points in a
row, building an early 29-7
lead and never were headed.
Walton finished with 22
points and Bob Gross had 20.
Ken Charles led Atlanta with
23.
Still On Tube
NEW YORK Al'I - Phil
Woosnam, commissioner of
the, North American Soccer
League, says that he expects
some league games to be on
national television next season
despite the recent severing of











Heavy-duty 3000-watt rating for vehicles with big -


















2-speaker system fdr big,
loud sound. Sing-along











Turns tedious tasks like






COOK and SERVE SET
Corning Ware goes front,
freezer to oven to table.
Incl. 1'4-qt. dish and 8 in.
skillet, both covered, two
1'4 cub.pans.
Open Stoilk Value $25.40
CB MOBIL TRANSCEIVER
with Lighted Digital Readout
Edsy rIted 23-channel readout-numbers are
3/8" high S/RF meter shows power output and
incom r1(4 sgnal strength. Automatic noise limiter
switch hei pc orevent ignition interference. DG30
f-4 124
Ii013YEI
(C) Lane Change Challenge
Snap-steer lets you change lanes;
pass opponent. Incl. 24-ft. figure-8
track, banked curve, acces. 0403/- •
3-3620
Pair of WALKIE TALKIES
Transmit and receive messages up
to 4 mile. Solichstate with power on-
off control; antenna; belt clip. Batt.
not incl. 0226/923
WAKE-UP THUMBELINA
Pat her back—she raises her
head, lowers it, raises it again




Fun phones really work—ex-
cellent sound. Buzzer signal,





ball over net with changing




Be as cool as the Fonzl Collect
"cool" points as you travel
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NEW YORK ( AP) - Voters' desires
for a change in Washington overcame
their qualms about Jimmy Carter and
their respect for Gerald Ford's
experience in office, an Associated
PressPollshows.
Carter won by coaxing support from
the traditional Democratic blocs,
despite their feelings that he has
promised more than he can deliver and
that he will be a less than excellent
president, the survey showed.
The former Georgia governor drew
strong support from the lower income
This drawing of President-Elect jimmy Carter was supplied to The
Murray tedger & Times by local artist John G. Kautzman.
'groups,- labor union. members, blacks
and the less educated, all the
traditional bases of Democratic
strength.
Carter's pattern of lukewarm support
proved too much for Ford to top with
votes from independents and disaf-
fected Democrats, even though the
President's backers expressed
somewhat greater enthusiasm for their
choice.
The AP Poll, a .unique cooperative
effort of AP members and staffers,
interviewed 2,489 voters outside 100
polling places across the country. Fifty-
one per cent of the voters surveyed in
the poll said they voted for Carter, the
percentage ig his actual popular vote.
Asked why they voted for Carter,
nearly one third of the voters cited this
reason:
"It was a tough-choice, but I think *e
need a change."
That desire for a change was
mirrored in the voters' personal con-
cerns: Carter voters are dissatisfied
with the government's performance in
"- andliiig the Te rtffoiny Mg are itill
skittish about confidence in gover-
nment.
The Carter backers gave these as the
one or two issues that concern them the
most:
-Inflation and high prices, 41 per
cent; '
-Unemployoment and jobs, 41 per
cent;
-Trust in government, 19 per cent;
and
-Tax reform, 17 per cent. .
But Carter's own supporters have
their doubts. A quarter of his sup-
porters agreed_that the former Georgia
governor '-'promises more than he can
deliver as president." And 19 per cent
said it is hard to tell where Carter
stands on the issues.
Nearly three in ten of Ford's-backers
mentioned his experience- in govein-
rnent as their first reason for voting to
keep him in the White House for four
About 9 per cent of the Ford voters
said they had faced a hard decision, but
_thought the incumbent should be kept in
office.
Rogers Wishes 'Best' For Carter
L-OtHSVILLEF--Ky--
dejected and disappointed Harold
Rogers wished "the best for Jimmy
Carter" early today when the
Georgian's national victory was
assured.
The tall frnm Rogers, President
Ford's Kentucky campaign chairman,
"to rally 'round the new President,"
came nearly_ seven hours after the
Pulaski commonwealth's attorney
conceded the presidential race in the
Bluegrass state.
"The message is clear that what the
cOunkr.y. needs. now is unity." said_
Rogers. "It's been a hard fought and
close election.
"I hope Carter as president will be
mindful of the narrow victory and that
he needs to make sure that nearly half
of the country, plat voted for Ford, feel
they have a voice, too," said Rogers.
Lowell Reese, Ford's Kentucky
campaign executive director, and
Rogers awaited the last returns in
solitude in a deserted suite of offices
where they earlier believed "that we
could really do it."
The Murray Ledger & Times
" The Murray Ledger 1 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun:
days. July 4. Christmas; nay. New Year's
Day and Thanks-giving by Murray
Newspopers. Inc 103 N illth;Sf Murray
Ky . 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Mu-rroy
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers 52 25 per month payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin Mayfield Sedblio
and Farmington Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn 51500
per year By mail to other destinations
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken-




Human Plague On Increase In West
_ 2•It's .10.n-4-great :privilege -arid
pleasure to work for" Ford, Rogers
said, adding that he congratulated Dale
Sights, Carter's state chairman, on a
well-fought battle.
"Dale and I are good friends,"
Rogers said. "And we still are. I've
invited him to come down to Lake
Cumberland and go fishing with me."
Last night the election i results in
Kentucky were in early. But a cautious
Rogers waited as late as he could
bcroi e Lrossilig a pal kinglot "to a rented
hall where about 250 Ford supporters
awaited the outcome in subdued .an-
ticipation.
"We did everything we could,"
Rogers said. "We had a fine
organization, some fine people.
"Congratulationsr I've been dying to meet you-!"
State Chairman Says
He Is 'Satisfied'
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Eight
hours after Jimmy Carter was declared
the winner of Kentucky's presidential
contest, -his state campaign chairman
said he was satisfied that the former
Georgia governor would be the next
president-.
-.He's won. I'm elated," Dale Sights
said ehrly tbday in -a flat voice after
Carter claimed two more states, which
StOtts said Would put the former
governor over the top.- They did.
Moments later, Carter was declared
---thewiotivi-ofthepresidential contest.
-It's a great victory for the American
people," he said, smiling and shrugging
his shoulders. -
Fewer than a dozen supporters were
left in, the smokey motel room watching
late returns when Sights said he finally
felt Carter was the winner. \ -
"I never expected it to take this
long," Sights said.
actor-was independent
„didate Eugene McCarthy's showing in
several states which Sights said took
votes away from Carter.
The open bar at Democratic party
headquarters folded before 11 p.m.
Tuesday and a crowd of about 200 party
regulars dwindled rapidly, leaving the
diehards to move to a local motet.
Gov. Julian Carroll and several state
officials put in appearances at the
Democratic headquarters, but the
crowd seemed subdued although
pleased at the early returns.
Carroll attributed Carter's success in
Kentucky to a unified party effort, a
"unique but effective” organization of
party regulars and newcomers; the
Four Keys to A Healthy Heart 
support of Alabama Gov. George
Wallace and Carter's Appearances in
Kentucky prior to his primary election
victory here.
Both Carroll and Sights said they
were pleased with .the heavy voter
turnout in Kentucky and said it may
have put Carter over the top.
The voters may have gone to the polls
in larger numbers because of
Republican contentions recently that
_ President Ford was gaining ground in
Kentucky, Sights said.
• - Carroll said Republieen statements
created "a sort of alarm that the
Democrats were not doing so well." He
said that was good for the voters
because it gave them the impetus they
needed to go te the polls.
The governor said he thought Carter-
will have a "soft spot in his heart for
Kentucky when it comes to asking for
things.
'iKentileky- is entitled to a-great deal
of assistance from the new ad-
ministration because. . .Kentucky has
been of great assistance" in Carter's
campaign for president, Carroll said.
Both Carroll and Sights 'said they
'would consider jobs in the Carter ad-
ministration if offered them. However,
Sights seemed more inclined to go back
to his business in Henderson.
Bible Thought
Because thy lovihgkindness
is better than life, my lips shall
praise thee. Psalm 63:3.
Everything we have is a
precious gift from a loving God.
10 Years Ago
Mac Adams, Rickey Hill, and Mike
Wilkerson, students at Calloway County
High School, won top place honors in
the Debate Discussion Workshop held
at Murray State University.
Mrs. Pearl Henderson, Olive Com-
munity, age 77, died November 1.
The Western Students Library
Assistant Clubs of Kentucky met
October 31 at the Murray State
auditorium with Joe Forsee of Murray
High School as president. Miss Rezina
Senter of the Murray State Library was
the featured speaker. • '
Births reported include a boy, Darren
Nix, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl. Nix Wilson,
Jr., on October 30.
- -- -Miss Alice Carole Outland and
Wendell Alan Gottrnan were married
October 30 at the First Baptist Church.
20 Years Ago
Capt. William Wallace of the Murray
State ROTC Unit has been promoted to
- - - -
Deaths reported include Dr. Daniel
H. Kress, father of Dr. Ora Mason.
Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon and Dr. Scherer
of the Calloway County Health
Department' presented the training
lesson on "Safety" for the leaders of the
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs at
the local health center. -
Births reported include a girl, Paula
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Foy on
November 1.
New officers of the Murray High
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Owen Billington,- Paul Perdue,
Theodore Clack, and Maurice Ryan.
Murray High School and Caldwell
County High School fought to a 13 to 13
tie in the football game here last night.
get out the vote like they have today, 
Heart Risk Related to CholesterolFrankfort is' able to 
H
.
`But - when a Democratic
administration in 
we're just swamped," Rogers added,
noting the more than two-to-one voter 
registration margin in favor of the 
T11110) IN .1 SERIES
Democrats in Kentucky. By Alton Blakeslee -and Jeremiah Stamler, M.D.
'
It is nearly 70 years now since
the first experimental evidence
pointed a strong finger of suspi-
cion at cholesterol as a main
came of atherosclerosis. Rus-
sian scientists fed rabbits food
high in cholesterol, and noted
the artery plaques
Since then, a huge series of an-
imal experiments around the
world has tightened the web of
repeating that sick and dead wild 
evidence around choltsterol.
animals should not be handled.  
Scientists looking into people's
food habits in many countries
After such exposure, any illness that have-again and again Found a
is acute ( chills, fever, 'aching, pattern paralleling the results in
High rates of blood cholregional lymph nodes) should be -
experimental animals
es-
generalized toxicity -and swelling in
brought promptly to the attention of a 
tcrol and high rates of heart at-
physician. 
tack in more industrialized coun-
. fries 'where people eat foods
Q: Mrs. G. A. asks, "What is a stress richer in total calories and ani-
-ECG?" coal products -the meats. dairy
A: A stress electrocardiogram And egg products - and there-
( ECG). compares electrical readings of 
lore richer in saturated fats and
cholesterol. ..
the heart muscle - at rest and when --Lower levels of blood cite-
'walking on a treadmill. The test lesterol and lower rates of heart
demonstrates whether the blood supply llisease among people in less ad-
"to the heart is adequate when the canced countries whose diet is
generapy lower in total calories
lower in anima-products. lower
therefore in .saturated 'fats and
cholesterol.,
• Where people live and how
they changed their food habits
when they move can affect their
chances of heart attack.
- In Japan. for example. Japa-
nese -men and warren have had a
low rate of coronary heart dis-
ease, eating foods low in saturat-
ed fats and cholesterol. Japa-
nese who moved to Hawaii,
changing toward a U.S.-type
diet, have higher rates. Those
living in California have even
higher rates. In both new places,
they turned to, foods higher in
Human cases of bubonic plague are
on the increase in the western United
States. limited at this time to California
and New Mexico.
While the total number of cases in the
1976 "epidemic" is small and may only
slightly exceed the 20 cases ( highest
--single-year total in 50 years) of 1975, the-
upswing concerns heath authorities.
The disease can be highr( atal.
The spread of plague appears in
cycles, and they are related to the
weather. . - -
The disease is transmitted by an
infected flea ( DiarnanuSmontanus). Its
hosts are ordinarily the rock squirrel
and the California ground squirrel, both
varieties -being- btu owing- ani
Rats, • prairie dogs and others (in-
cluding man) may become hosts to the
infected fleas.
In dry weather, the flea population
diminishes. When rains come, fleas
rapidly increase in great numbers.
They generally are confined to the
burro* as Ion( as the squirrels are
available. When the squirrels die, the
fleas move to the edge of the burrow
and• attach to any other available
animal aia temporary host.
If a person sits on the ground near the
burrow, he may become infested with .
By F.J.L Blasingame. M-D-
the infected fleas. If they bite him, he
may contract the plague.
Likewise, humans and pets ( such as
dogs) moving about the woods can
become infected with fleas. Therefore,
pets should not be allowed torun free in
areas that are suspected of harboring
infected animals.
Wild animals that are sick may ap-
pear tame. Sick and dead animals
should not be handled. Such victims
may attract the attention of children
who want to nurse or- pet wild animals.
These animals should be avoided,
"literally like the plague," according to
the Journal of .the American Medical
Association.
Health authorttlet are momtoringlhe
disease among animals dnd man to try
to be sure to avdid the spread of plague.
No vaccine is available, and prevention
consists of killing out the fleas with a
poison similar to DDT and, if
necessary, poisoning the squirrels.
Enviornmentalists object to the latter,
believing that 4iatural means (plague)
will control the number of squirrels.
It is essential that persons who travel
in the fested rea have knowledge
about plague. They should avoid sitting
on the ground, wear proper clothing,
and use insect repellents. It is worth. .
person exercises The stress  is
gradually increased by speedfng up the
rate at which the treadmill runs, and it
is also gradually inclined to higher
levels as if the person were climbing a'
hill.
Q: Mrs. W. B. wants to know if
climate affects arthritis.
A: Arthritis is about as common in
one climate as in another. Climate has
little effect on the incidence and the
course of the disease. However, a
"change" in weather (barometric
pressure, humidity and temperature)













animal fats and cholesterol, and
up went their blood cholesterol.
Volunteers have lived for
weeks or monthi in metabolic
wards of hospitals, their every
bit of food intake controlled. Cal-
ories were kept stable, so they
neither gained nor lost weight.
Two things in their diet boosted
blood-ch-olesterol under'these
conditions --saturated fats and
foods rich in cholesterol. Poly-
unsaturated fats had a mild ef-
fect in lowering blood cliol-
terol • -
And people living on their own
can also reduce blood choirs-
CROSS SECTION (It ARTERY
LEFT
CORONARY
ARTERY Some foods that
Contribute to high
blood cholesterol levels
very low level, like 150, while an-
other may be quite high. 260 or
higher.
Unfortunately, the lucky low
ones are rare. Few of us have
the metabolic machinery to han-
dle the usual American-food in-
take and keep blood cholesterol
at low normal levels.
A low normal level is at the
very least under 200, for people
age 30 and beyond. This means
the amount of cholesterol. mea-
suredan milligrams. in 100 cubic
centimeters of blood.
Data from the national coop-
erative pooling project involving
five major studies give some in-
sight into the relationship be-
tween cholesterol level and risk
--- within the next 10 years -of aSome food manufacturers pre- heart attack.
pared items hot dogs, liver- For Americans aged 45-41.wurst, bologna, pies, cakes, fro- those with levels of 269 or abovezed dessert, spreads -- had heart attack rates almostcontaining varying. amounts of four times greater than thosetotal .fat and varying amounts of with levels under 219. •saturated fats, polyunsaturated Those with levels in the rangefats and cholesterol. _ 240-68 had rates three timesJust as In the hospital studies, higher than those under-219.their blood cholesterol levels re- l'ut another way, the manfleeted the.comumption of dif- aged 45-49 with cholesterol offerent fats-and cholesterol- 240 dr greater-has about eightlower, for the men on lower- extra chances per thousand menSaturated fats. lower-cholesterler_y_•ar of  getting a heart at-
tack, compared with the man




Doesn't sound like much'
with a cholesterol under 219.
terol levels, if motivated, as. our way into heart attacks. Oyer the years of m iddle age.shown by the New York Anti- Millions of Americans do not from 40 to 65. it adds up to quiteCoronary Club and the Chicago have enough to eat. But the ma- a•dif ference. . nearly a doublineCoronary Prevention Evaluation jority do, and they choose foods of the risks over-all, 295 chancesProgram. 'Both concerned- high in calories, fats and choles- per thousand men of an attack.hundreds of free-living men over terol. While there are armies of instead of 165.
periods as long as 10 years. The starving children, around the While Women are relativelymen followed advice on how to world, the United States rather resistant to heart attack in mid,.select and prepare their food to has more a large family of dle age compared with men, ele-brag down blood cholesterol chubby children. OF an the evi- vated serum choleitferol has theThen, in the 1960s, several. dence, this doesn't bode well for same dangerow; impact. A worn-thousand men in five cities took their hearts tomorrow. an with a high cholesterol levelpart in the National Diet-Heart Americans eating their typical has 'about twice the chance ofStudy, which again showed dra- rich diet react differently in getting a heart attack before agematically that diet changes can terms of blood cholesterol. '65 as a woman with a low choles-lower blood cholesterol One man in. his 50s may have terol reading
v.
v - • -• -1•• - •
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Trucks Picking New York's Impounded Voting Machines 1NEW YORK I AP) - Trucks
were sent throughout New
York State this morning to
pick up the state's 25,000
voting machines, all im-
pounded by a middle-of-the-
night court order carrying
White House approval.
The highly unusual action -
believed to be a first in this
state - was ordered after
representatives of Republican_ 
officials alleged that
irregularities had occurred in
Tuesday's election.
A spokesman at the Board of
Elections in New York City
said this morning that trucks
were being dispatched "to
pick up the machines. They



















































































silent today on the outcome of
the election, and underwent
medical treatment for a
hoarse throat.
Assistant Press Secretary
Bill Roberts said Ford spent 20
minutes in the office of his
personal physician, Rear
Adm. William Lukash, being
treated with an ultrasonic
nebulizer. Asked to describe
the device, Roberts said he
was not certain but thought it
sprayed small drops of water
into Ford's throat.
Earlier, Roberts had said
Ford would have a statement
on the election by noon.
However, no statement was
made by that hour.
Ford was up at 9 a.m. and
went to his Oval Office within
the hour. Members of his
senior staff held a lengthy
conference early in the
morning, but the President
had not met with them as of
midmorning.
Ford and his running mate,
Sen. Bob Dole, watched the
returns on television in Ford's
private family quarters at the
White House, according to
press aide Ron Nessen. Ford
made no statements.
Nessen said the President
retired at about 3:15 a.m. A
few minutes later, Mississippi
and Wisconsin finally fell into
the column of Democrat
Jimmy Carter, giving him the
electoral vote majority he
needed.
Neither Ford nor Dole
appeared at what the
President Ford Committee
had hoped would be a victory
party for 10,000 Ford sup-
porters in a downtown hotel.
A band played into the early
morning hours, but all but 200
person's had departed by 4
a.m., when a campaign of-
ficial sent them home with the
assurance that, "The outcome
of the election is still in
doubt."
The three most dangerous
jobs in the U.S., in the order of
fatality percentages, are those
held by firemen, miners and
policemen.
Some cities are acting to
restrict or prohibit parking of
motor campers in driveways
and yards because of their
unsightliness.
Nearly 95 per cent of Iowa is
devoted to farming.
The impoundment is meant
to safeguard the voting
machines while a recount is
conducted. With 98 per cent of
the state's vote counted,
Jimmy Carter led President
Ford by about 250,000 votes
and was running four
percentage points ahead - 52
to 48. That lead was con-
than couldsiderett far more
possibly be needed to survive
any changes in the state's vote
total as a result of a recount.
However, there was con-
fusion over the status of ab-
sentee ballots in the state.
A spokesman for the state
Board of Elections estimated
that 400,000 absentee ballots
had been mailed by local
boards. Under state law, any
ballot received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday - the hour the polls
closed - was counted
Tuesday and is included in the
current total.
However, there was no way
to immediately determine
how many absentee ballots
were counted and how many
remained uncounted. Any
absentee ballot received in
New York Slate after 9 p.m.
Tuesday is being held by local
election boards pending a
court test over their
legitimacy. They will not be
counted until the court
decision ts made.
The New York Police
Department said officers were
assigned to guard some voting
locations at 8 a.m. and -would
remain until the machines are Spa rgo, said- in papers
picked up by the Board of seeking the impoundment that
Elections." There were no it was needed because of the
reports of attempts to tamper closeness of the Ford-Carter
with any machines and an race and because of some
election board spokesman reports of irregularities.
said, "We will begin • the He also referred to a
normal tabulation of the -problem with a large number
machines." of absentee ballots that were
The Republican State late in distribution and late in
Committe's counsel, Thomas receipt."
State GOP Chairman
Richard Rosenbaum said he
learned of the request from
Spargo but had been con-
cerned over new procedures
for mail registration, which he
felt would be -difficult to
control."
"But I don't know of
anything specifically," he
added.
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4.
Funerals
Mark Gray Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Planned Thursday
Mark Gray died Tuesday at
7:55 a.m. • at - the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 82
years of age and a resident of
Benton.
The deceased, was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Matt ie Wynn Gray, on July 23,
1972. Born June p, 1894, he
was the son of the late John
Gray and Cynthia Bleak Gray.
Mr. Gray is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Lola
'Johnston of Benton Route
Three, Mrs. Anthony Cassity
of Murray, and Mrs. Sam
Lane of Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Nannie Murray of
Benton Route Three and Mrs.
Elsie Dubrow of Granite City,
Ill.; one brother, Amos Gray
of Eddyville; six grand-
children; one great grand-
child.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at eleven a.m.
at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. John Jones officiating.
Burial will be in the Woodson
Cemetery in Lyon County.





Two special fund raising
events for the Calloway
County Band Boosters Club
are planned for Saturday.
;-• November 6, according to Hal
Winchester, club president.
A rurkey shoot will be held
at the Jackson Purchase-Gun
Club, loeated off Highway 121
near Coldwater, starting at
8:30a. m.
While the turkey shoot is in
progress at the gun club, an
auction of miscellaneous new
and used items will be held at
Calloway County High School.
Joe Pat Lamb will be the
auctioneer and will be
donating his services for the
day.
The Band Boosters Club is
composed of all parents and
interested persons in the
bands at East, North, ,and
Southwest Elementary
Schools and at Calloway
County High School.
Federal State Market News Service
November 3, 1976
Kentucky uchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1,417 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 higher Sows steady .50
lower
US 1-2 200-2301bs. . 832.25-32.50
US 14 200-2401bs. ,,, 831 50-32.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs




US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  123.00-24.00 Jim Walters
r&I'3300100erttls,--- .... .  121-00.23.50 1,VIrcon-riser-2T4T-plYil:, se-TS—Kirsch
LAKE DATA Heublein Inc 
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9, McDonalds Corp Ponderosa Systems 
no change. Kimberly Clark 
Union Carbide Below dam 304.7, no change. w.R Grace 
Barkley lake, 7 a.m. 354.5, Texaco 
General Elec no change. GAF Corp 
Below dant 316.7. - Georgia Pacific 
Sunset 4:59. Sunrise 6:2i. Pfizer 
", w DisneyUS 1-3 500-650Ibs 4Z3 50-24
Awards Banquet And Rumniage & Bake Sale
Supper Planned By .Planned At Dexter
A rummage and bake sale
will be held by the Dexter
Homemakers Club at the
Dexter Community Center on
Friday and - Saturday,
November 5 and 6.
Hours of the sale will be
from nine a. m. to four p. m.
each day.
Wranglers Club
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have its annual awards
banquet on Saturday,
November 6, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Carman Pavillion across
from Calloway County High
Schixti on the College Farm
Rt ad.
yth luck supper - will lit
sers-eirintd_each one should
bring ellipugh-lood for their
family. The club will furnish
the drinks, bread, plates, and
silverware.
Follroxing. the supper
trophies will be given to the
winners in each of the- 26
classes held each week during
the -summer; and also a
sportsmanship award will be
given along with the youngest
rider and oldest rider,
youngest member, and oldest
member.
Members and their families
are invited to attend the
supper.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1. M. Simon Co. areas follows:
Industrial-Avg:
Airco   We -Ili
•Amer. Motors 3% -As
Ashland Oil  -N4
AT&T 60%
Ford 
Gen. Dynamics 465s -14




Goodrich  % -%




Quaker Oats 23% -%
Republic Steel- 32% -11
Singer 17% -4
Tappan 81
Western Union Ira -4
Zenith 26 -%
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First ,-.•( Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
IJS 2-3 300-500 lbs $22 00-23. ednesday 2:21 Franklin Mint
Boars 2900.21.00
a.m.
Anne Gregor), won the state competition in the high-school piano com-
petition held at Lexington. She competed with four oth-eiliegional piano win-
ners for the htinor. She is a senibr at Murray High School.
Anne Gregory Named
Winner, State Contest
Anne Gregory, senior at Murray High
School, was named as the state winner
in the high-school piano competition
held Monday at LexingtOn in the contest
sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association.
Misi-Gregory, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Gregory and piano student of
Tappan...
(Confined from Page 1)
review, the international would
possibly make a recommendation
toward possible settlement of the
strike.
Rand said that he feels the in-
ternational's review -is an urgent
matter and expected it to be takentip in
the near future.
Franklin Rushing, local union
president, said today that -We're ( the
local union) ready to go back to the
bargaining table immediately."
Rushing indicated that he felt at this
point that negotiations toward settling
the 16-month long strike should be
returned to the local level.
"1 expect this ( the union's rejection
of the settlement offer) to be an eye-
opener for the international," Rushing
said. "They know that what they did ( in
calling for the vote) was illegal," be
added.
International representative Rand
disagreed, hdwever, and said "There's
nothing unconstitutional about the
international's hction...it is not illegal."
When asked if there is a possibility
that the international will withdraw its
support of the local strike, Rand said:
"That is a very serious matter ... I
suppose that eventually if we don't find
a way to resolve the strike we have a
responsibility to list in detail what steps
will betaken by the international."
Local plant manager Datte Dickson
said this morning that the company at
this tune has no official position on the
latest development in the strike.
"We will wait and see what action is
recommended by the International,"
Dickson said. +
• 1
Mrs. Neale B. Mason, all of Murray,
competed with four other pianists from
throughout the state of Kentucky who
were judged the "most outstanding" in
their respective regional KMTA
festival-contests last spring.
After being selected as the state
winner, Miss Gregory was asked to
perform at the banquet on Monday
evening and played "Nachtstueck"
from the 1922 Suite of Hindemith.
Miss Gregory plays piano in the stage -
band and is clarinet section leader in
the Murray High School band. She has
studied piano since she was eight and
has won many honors in local, district,
regional, and state contests.
The judge for the event was Concert
Pianist Lucien Stark, new member of
the piano faculty at the University of
Kentucky. He formerly taught at
Peabody at Nashville, Tenn., and is





to the special session 4 of the General
Asseilibly later this month i.'•
The other incumbents rolled up large
margins. Republican U. S. Rep. Tim
Lee Carter received 67 per cent of the
vote in the 5th District, a traditional
GOP stronghold, though De,,mocat
Charles.Smith had said he was turning
the area "into a two-party district." .
Carter got 101,798 votes, Smith 48,975
and American Party candidate Albert
Cullurn 1,121.
In the heavily Democratic 1st
. District, Democrat Carroll Hubbard
captured 81.9 per criet of the vote to win
a second term with ease. He received
118,065 votes, Republican Bob Beqky
got 26,014.
Sixth District Congressman John R.
Breckinridge, a Democrat, had no.
- Republican opposition. He received
86,570 votes, 93.8 per cent of the district
total. American Party candidate
Anthony McCord received 5,721 votes.
Democratic U. S. Rep. Carl Perkins,
• Kentucky's senior congressman after
.27 year in the house, won 73.2 per cent
of the 7th District vote. Granville
--Thomas, who-has sought -many !off
and been elected to none, ran on the
Republican ticket.
With 99.4 per cent of the votes
counted,  Perkins had 110,3§3 and
Thomas had 40,434.
But the Senate will. see one of the
largest turnovers in recent years.
Eight veteran senators, four
Democrats and four Republicans, did
not seek re-election. They included
Senate Majority Leader Mike Man-
sfield of Montana and Minority Leader
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania.
A nurpber of veterans also were
retired involuntarily. Five Democratic
incumbents and four Republican
senators lost bids for re-election.
The Democrats defeated were Sen.
Vance Hartke of Indiana, Frank 'Moss
of Utah, Gale McGee of Wyoming,
Joseph Montoya of New Mexico ,and
John Tunney of California. Tunney lost
a close struggle with S.I. Hayikawa,
the former college president and
semanticist who became a celebrity
after -he took a tough stand against
student demonstrators.
Republican senators who lost -were
Bill Brock of Tennessee, J. Glenn Beall
of Maryland, James Buckley of New
York and Robert Taft Jr. of Ohio.
There also were 14 gubernatorial
contests. Among the more important
races were the victories of James
Thompson, allepublican, in Illinois and
Ditty Lee Ray, a Democrat, in
Washington.
Atlantic City To Be
'Las Vegas Of The East'
By The Associated Press
Voters in six states turned back at-
tempts to restrict nuclear power
plants; MassaChuSetts said no to
colntrols on handguns; but New Jersey
voted to make Atlantic City the "Las
rg?gas of the East."
Those were some of the results
Tuesday in state ballot propositions
with national implicationi
In Massachusetts, ,t voters turned
down by a 3 to 1 margin a proposal to
ban the sale of handguns. It was the
first measure of its kind ever to go on a
state ballot. 1
New Jersey, -where two years ago
voters turned down a measure Wallow-
casino gambling if communities
wanted it, voted to allow it in Atlantic
_City, the decaying coast 'resort. Civic
leaderS there had been seeking the go-
ahead for years in an effort to-make the
city into a gambling center.
But Delaware, adjoining New Jersey
to the South, rejectec! a proposition that
would have permitted slot machine
gambling. The state has had betting
this fall on professional football with
less financial success than expected.
The rejectinn of proposals to control
nuclear develOpmeht by imposing-SIMI
safety standards on any atomic plants
followed the failure of a -similar
proposal in California last spring. The
proposal lost in Ohio, Arizona,
Washington, Montana, Colorado and
Oregon.
In California, a measures that
proponents called i guarantee to farm
labor voting rights was losing badly.
There were also proposals on two
state ballots to ban throwaway
beverage bottles and cans.
In Michigan, the measure won. In
Massachusetts, the vote Was very close.
Carter...• 
(Cautioned
into effect. The lowest gement was in
1941, when $1.1 per cent of the voting
age population voted.
• '1 pray that I can live up to your
confidence and never disappoint you,"
carter told jubilant supporters in
Atlanta after the results were clear.
••It's time for us to get together, to
correct our mistakes, to answer dif-
ficult questions and to make our nation
great.'  -
Carter praised Ford as "the ;host
foriiiidable opponent that anyone could
pos.sibly. have." And he called his
defeated opponent "a good and decent
man."
Neither Ford, the first incumbent
denied a m new ter since Herbert
Hoover was swept from office in 1932,
nil his running mate, Sen. Bob Dole of
Kansas, appeared at a Republican
vic 41-par ty" inWashington.
A White Hcidse spokesman said Ford
had gone to bed before Cater was
declared the winner.
Voters' desires for a change "In
Washington overcame their qualms
about Jimmy Carter and their respect
for Ford's experience in office, an
Associated Press poll showed.
Carter won by coaxing support from
he traditional Democratic blocs,
despite their feelings, expressed in the
survey, that he has promised more than
he can deliver and that he will be a leas
than excellent president..
The former Georgia governor drew
strong support from the lower ,income
L.roupS, labor union members, blacks












36% 7raditional- bases of Democratic tigw. X9ck City gave the stalelo Carter
44fs -IT. f.; by a margin of 150,000.
 27'w , -• Thus, on Jan. 20, 19-a, James Earl Add to those the two strongly
Car, er Jr. will take the oath as the 39th Democratic . New England states of
esident of the United States. Taking Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
Mee as vice president will be Sen. Mondale's home state of Minnesota,
Waiter F. Mondale of Minnesota, a man- plus Hawaii and Delaware and Carter
%%11, once toyed with the idea of running had the votes to keep his often-stated
president himself, but then decided
erl 
from Page 1).
at;iiinst putting himself through the
of a national campaign.
Carter—will he the first deep
$ouliorner i4, reach the presidency by
,•1(sTtIon since Zachary Taylor in 1848. •
An(hafter eight years of Republican
,ntrol the White House, the
Democrats once, again will be in
inimand of balk, tile executive and
it Isla t i e branches Of government.
Democratic doiniratidnpf the House
and Senate was unchhiged by
Tuetday'S election results. A'14ough '
he party lineup in the Senate an ,koe
familiar, a lot of the Laces_ will beite.<
At least 16 newcomers will take Senate
seats in January,
Battling for an electoral mandate to
the office he reached by appointment,
Ford was unable to survive the tide of
Democratic votes that flowed from the
Old South and the industrial North.
The strength Ford hoped he might
have among the dominant con-
servatives in the South never
materialized. Carter's appeal to
Southerners to support one of ,their own
was tournuch for Ford to overcome.
The Southern trend was apparent in
-the • early returns Tuesday evening. In
rapid succession, Alabama., Georgia
and the Carolinas fell into the Carter
column.
The death of FOrd's hopes for a
Southern breakthrough became ap-
parent when Carter carried Louisiana,
Florida and Texas, three states Ford
strategists thought the President could
carry. It was -nearly dawn when
Mississippi went to Carter, completing
the Georgian's near sweep of the states
of the Old Confederacy. Only Virginia
voted for..Ford.
Carter ran equally strong in border
states, such as West Virginia, Ten-
nessee' --Kentucky, Missouri and
Maryland. - -----
The other element—in-Carter's for-
mula for victory was the big citles_of
the North. New - York City and- ---
Philadelphia came through as they
have in so many past elections with big
Democratic • majorities that overcame
Republican votes in other parts of New
York State and Pennsylvania.
Ford led in the returns from New
York State until early this morning
when a surge of Democratic votes from
pledge, "I don't intend to lose."
Elements of the coalition Cartel- put
together showed up in the AP survey,
made among voters outside 100 polling
places in the country.
On the basis of interviews of voters as
they left the polling places, it appeared
Carter drew support from the
following: '
—Labor union voters, 59 per cent;
—Blacks„ 85 per cent;
—Persons with incomes below $15,000
a year, 55 per cent;
—Persons who didn't finish high
school, 67 per cent.
Among the groups that voted strongly.
Ford were college graduates, 58 per
cen and persons making more than
$20, ear, 67 per cent.
The Survey also found that Carter
drew about 53 per cent of the Catholic
vote, slightly below the percentage
Hubert H. Humphrey received in 1988,
but far better than Sen. George S.
McGovern's vote from Catholics in
1972.
The figures appeared to indicate that
Carter was not hurt as badly as some
had predicted among Catholic voters by
his refusal to endorse a constitutional
amendment that Would Overturn
Supreme Court decisions that made it
easier for women to obtain abortions
early in pregnancy.
Carter received a majority of thevote
among every age group except one.
Only those between the ages of 45 and 54
went for Ford, and they gave him their
votes by a four-point margin.
Carter's biggest edge was among
voters in the 18 to 24 age group. They
preferred the former Georgia governor
by an 117point margin.
With his mandate in hand, what are
Carter's plans?
Charles Kirbo, an Atlanta lawyer who
is one of --the president-elect's closest
advisers, said in an interview that he
expects the Carter administration to
get off to a fast start.
"You'll see him move reasonably
quicklitnra jot of different subjects,"
Kirbo said. -
A major Carter campaign theme was
his intention _to streamline the
executive branch of the federal
government.
"I think you'll see him rnoving.before
the end of the year to get bills ia-
ut. ifrgive tint the- authority to
authorize these moves he wants to
make," Kirbo said.
Hamilton Jordan, Carter's campaign
manager, echoed,Kirbo's belief that as
president Carter will push hard for
authority to proceed with reorganizing
the federal bureaucracy.
-I think he's going to be preoccupied
with the economy," Jordan said.
Ford's two years in the White House
were marked by repeated clashes with
the Democratic Congress. Ford vetoed
more than, 60 bills passed by Congress,
and Carter made an issue of the an-
tagonism between the legislative and
executive branches, saying there would
be more cooperation with the
Democrats holding power both in
Congress and at the White House.
The party_ lineup in the House and
Senate will be identical to what it was in
the 94th Congress: 290 Democrats to 145
Republicans in the House and 62
Democrats and 38 Republicans in the
Senate.
Goodyear puts its footrown on prices
NC:MASSA SERVICE






• Complete chassis lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for appointment
up to 5 qts • Includes light trucks
of major brand
10/30 grade oil Ask For Our Free Belt & Hose Check
Front-End Alignment
9188
Any U S. mad* car —
parts extra if needed
Excludes front-wheel
drive cars.
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction—to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
• Precision equipment, used by
experienced mechanics, helps
ensure a precision alignment
Engine Tune-Up
88
6 cyl — Add S4 for 8 cyl ,
$2 for air cond
• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points, plugs and condenser
• Test charging/starting systems,
adjust carburetor • Helps main-
tain a smooth running engine
• Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW
and light trucks




A rugged, dependable bat-





Groups 24, 24F 2, 74S1
It's permanently sealed for
maximum cranking power
• -and fast starts
GOODYEAR RETREADS
At A Price That's Right!
$1 83Series
• Precision built and inspected by Goodyear










8 Ways To Buy
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Master Charge • BahkAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Store Hairs: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday ent0 1:00 p.m.






Following are the precinct-
by-precinct vote totals in the
race between Jimmy Carter
and Gerald Ford as recorded
by County Clerk Marvin




































































Othlir- candidates for the
presidency receiving votes in
Calloway County ant their
vote totals were: Thomas J._
Anderson, 52; Gus Hall, 9;
Lester C. Maddox, 21; Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr:, 10; Peter
Camejo, 3; Eugene J. Mc-
Carthy, 90; and Roger L. Mac-
Bride, 7.
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
Following are the precinct-
by-precinct Calloway County
vote totals in the race between
Carroll Hubbard, Jr. and Bob
13erksey for U. S. Represen-
tative as recorded by county
clerk Marvin Harris: fa
PRECINCT
No. 1 295 97
No. 2 355 79
No. 3 258 63
No. 4 705 129
No. 5 551 156
No. 6 783 197
No. ,7 326 69
















Six persons received write-
in votes in the race for U. S.
Representative according to
Harris. They were: Violet
Johnson, 4 votes; Steven L.
West, 1 vote; Frank A. Stub-
blefield, 22/Otes; Joseph L.
Rose, 1 ,vote; Robert Burke, 1



























Following are the Calloway
County precinct-by-precinct
vote totals- in thexace between
Warren B. Miller and J.
William Howerton for First
District Court of Appeals
Judge, second division, as
recorded by Calloway County




FINISHING THE COUNT—County*Court Clerk Marvin Harris and Deputy Clerk Judith
Ainley were kept busy last night counting the election returns.
Stan Photo by David Hill
Four Of Carroll's Appointees
To Court Of Appeals Defeated
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
All but :four of Gov. Julian
Carroll's 14 appointees to the
new state Court of Appeals
have been elected to continue
serving on the bench.
_FmAr_rhat jut _opposipon
Tuesday to their bids to serve
out the eight-year terms that
began last Jan. 1.
-„Four of the ten who were
oppoSed for the $37,000-a-year
posts were -unieated in the
election.
The Court of Appeals was
*created by Kentucky'S
judicial amendment as an
intermediate court between
the new state Supreme Court
and the new district courts.
There are seven Court of
Appeals districts,. with two
divisions in each district. One
judge was elected from each
division.
The unopposed judges were:
—Roy N. Vance, Paducah,
District 1, Division 1.
—John D. White, Man-
chestm District 3,Division 1.
—Elijah M. Hogge,






Paducah City Manager J.
William Howerton was one of
11,te successful challengers of
an -- -Ancumbent judge.
Howertar ousted Carroll
appointee Warten..B. Miller of
Dixon 38,322 votes td 30462 in
the District L-Division 2 rice:
In District 3, Division 2,
Republican Kenton Cooper, a
former Jamestown city at-
torney and circuit. judge, got
22,695 votes oust the ap-
pointee, Democrat Hobert
Dowell of Edmonton, who got
18,932: Also seeking_ the seat
were 'Walter PaTeia( 
"Lawrenceburg, who got 14,823
votes, and Embry ' A.
McKeehan of Corbin, who had
93.
• In Jefferson County, with
99.3 per cent of the Vote
ck • tallied, Circuit Judge John
Hayes received 45,053 votes to
defeat incumbent Joseph
86 Eckert in the six-man District
100 4, Division 1 race. Eckert had
94 123 42,407.. _votes, James Thorn-
-237- —9g7. berry" 29,300, Eugene Alvey
194 282' 18,315, Edward Clark 15,314
271 340 and Sidney Hanish 9,752.
131. ' 174 Covington Cicy Solicitor,
182- 298 Donald Wintersheimer
109 153 defeated incumbent Judge
88 113 Robert Greene 38,117 votes to
80 98 27,636 in District 6, Division 2
49 70 with the count 96 per cent
50 50 complete.
52 65 The other races, won by the
47 . 52 incumbents: ,
46 55 —District 2, Division 1:
87 140 William Gant, Owensboro,
86 127 forther juvenile judge and
65 74 commonwealth's .attorney,
54 96 34,221; Gordon Lee Johnson,
79 112 Rockfield, 15,861; Carmol
51 52 Cook, Beaver Dam, 13,015.








Hundreds of Sensational New Fall Sweaters
Regularly $11 to s14 Now $8 Only at Minnens!
1/1111
tovruerpv,"
1FaaNT .ffp pa re:
Minnens Murray-Bel Air Center, Open Nights and Sundays
Charles Reynolds, Bowling
Green, former bank president




—DIntrig 4, Division 2:
Boyce Martin Jr., Lo-uisViffe,
former U.S. attorney and
circuit judge, 49,365; John





—District 5, Division 1:
James Park Jr., Lexington,
former circuit judge and
member of the Governor's
Judicial Advisory . Council,
53,064; Julian Gabbard,
tgxington, 12,128 with 94.7 per
cent of The vote counted.
—DISTRICT-4_ Division 2:.
Anthony Wilhoit,---Versailles.
former -state public defender
and deputy justice secretar-k,--
49,769; Tom Underwood,
Lexington, 27,302 with 92.9 per
cent-of the vote counted. • -
—District 6., Division 1:
Charles Lester, Fort Thomas,
former juvenile court judge,'
34,246; John Breslin Jr.,
Maysville, 20,653 with 99.1 per
cent of the vote Faualed. 
Ism
I The, Murray Ledger & Times





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The town of Democrat went
Republican in Tuesday's
presidential election.
But that didn't surprise
anyone, especially Letctier
County Clerk Charlie Wright,






.:They 're Republican by
tradition, and they've voted
that way for as long as I can
remember."
Wright, who's been county
clerk for 28 years, explained
that Democrat's votes were
combined with ballots cast in
nearby Baker this year.
For that reason, it's im-
possible to say exactly what
- -
President Ford's margin of
victory was in Democrat.
Wright said about 500 votes
were counted from Baker and
Democrat combined, and
Jimmy Carter "carried it
about 300 to 200."
But he quickly added that
the vote didn't accurately
reflect the way .the residents
of Democrat actually voted.
He said about 150 of the
Republican votes in the
combined precinct were from
Democrat.
He said he's personally
acquainted .with most of'
Democrat's some 200
residents and knows they're
Republicans.
'Democrat was just
swallowed up," he said. "But
if Democrat was voting alone,
they would've gone three to




Democrat got its name in
1892, after the post office
burned down.
"There was a postmaster
named Elhannan King, and he
was the only Democrat in the
community," saia Ruth
Martin, who runs the post
office now. "When they rebuilt
it, they named it after him:
Democrat."
The town is located in




its perfect record that goes
back to 1920. Since that year.
Bracken and the state as a
whole have voted the same
way, and this election wai-no
different.
Carter carried Kentucky, so
it was only natural that he also
Democrat Jim Sasser Upsets
Sen. Bill Brock In Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP ) --
Democrat Jim Sasser upset
Sen. Bill Brock's bid for a
second term. Tuesday, and
Jimmy Carter won Ten-
' nessee's 10 electoral votes in
his race with President Ford.
Sasser, hitting hard at the
disclosure by Brock, R-Tenn.,
that he paid $2,026 in federal




. healthy margins elsewhere.
Carter, former governor-of„
neighboring georgia, ran even -
better than Sasser. in East
. Tennessee.'
With 98 per , cent of
Tennessee's precincts
reporting, Sasser had 708,092
votes, or 52 ,per cent, while
Brock had 641,876, oi 48 per
cent. ,
In the presidential race,
with all precinpts in the state
reporting. Carter had 817,459
votes, or 56 per cent, to Ford's.
631,611 votes, or 43 per cent.
- Tennessee Democrats
maintained their 5-3 margin in
the- U.S.. House, with Albert
Gore Jr., son of the former
senator, replacing retiring
Rep. Joe L. Evins, D-Tenn., in




evolved in the final few days
into a name-calling affair
between Blanton and Brock.
Brock called the indictment of
state officials in a scandal
involving sale of surplus state
vehicles a "little Watergate"
and sought to tie Sasser,
former state Democratic
chairman, to the ad-
ministration of Gov. Ray
Blanton.
Blanton . and Sasser _ both
made much of _Brock's $2,026
federal incorneW-payment,
which did not include tax on a
reported million dollars held
for Brock in a blind trust while
he is in office.
swept Bracken, yawned
Bracken County Sheriff • Roy
Allen Jett.
Bracken voted for Carter by
"better than a two to one
margin," Jett said. "We knew
it. We're always Democrat."
Bracken and Kentucky went
for Richard Nixon in 1968 and
1972, although those elections
were "flukes," Jett Saki,
because "we're traditionally
Democratic. I guess we just
back slid a little."
The election produced one
real oddity — a Lie vote.. ._
In Boone County in northern
Kentucky, Ford and Carter
each received 5,602 votes.
County officials, queried by
newsmen whether the vote
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Purchase Subarea Health Council Holds Meeting
Numerous health related
issues were discussed at the
first meeting of the recently
appointed Purchase .Subarea
Health Council held at
MaYfie1d7 This 32 member
Council will address and make
recommendations to the
Health Systems Agency West
HSA-West ) in planning for
the health needs of Purchase
area citizens.
The torch has passed on
authority and responsibilities
have been given to the HSA-
West within the state of
Kentucky," commented
Laurel True, Executive
Director of the Louisville
based Health organization.
-Then entire principal of the
maintenance of our
organization is that we are
going to depend heavily on
subarea councils like this one
within the Purchase."
The Health Systems Agency
• West, which was mandated by
federal law, is not an agency
which is going to supersede
local health planning councils
or infringe upon their
authority to make decisions on
local needs," contends 'True,
-I see the Health Systems
Agency West as an
organization that is simply
-going -to- tstend- the
capabilities • of the local
planning council or to sup-
plement those capabilities."
True continued, that he
hoped his` agency would allow
local planning councils to
,
_ Laurel True ,
attend to those problems
previously left behind due to
heavy work loads with
reviewing projects.
True reflected that he hoped
the local Health Council and
the citizens they represent
would be very patient with the
Louisville based office during
the,first year ofmeration. He
admitted it would take some
orientation to become ac-
customed to new respon-
sibilities.
Health Systems Agency
West, which received funding
approval September 1 of this
year and became operational
on October 1, was formed as a




According to the HSA-West
director, efforts will be made
to effectively maintain a good
communications line with
local planning councils for'
advice and input into the
preparation of a statewide
health plan. This will be
essential during the initial
planning processes presently
being undertaken.
kn closing, True gave
spel;.al recognition to Robert
0. Willer, Purchase ADD
Board member, and local
health planning Council
members for the assistance
they provided in the
organization of the HSA-
West. Calloway County Judge,
Robert 0. Miller, serves as




the meeting as t&.. the local.

































(V v mpic Hwy. 641 N Murray 753 9779
the new Health Systems




include: Harold Beaman; R.
L. Cooper, sec.-treas.; Ray
Dunn, vice-chairman; Dr. Hal
Houston; and Judge Robert O.
Miller.
Married men at age 45 have
a death rate 60 per cent lower
than widowers of the same




of South Carolina, has been
awarded the annual
Wichovia Bank Fellowship
by the Wachovia Bank and
Trust Company of Charlotte,
N. C., according to William
A. Bowen, senior vice-
president. The $1,000 cash
award is presented each
year to an outstanding
graduate student con-
centrating in the area of
banking at a South Carolina
University. Ingram, a
graduate and former mem-
ber of the faculty of Murray
State University's College of
Business and Public Affairs, is
married to the former Don-
na Rea lacks, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Lloyd lacks of
Murray.
F klin J. Ingram, Ph. D
at the
Linda Snodgrass (left) and Charlann Carroll, wife of Gov. Julian Carroll, meet to
discuss plans for a Kentucky Society of Professional Engineers Auxiliary tea to be held
at the Governor's Mansion from 2-4 p.m. Nov. 12_ Mrs. Snodgrass is president of the
Auxiliary's Capital Chapter, which will host the tea for Professional Engineers'
auxiliaries throughout the state.
Democratic Party Holds On To
Their 2-1 Margin In The House
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats held on to their 2 to
1 House control, a domination
tharcouki give President-pipet





staying dead even with, the
previous 290 to 145 House
margin that put them in
constant veto battles with
defeated President Ford.
Despite polls showing public
disenchantment. with
Washington and Congress, few
sitting congressmen — either
Republicans or Democrats —
were thrown out:
Women appeared to be
losing one of the 19 seats they
had. The 17 black House
members won re-election.
Two Democrats lost their
seats in sex and briberY
scandals. Rep. Allan T. Howe,
convicted of soliciting sex
from police decoy prostitutes,
was beaten in Utah, and
Democratic Rep. Henry
Helstoski, indicted on a
bribery charge, was defeated
in New Jersey.
Democratic Rep. Robert L.
Leggett was losing in
California in early returns but
began closing the gap. He
acknowledged an ex-
tramarital affair, and the
Justice Department is
investigating allegations that
he and several other
congressmen accepted bribes
from South Korean agents.
Nearly 20 other House
incumbents accused of sexual
or financial misconduct won.
Republicans lost 43 seats to
the Democrats in 1974 largely
because of Watergate. The
pendulum did not swing back
this time. Normally, many
freshmen are thrown out when
they seek re-election. But this
time most of the 75
Democratic freshmen who
threw out Republicans two




stayed the same, the election
pumped a big shot of new
blood into the House by in-
stalling another big crop of
freshmen.
With returns almost
complete, at least 60 new
people werelcted, less than
the 92 fres en elected in
1974.
House Ethic Committee
Chairman John J. Flynt, D-
Ga., won a tough fight over
Republican challenger Newt






thrown out included Joseph P,
Vigorito. of Pennsylvania, J.
Edward Roush of Indiana and




Baby Boy Story (mother
Susan ) , Rt. 2, Calvert City.
DISMISSALS -
Mrs. Mamie E. Clingman,
104 Lark St., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Annie M. Sims, 415 Cherry St.,
Murray, Joseph D. West, 411
N. 18th., Murray, Hal P. Orr,
Rt. 7, Murray, James W.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Roscoe
Reid, Rt. 2, Dover, Tn., Mrs.
Rebecca A. Stuart, Rt. 7-Box
107, Benton, Mrs. Dorothy N.
Dycus, 923 N. 18th., Murray,
Homer Outland, Box 88,
,9rand Rivers, Mrs. Mary E.
Sawyers, Rt. 1, Hardin, Junior
Olive, 123 Spruce, Murray,
Dewey R. Lampkins, Rt. 2-
Box 56-B, Murray, Mrs. Metta
P. Edwards, Rt. 2-Box 59,
Murray, Mrs. Mary R. Travis,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Judy K.
Rickman, 1907 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Fronie M.
Miles, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Oc tober 301976
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Henson (mother
Paula), Rt. 5, Murray, Baby
Girl Evans (mother Donna),
210W. 9th. Lot No. 2, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Judy E. Brindley and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Parkway
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Martha-A:
Cook and Baby Girl, 1617
Keenland Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Dauna L. Skipper, 1200 Sun-
nyside, Mayfield, Miss Cathy
A. Failey, Rt. 5, Carbondale,
Ill., William C. Miller, P.O.
Box 144, Hazel, Harold R.
Kilgore, Pine Bluff Shores,
New 'Concord, Frank E.
Burkeen, Rt. 5, Box 272,
Murray, Mrs. Betty L.
Warner, P. 0. Box 31, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Clyde Farris, Rt. '5,
Murray, Mrs. Bessie Swain,
733 Riley Cts., Murray, W: F.
Glover,- Mt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Venice Travis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Isabell Hopkins, 1107
Larkspur Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Pearl I. Johnson, 833 Hurt,
Murray, Rudy E. Fitts, 509 N.
5th., Murray, T. Cullen
Forrest, Rt. 5, Box 2313,
Murray, Mrs. Ola K. Miller,
Box 92, Dexter.
Why not do it?
Let Begley's fill your next prescription.
When was the last time you took your doctor's prescription
somewhere else and actually compared prices and service?
If you haven't done it recently maybe you
ought to---" Somewhere else" might save
you money and offer better service.
Pharmacists Kenny Tucker-and
Sam Tackett would like their
Begley Drug Store to be the "some-
where else you try. Bring them your
next prescription ( or have your doctor phone
it in) and let them give you Begley's price before you
have it filled --- there's no obligation.
You'll find Begley's price is so good and the set-Nice so
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Democrats To Have Same Majority
In Senate After Tuesday's Voting
WASHINGTON 1AP —The
Democrats will have exactly
the same U.S. Senate majority
in next year's Congress,
despite a party turnover in 14
seats And the election of 17
in Tuesday'snew senators
elections.
The present party lineup, 62
Democrats to 38 Republicans,
was left unchanged after the
counting of ballots in the 33
seats at stake.
The last race decided was in
California, where incumbent
Democrat John V. Tunney lost
a seesaw battle to his 70-year-
old GOP opponent, former San
Francisco State College
presidents.!. Hasakawa.
Returns from other states
showed Democrats wresting
seven seats from Republicans,
while GOP candidates took six
seats from the Democrats.
Among the election day
casualties were four veteran
Senate Democrats — Vance
Hartke of Indiana, Joseph M.
Montoya of New Mexico, Gale
W. McGee of Wyoming and
Frank E. Moss of Utah.
Four Republican in-
cumbents, all of them first-
termers, also were unseated.
They were Bill Brock of
Tennessee, J. Glenn Beall of
Maryland, James L. Buckley
of New York and Robert Taft
Jr. of Ohio.
The Democrats, who have
had majority control of the
Senate since the 1954 election,
went into Tuesday's election
with a 62 to 38 margin over the
Republicans.
The Democratic margin
counts Harry . F. Byrd Jr. of
Virginia, who lists himself as
an independent, but who votes
with the Democrats on
organization of the Senate.
- The Senate races turned out
mostly as expected.
Among the eight senators
who did not seek re-election
were Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana and
Republican leader Hugh Scott
of Pennsylvania, both in their
70s.
Democratic Rep. John
Melcher, 52, a three-term
member of the House of
Representatives, was elected
to Mansfield's seat. And in
Pennsylvania, Rep. H. John
Heinz III, 37, heir to the catsup
fortune, defeated another
House member, Rep. William
J. Green, for Scott's seat.,
Hartke, chairman of the
Senate Veterans Affairs
Committee; McGee, chair-
man of the Post Office and
Civil Service Committee; and
Moss, chairman of the
Aeronautical and Space
Sciences Committee, were all
running for fourth sixyear
terms in the Senate.
Montoya, seeking a third
term, headed a Senate ap-
propriations panel.
The GOP victor over Hartke
was former Indianapolis
mayor Richard G. Lugar, who
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Srobscrlbers lobo have sot
resolved their Immo.
delivered wary of The
astrU? Ledger & Tiwes by
5:30 p.a, Merrday-irifiory or
by 3:30 pm. ea Saterdeys
ere wiped to call 7S3-1116
between 5:30 p.m. end 6
Ideathry-Friduy, or
3:38 p.a. aW 4p-. how-
days, P. insure Waiver/ of
tin rwwspaper. Cads wee
be pleas/ by 6 p.m. week-
days er 4 pm. Saturdays to
parades deihrory.
ran an unsuccessful race two
years ago against Sen. Birch
Bayh, D-Ind. McGee was
defeated by state senator
Malcolm Wallop, while Moss
was unseated by Orrin G.
Hatch, a 42-year-old lawyer.
Montoya's re-election bid
was turned back by Harrison
"Jack" Schmitt, 41, a former
astronaut who went to the
moon on Apollo 17 in 1972. Sch-
mitt's election gives New
Mexico two GOP senators for
the first time in 60 years.
It brings a second astronaut
to the Senate. The first was
Ohio Democrat John Glenn,
who defeated then-Sen.
Howard M. Metzenbaiun in
the 1974 Democratic primary.
But Tuesday, Metzenbaum
made a comeback, unseating
Taft...The defeats of Taft and
McGee probably were the
most unexpected outcomes in
the Senate
Of the other incumants
unseated, Buckley, who ran as
a conservative and then joined
the ranks of the Republicans
after winning an election that
split more liberal votes into a
variety of factions, fell to the
challenge of fiery Daniel
Patrick Moynihan.
In Nebraska, Omaha mayor
Edward Zorinsky, who
switched allegiance from the
Republican to the Democratic
party within the last year,
became the first Nebraska
Democrat elected to the
Senate since 1934.
Zorinsky defeated Rep.
John Y. McCollister for the
seat given up by Republican
Sen. Roman L. Hruska.
On the other hand, Missouri
Atty. Gen. John Danforth
became the first Republican
elected to the Senate from his
state in 30 years. He won
easily over former
Democratic Gov. Warren
Hearnes, capturing the seat
from which Sen. Stuart
Symington is retiring.
Democrats, • however, won
the seats of retiring
Republican Sens. Paul J.
Fannin of Arizona and Hiram
L Fong of Hawaii.
In Arizona, formet- Pirna
County (Tucson) attorney
Dennis DeConcini, member of
a prominent Democratic
family, beat GOP Rep. Sam
Steiger, a 10-year House
veteran. In.. Hawaii, Rep.
Spark M. Matsunaga, a
Democratic liberal, defeated
Moy n ih a n, _ the former _ _former Gop Gov. William. F.
ambassador to the United Quinn.
Nations, was a Democrat
among Republicans as he
served in the administrations
of both Gerald Ford and
Richard Nixon.
Brock lost to James Sasser,
a former state Democratic
chairman, and Beall was the
victim of Rep. Paul S. Sar-
banes.
Other turnovers were
accounted for by the
retirement of senators.
But in Rhode Island, former
Gov. John H. Chafe, who
served as secretary of the
Navy in the Nixon ad-
ministration, captured for the
Republicans the seat from
which Democratic Sen. John
0. Pastore is retiring. Chafee
defeated wealthy automobile
dealer Richard Lorber,
winner of a close and bitter
Democratic primary battle.
In Michigan, Rep. Donald
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, NOV EM BER 4,1970
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Job and business matters
should gain momentum. but be
careful to avoid losses through
haste, illogical thinking. Some
"super" hours in which to
advance.
TAURUS 
6407(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Readiness to adapt to duties
and dune "extras" which do-not
please but MUST be handled
will be the key to day's




May 22 to June 21) ILlari-
Stellar influences indicate
that this is a time to step up
efforts. Mix with those who
encourage your desire to
achieve.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ENO
There will be many avenues
to success open now. With
diligence and good judgment,
you should be able to rack up
gratifying results and build an
even firmer foundation for
future gains.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't mix business 'with
pleasure to the detriment of
either — or both. In discussions,
listen BEFORE you speak. A
day for caution.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't let a.m. disap-
pointments get you down. Good
progress indicated during the
hours after noon. Try to force
the pace.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Tani
Be careful in whom you
confide and respect confidences




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Brace yourself for some
opposition now. If you are
prepared, you can owe with IL
more easily.
SAGI1TARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good work day if you keep
up to snuff, well organized,
reasonably systematic, yet with
mind flexible enough to accept
new and progressive methods
and ideas.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) IOW
Judgment should be more
accurate now than it has been
for the past couple of days. A




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Inner excitement and
overoptimism could send you
off the sound path, in both
thought and action. Make a
special effort to maintain
composure.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to—Mar. 20) Xe'
You could overstep limits now
if too strong a desire for a
certain attainment causes you
to strive and press beyond what
is wise under present cir-
cumstances.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely energetic, ambitious
and both logical and analytical
in your thinking. You are able to
lead or follow, to create or copy,
so you can advance more
steadily than many. But you
MUST control a tendency to go
to extremes for, once you have
set your mind on a certain
objective, nothing stops you —




November 4-5-6 7:00 p.m.
























Garden Tractor Pull - Sat.
Information 1
2:30 p.m. ride.stoe G.,.
-502-753-9117
Ticket Sales - Nov. 4 at gate only $3 Children $1.50
Adv. Reserved Seats - Nov. 5-6 $4.50 Children $1.75
Alpha Gamma Rho
C/O J. D. brook:hint
11107 Coldwater Rd.
Marmy, Ky. 42071
W. Riegle Jr., a Republican
turned Democrat who had
strong labor backing, defeated
another House, member, GOP
Rep. Marvin Esch, for the seat
given up by Democratic Sen.
Philip A. Hart.
Of the 33 Senate seats at
stake; Democrats held 22 and
the GOP 11. "Thirteen
Democrats running for re-
election, including Virginia's
Byrd, won handily.' 'two of
them, Democratic whip
Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia and Sen. John Stennis
of Mississippi, chairman oi
the Senate Armed Services
Committee, had no opposition.
Other Democratic winners
were Sens. Hubert H. Hum-
phrey of Minnesota, Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts,
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine,
Henry Jackson of Washington,
William Proxmire of
Wisconsin, Harrison A.
Williams Jr. of New Jersey,
Howard Cannon of Nevada,
.Lloyd Bentsen of Texas,
Lawton Chiles of Florida and
Quentin Burdick of North
Dakota.
Three cOR senators. woo re-
election — Lowell Weicker of
Connecticut, Delaware's
William Rah" _and Ver-
mont's Robert T. Stafford,
IVOWY- t ANA NEXT
DOOR 'TO 134NC,4LL A
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„
* Come Help Us Celebrate *
36 Bags of Groceries
1 Bag Each Hour Thursday, Friday & Saturday 8 a.m. till 8 p.m.
Register Each Time You are in the Store
Free Balloons, Candy




and Get One Free
Bes Pack
Trash MT





cle c)̀16 Free16 oz. 3
la
Cash Give Away
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each weak
Last Eunice Outland
Winner:
*Nothing to Boy *No Cards To Pandt.•All You
Do Is Register Each Tine You Are la The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Parker's and their Families not eligible to











































22 oz. Save 20'
your Choice
Drinks














Downtown Shopping Center - Open7
..„












Salisbury Steak, Meat Loaf)
Frosty Acres
43'
Green Peas 20 oz. Bag 59'
Morton
Pumpkin Pies 24 oz. 69'
Frosty Acres
























With Our Coupon Below
Boma GRAPE or JAM
f*4
f'r










3 12 oz. Cans 89' 
Martha White
Flour















94, Field Country Style 1 Field
Sausage 8 Chili
1 Lb. Bag 
Roll
Prices Good


















(Center Cuts -51.39 lb.)
First Cut Lb. 99






















Only e Terror. "":r„
Home Owned and Home
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WHEREAS, the Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
owns and operates its Water and Sewer System
by and through its duly elected, qualified and ac-
ting Board of Trustees, and
WHEREAS, said Board of Trustees have the
responsibility of fixing the rates to be charged to
customers of its Water and Sewer System as well
as to discharge the obligations of said System,
and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees finds, after
careful investigation, that the present rates for
water consumption do not discharge the
obligations and responsibilities of the System
and that increases in said rates are necessary
and mandatory, and
WHEREAS, said Trustees have recognized the
situations of the customers and have attempted
to forego a raise in rates by economies which
have been put into effect, but the financial con-
dition of the water and sewer system, combined
with the obligations to the bondholders and
creditors, no longer can avoid the necessity for
additional income.
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the
Board of Trustees of the Town of Hazel, Ken-
tucky, meeting in regular session, increases the
water and Aver rates to its customers as set for-
th herein, said rates to become effective the 1st
day of Oct., 1976:
WATER RATES:
INSIDE CITY LIMITS
No. of Gallons Water Per Month Rate
For the first 2,000 gals. or less $4.00 min. bill
The next 3,000 gals. or less 1.00 per 1,000 gals.
The next 5,000 gals. or less .80 per 1,000 gals.
OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS
No. of Gallons of Water Per Month Rate
For the first 2,000 gals. or less $6.00 min. bill
The next 3,000 gals. or less 1.50 per 1,000 gals.
The next 5,000 gals. or less 1.20 per 1,000 gals.
SEWER RATES:
INSIDE CITY LIMITS
No. of Gallons of Water Per Month Rate
For the first 2,000 gals. or less $3.00 min. bill
The next 3,000 gals. or less .75 per 1,000 gals.
The next 5,000 gals. or less .60 per 1,000 gals.
OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS
No. of Gallons of Water Per Month Rate
For the first 2,000 gals. or less $4.50 min. bill
The next 3,000 gals. or less 1.12 per 1,000 gals.
The next 5,000 gals. or less .90 per 1,000 gals.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the action
of said Trustees be made known by the posting of
copies of this Resolution in ten different locations
and by publishing same in the newspaper in
Calloway County having the largest paid cir-
culation on two occasions, and that on and after
the publication by posting notices and by
newspaper advertising, said increase of the
rates shall become final and effective.
This the 4th day of October, 1976.
Cy Miller
(hairman, Board of Trustees
of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky
ATTEST:
Wm. B. Milstead
Clerk, 'roan of Hazel, Kentucky
The above and foregoing Resolution was in-
troduced at a regular meeting of the Board of
'Trustees of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky, on the
4th day of October, 1976, by Nancy McClure,
seconded by Ira Morgan, and the question being
put, the action of the Board was unanimously af-
firmative and said Resolution was assigned to
Minute Book 4, Page 135, of the official records of
the Town of Hazel, Kentucky.
This the 4th day of October, 1976.
Wm. B. Milstead
Clerk, Town of Hazel, Kentucky
2 Notice





Futrell. 753-4505 after 4


















Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.






a.m.41 p.m. Monday thru
Saturday. Cane see us for
your baLsa wood, airplane
models, utility knives,
model paint and brushes.
HO train sets and ac-
cessories. Lionel and N-
guage track.








Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.




3 Cafd Of Thanks












WORDS FAIL us in our




and neighbors for every
gesture of kindness, and
sympathy shown us
during the illness and










special thanks to Rev. C.
E. Timberlake for his
many visits and his
words of comfort, to the
Dr.'s Cunningham,
Jones, Cook we will
always remember your
care and concern, to all
the nurses on the 2nd
and 4th floors for your
care and concern. We
share upon these things
as a source of comfort
and deepest ap-
preciation. May God











bird dog. In vicinity of
Main and 9th Street. If













per week, "plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
NEEDED: A babysitter
from 10:45 p. m. to 7:15
a. m. for an 8 year old
child. Must be depen-
dable. No work in-
volved. Would like an





if necessary. Call 753-
3553.
ASSISTANT manager for
night shift, 2 p. m. till
midnight. Sunday
through Thursday.
Vickers Oil Co., 411 N.
12th. No phone calls.
ARTIST TRAINEE.
Estes Sign Co. Apply in
person, 301 N. 4th.
PART-TIME TAKE in-
ventory in local stores.
Car necessary. Write
phone number, ex-
perience to: I. C. C., Box




only. Call 753-9784 after 5
p.m.
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NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-
3933, after 6 p. m.
'MAKE
MONEY in your spare
time." Clip newspaper
articles.. Get $1-.00 to
$5.00 each. For details








WILL TEACH piano and
organ. Qualified, ex-




Foreign, old and gold.














:4 x,", in. T
WANT 20._ BUY_ -
Female Boxer puppy.
No older than one year.
Call 527-7858.
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
1O' ,x 12'. Five to seven
years old. Call 753-0216
after 5.






paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre rent




belized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
NO REGRET, the best




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
TEXAS SWEET oranges
and grapefruit. $5.00 for





Originally, $400. Sell for
$250. Call 753-7210.





dining table. Six chairs,
good condition. Call 435-
4218.
ME- DINING ROOM
= furniture Custom Built
with Narri wood by
"Romwebber." Ivory




new. $50. Call 7534340.
16 Home fornichins
G. E. RANGE, white, self
cleaning oven, 1 year
old. $275. Also Optigon
organ. Plays all types of
music, old and new,
simple to play. $350. Call
753-6438 after 5 p. m.
ANTIQUE FOLDING day













and Service, 500 Maple











Three axle steel bed
with loading ramp.
$2100. Call 753-2958.
JOHN DEERE - model
447, 2 row planter with
spray attachments.
Priced to sell. Call 436-
5898.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft.- Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FOR SALE D6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, runs




boat. 40 h. p. Johnson
motor, trolling motor
with foot control and
trailer. $650. Call 753-
2361, after 5:30.
HOUSEBOAT FOR sale.
Needs work but has
possibilities. Unsink-






NOW is on. el the best time to
spray soda sal arena 'ow
how, buss, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are leaking for
a place lo hibernate-under you
how. Its war., they are out of
the lad weather. "Oldest hems
'mod & sorOod

















NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across







and one antique radio
and record player
combination, 78 rpm.
Call 7534560 or 354-6392.
'FOB SALE -_ Beef,
mature grain - fat-
tened, $0.70 lb. by side,
dressed. Slaughter date,




nylon rifle with 6 power
variable scope, $50. H
and R single shot
shotgun, $45. Snare
drum, $20. 1200 watt
electric heater, $7.50.
Trailer window 311-4 x
29, $5.00. Phone 489-2199,
or 489-2365.
HOMEMADE WHOLE
wheat bread made with
freshly ground stone




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
RIDING LAWN MOWER




mower, dozer blade and
hydraulic for rear at-
tachments. Includes




Midland 23 channel with
antenna, good condition.
$150. Call 753-2820 after
3:30p. m.
MOTOROLA stereo









condition. $100. Call 436-
2103.
21 MoMre Home Silev
1971 TWO BEDROOM,
central air. Can be seen
at Fox Meadows or call
753-8695, 753-8108.
1973 12 x 65 all electric, 3
bedroom, 2 bath. Call
753-4096 after 5 p. m.
1972 12 x 65 MOBILE
home. Central air, gas
heat. Call 753-2820 after
5.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid..






29 Mohde HOT e Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
%mobile home spaces for
rent, 11 Rivierp Courts,
Call 753-3280. .
19 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME for rent.
Almost new 3 bedroom













cluding central heat and







basement at 4th and
Sycamore. Next to
Woods Florist. Call 522-
8469.







apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.
THREE ROOM furnished.
apartment. Couple or
lady preferred. No pets.
Call 753-2282.
THREE ROOMS close to
town. Kitchen furnished.
For elderly lady. 303
South 6th Street. Call
753-3593.
FURNISHED APART-




34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
air condition with stove
and refrigerator fur-
nished near Panorama
Shores. Couples only or











large bath, carport. Call
489-2116 after Sp. rn.
3b For Rrnt Of 1.4 r,
FOR LEASE - Building,
2060 x  on 305 N. 4th. Call
7534881,
GRAIN FED beef for
sale. By the quarter,
half or whole. Call 753-
9817 after 4 o'clock p.m.
MARE SHETLAND pony,
5 years old. Good with





Schnauzers for sale. Call
435-4481.
WANT TO BUY -
Female Boxer puppy.






















furniture. 641 North, 3rd
houte on leftstftet Cales
Campground Road.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 8-6. Antiques.
plants, clothes. Follow
signs at Stella on But-
terworth Road.
BIG GARAGE SALE. v2
mile west of Lynn Grove
on Highway 94.
Everyday this week. 9 a.
m.-8 p. m. 300 pair of
boys, girls, men and
womens shoes, first line
quality. Values $24.00.
$L50-$5.00 pair as long
as they last. Boys and
girls slacks, sweaters
and blouses, same low
price. 150 gallon new
paint, $7.00 to $12.00
value, $1.50-$3.00 gallon.
Also antiques, glass and
china, refrigerator,
automatic washer and






tis now working athe
BEAUTY BOX
Dixieland Center
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41 Pubic Sates
GARAGE SALE, 307 N.
7th. All day November 4.
FOUR PARTY yard Sale
- Saturday, November
6. 1 4 mile East of
Browns Grocery on High







Saturday, 5th and 6th. 8
a. m. to 6 p. m.
GARAGE
SALE
Ow mile East of Neuri ea
State Uwe Road. Washer
end dryer cembieatioa
$70.00. Dryer $50.00,
Velvet bead board $20.011.
Electric *rasa $10.00,
Cabistet Sem* Insabine
$50.00, IV $25.00, Goilses
sad other Items tee
aranermis to asosrtioa I AM.
? Friday GNI Saturday.
43 Real Estate













in entry hall, economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, garage,
patio, and lovely Ian-
dscaping. For an ap-






"THIS, OF COURSE, IS 01.1L1/4( A
PREPICTiON. NONE OF U9 HA'; EVER
BEEN INSIDE A SUPERMARKET."
43 Real Estate
SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre




now has five full-time,
trained _ sales
professionals to assist
xou in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
es*.
a
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Service Station and Garage on 94 East. Call
753-9983 after 3:30 p.m. or by 8:00 a.m.
for appointment to see property. We wont
to sell.
AUCTION
Estate of Tyke= Cathey
Home Household Goods
DATE: Saturday, November 6, 1976
10:00 a.m.
Location: 803 Olive Street, Benton, Kentucky
HOME
This home consists of two large bedrooms, a
large living room, large kitchen, modern tile
bath, and utility room. This home in its condition
is well above average. There is carpet on all
floors with the exception of one bedroom. It has
birch cabinets in the kitchen, built-in stove, elec-
tric baseboard heat, one built-in air-conditioner,
and storage shed in the rear. It has a nice front
porch with shade trees, and there is a garden
spot in the rear. The lot is 45 x 146. This home is
within walking distance of town. All the drapes
and curtains go with the house.
FURNITURE
Couch 8E chair, swivel chair, coffee table, lamps,
television set (black di white) antique dresser
with bevel edge mirror, singer sewing machine
(antique), frigidaire freezer & refrigerator
(frost proof), Whirlpool washer & dryer (white),
(3) three piece walnut bedroom suit, (4) four
piece oak bedroom suit, Kenmore tank vacuum
cleaner, antique ball & claw oak table, wrought
iron vanity chair, recliner, platform rocker, 2
end tables, pots & pans, dishes, antique trunk,
large antique trunk, dinette set (heavy duty),
quilts & linens, walnut single bed, metal war-
drobe, floor sweeper, captain chair, chest type
freezer.
MISCELLANEOUS
Invalid walker, hand tools, new lawn mower,
porch furniture, garden tools.
TERMS
Real Estate: 20 per cent of sale =balance with




Route No. 1, Aurora, Ky. 42048
Phone: 502-474-2717
AUCTIONEER ADMINISTRATOR
Vermin C. Lk lank of Benton





beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family room.
Decorated by Interiors




and air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is





your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
call any of our






WELL KEPT older two
bedroom home on one
acre of ground. Located
on Ky 1836 about 2 miles
north of Lynn Grove.




with built in range and
dishwasher. A good
inexpensive house for a
young couple or retired
persons wanting low
cost housing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or
call Brice Ratterree,
753-5921.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





44 lots For Sale
EXCELLENT LOT IN
Maplewood Estates, 105
x 150. 0.6 mile from
Court Square. 94 East.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
8255 after Sp. m.
45 Farms For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM frame
home, extra big and rich
garden. Almost new
garage and utility room
in Big Sandy, Tenn.
Hunters and fisher-
man's world. Price








46 Homes Fr Sale




BY OWNER - home_and
20 acres, brick 4
bedroom, 1 1-2 . bath
house. All electric built-
in oven and stove. 10
acres tillable, 10 acres
fenced for livestock, 2
stock barns, 2 large
ponds. Between Tr -City
and Lynn Grove. Priced
in Mid 36's. Call 435-4589.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Brick
house on large corner lot





kitchen, gas central heat.
and air. Close to school.
$39,500. See at 600 South




located at 513 Beale.
Ideal for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.
Priced to sell. Call '753-
4862 or 753-1611.
REDUCED 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home,
electric heat, on acre
lot. Good location near
fairgrounds. Phone 753-
6795.
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home, den,
utility. room, _2 out-
buildings, fruit trees,
garden spot, over 1 acre.
Two miles South of
Shopping Center on 641.
Call 753-0154.
BRICK THREE
bedroom, 1 bath, about 5
years old. Located on




Call 753-7447 or 753-3226.
BY OWNER nice 3
bedroom home with
basement and carport




' brick house, stran-steel
shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5t. acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1/2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 MALIBU 307 2
barrel, 2 speed
automatic, needs front
end, $350. Call 753-9599.
'TWO 40' vans. -Tandem
axle. 6850 each. Call 753-
7656.
1971 LTD Brougham 4 dr.
hard top. Double power
and air. Blue with dark
blue vinyl top.- -$850.00.
Phone 354-6217.
1973 CHEVROLET






LIKE NEW 1976 Honda





with a large bed. Engine
in excellent condition.
Needs a muffler. Call
436-2634.






paint job, new interior.
MR 175 trail bike, 125




G1'O. 396 cu. in. headers,
cam, good condition.
'Call 753-3068 after 6 p.
m.
JEEP 1969 CJ-5, good
condition, good top and
tires. Call 753-5532.
49j..o Cars & Trucks
1966 CORVETTE, red,
excellent condition
$3500. Call 753-5201 or
753-2493.
1973 CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE 10, 4 wheel
drive. Call 753-9340.
1966 BUICK with Wildcat
motor good body with
exception of back end,
hit in rear. Can be seen
at Grace Nesbitts, 519
South 13th.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Calk 492-
8441.











drive, 14 ton Dodge,
power wagon. $1200. Call
753-5532.-
1966 CHRYSLER
Newport, 4 door, all
power, A-1 shape. $350.
1968 Mercury Montego, 2
door hardtop, all leather
interior. $575. Can be
seen McClures Garage,
501 South 5th, call 753-
0170 ask for Ray.
1966 PONTIAC GTO.
Power brakes. steering
and air. Vinyl roof.
Automatic tran-
smission. $750. Call 753-
8780.
1975 GRAND PRIX Model
J. lied with white , hall .
top. Loaded and sharp.
Call after 5, 753-6528.
1972 CUTLASS S. Red,
power steFring and air.





Call Doug Meadows at
Parker Ford before 5 p.
m. or see at Embassy
Apartmelita, Apt. A-6,
after 5
1967 NOVA. custom paint
job, red with black
racing .tripes. Rocket




white vir, I top. Factory
tape and air. Tilt wheel.
A-1 condition. Can be
seen at 205 South 7th
..Street between 8:30 a.
in. and 4 30 p. m.
1973 CADILLAC Fleet-
wood lir,,ugham. Velour
seat, al power seat and
windy,s Complete
loaded Call 753-2438,
may be, Seen at 201 South
3rd.
1968 LE SABRE Buick.
Excellent condition.
Must see to appreciate.
Two ov,ner car. 1973
Capri Need an
econonlit al car? You
have ti , ,-ee this for the
monQ, 1969 Fleetwood
Cedilla, Want to ride in
style at low cost'?










49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 MUSTANG COBRA
II, blue on white, factory
air, degital clock, AM-
FM tape, slotted wheels.
Call 753-8501 ask for
Hubon.
1974 MAVERICK V4,




1963 SUPER NOVA 6
cylinder, straight shift, 2





1974 DODGE PICKUP -
one owner. All power





Van black with murals.
9,000 miles. Call 753-0405
after 5 p.m. 753-0695.
1916 BLACK TRANS AM,
gold trim, automatic
transmission, power
brakes and steering, air,
tilt wheel, AM and tape,
low mileage. Real
sharp. Call 753-3981
before 5, 753-0370'af ter 5.
1974 GRAND PRIX, extra
sharp. Excellent con-
dition. All white with red














Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
-- Theatre.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night. r
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. Ten years








mirrors, and table tops.




DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backf Wing.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum. siding and







home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





doors, paver tile and






This week oak kitchen cabinet, oak washstand,
quilt box, Aladdin laraps,4ron beds, walnut war-
drobe. drop leaf table, old rtickers, World War I
ice chest, walnut washstand with marble top,
coffee mill, shuck basket, wagon wheels, spool
bed, china .cabinet, oak dresser with clavt feet,
flour barrel, depression glass, carnival glass,
other glass and dishes. Lots more. Also pickup




K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-







bank gravel. Call 436-
=6.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and











SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
















ficient service. NO job








Class will rake leavei
and do odd jobs. Call 753-









work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ENSULA rION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
WOULD LIKE TO do.
babysitting in riv home,
at $3.00 day or night.
Call 753-5947.




Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or










Y INN individual desires we
pionited, prograssinW mad
planted vritb Hs assistance
of ear eaperioaced Se-
ascape coasaltent.
Give es year edam and wit
will transform year prayer-









One is black and will be
small. Other black and
white will be medium .
sized. Must find home:
soon, or will have to be
destroyed. Call 437-4457
after 4 o'clock.
FREE SEVEN week old
Calico kitten. Sweet and
gentle. Call 7534994
after 5:00.
FREE - EIGHT week
old male kitten. Orange
tiger striped. Will make
an ideal pet. Call 753--
2292.
-FREE WHITE and tan
medium sized female
dog, six months old. Had
shots, loves children.
Call 753-2253' after 3 p.
1111
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569. - .
WILL DO inside or out-











es, irna I es. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
•
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water















Friday, Nov. 5 10:00 a.m. rain or shine one block
off 641 South from sign near Brandon Bros. used
cars at late Sarah (Memory) Cerrevrey home.
Selling like new, bedroom furniture, dining
table, 6 chairs, hutch, chests, Westinghouse
washer and dryer, Cold Spot refrigerator,
freezer top, TV., couch, end tables, holiday bed,
cabinet sewing machine, electric mixer, toaster
and etc., Corning Ware, 18 pieces crystal, 12 ser-
ving dishes, fancy china, quiltpieces and sewing
supplies, birdbath, Cuckoo clock, foot locker, an-
tique chair, wicker piece, hat rack, stainless and
other cook ware, 6 foot aluminum ladder and
many other clan usable pieces. Not responsible








'336.00 Up. Rooted, reedy to use (Neale Noreseber 
12). Prices
oil illaelSe 10% november 1S-Sorry. ORE Elm OW for L•
ss









Supply Co.  I,... i 81 44
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Nov. 6 at 10 a.m. East Main Street at
Puryear, Tenn. Turn at traffic light.
Old school desk, cane bottom chairs, cedar
chest, old stone jar, antique tables, brass antique
lamp with Tiffany shade, old kitchen cabinet
with glass doors, old chifferobe, wood cookstove,
floor lamp, walnut bedroom suite, bed, chest and
dresser. Old German shotgun, lots of dishes,
glass, jewelry, other things not listed.
Shorty McBride
#247 Auctioneer




Once again it's time to shop for Christma.s Stereos (car and home
units). When shopping for this type merchandise be sure to ask if
they have an in store service department.
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Carter Returns
State To Democrats -
LOUISVILLE,- Ky. (API —
Jimmy Carter, drawing his
strength from rural areas,
smashed President Ford's bid
for Kentucky's nine electoral
votes and returned this state
to the Democrats for the first
time in 12 years.
Carter's momentum came
from a record high vote which
carried him to victory
' Tuesday in all but two of the
seven congressional districts.
Ford captured the 4th and 5th
Districts as had been ex-
pected.
The unofficial tally read:
Carter, 609,298; Ford, 525,439,
with returns tabulated in 99.3
per cent of the precincts. The
remaining votes were scat-
tered among seven other
presidential contender's.
Bright skies and pleasant
temperatures prevailed as
1,153,080 Kentuckians made
their choices, eclipsing the
previous high of 1,124,462 votes
in 1960 when Richard M. Nixon
took Kentucky from John F.
Kennedy.
The lineup of Kentucky
congressmen remained un-
changed as the five
DeimicrIts and two
Republicans won another two
years in Washington.
The outcome of the
presidential race was no
surprise to Gov. Julian
Carroll, who said Kentuckians
were attracted to Carter
because he is a southern
conservative.
Carroll, ' one of the .first
governors to endorse the
Democta tic presidential
nominee, said he expected
Carter to have a "soft spot in
his heart for the state when it
comes to asking for things." •
If • Carter won the
presidency, Carroll said he
would be receptive to a post in
the new administration but
only after he 'had concluded
his term as governor. ,
The governor_ and other
Democratic campaign leaders
claimed that Ford was
vulnerable in Kentucky
because of his farm record.
They cited, as-an example, his
veto of burley tobacco price
support legislation. -
Carter overwhelmed Ford
in _the 1st District,. emerging
with a 54,740 _vote margin. He
also piled up a comfortable
cushion in the 2nd, 3rd, 6th and
7th Districts.
The Republicans, analyzing
their defeat, blamed the
massive turnout and said it
reflected the work done by the
state administration in Frank-
fort.
"When the turnout is big in
- Kentucky,. you know it's going
to be Democratic," " said
Harold Rogers, who had
directed Ford's strategy.
Lowell Reese, executive
director of the Ford campaign
here, admitted that he had
expected Carter to carry the
1st District with ease.
Sen. Walter Dee Hud-
dleston, D-Ky., described
Carter's victory as "a
reflection of the growing unity
within the party over the past
few years."
Huddlestdn also said he was
pleased that Reps. William ,
Natcher and Ron Mazzoli had
'won "despite some predic-




Denzil Ramsey and American
Party candidate William
Chambers in the 3rd District.







terberg. in the 4th and another
Republican, Tim Lee Carter,
walked away from Democrat




Republican Bob Bersky in the
1st; John Breckinridge's
opponent in the 60V" was
,American Party Candidate
Anthony McCord, who
mustered less than 6,000
votes; Carl Perkins won
handily in the 7th over
Granville Thomas.
State Republican chairman
Lee Nunn attributed Carters
showing to Democratic
control of the state ad-
ministration and thelact thall
Democrats outnumbered
Republicans by twoto-one
„among the 1.7 million eligible
voters.
The Democrats were shut
out in the I,-ast two presidential
races- in Kentucky, but
managed to carry the state for
Lyndon Johnson in 1964.
Burnside Mayor
Wins By 8 Votes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP) —
Jimmy Carter may have
sweated and President Ford
may. have fretted, but Joe
• Hampton may have had the
closest call of all — at least in
Kentucky.
Hampton, who a year ago
.,. was appointed mayor of the
south central Kentucky
community of Burnside, won
the office in his own right on




In an interview early today,
Hampton, a city councilman
for 12" years, said there
weren't any "real" issues in
the campaign except his 17
years of residence in the town,




Asked if he worried while
the vOtes were counted,
Hampton replied, "No use in
getting nervous. If I lost, I just
would've gone home and gone
to bed."
The battle for mayor of
BurnSide was one of a myriad
of local contests decided
Tuesday in Kentucky.
As usual, proposals to
increase taxes were on a
number of ballots.
Voters in Boone, ,Cambell
and Kenton counties defeated
a proposal to raise the area's
sales tax by one half per cent
to help finance the Transit
Authority of Northern Ken-
tucky.
Henderson Countrresidents-
defeated a proposal to in-
crease property taxes three
cents per $100 valuation for
operating the county library.
And in' McCreary County,
citizens defeated a property
another _property tax increase
plan — this one to provide
'erbergency ambulance ser-
vice in Whitley City.




narrowly approved a two cent
per $100 valuation increa4 in
taxes to provide fends to
operate the county health
department.
In Nicholas County, the
citizenry authorized $2.3
million in general obligation
bonds to finance local hospital
improvements.
Earlier labor disputes
emerged in contests for school
boards in three communities.
Two candidates backed by
teachers seeking collective
batgaining rights won seats on
the Letcher County Board of
Education, while three in-
cumbents on the Muhlenberg
County school board who had
resisted collective bargaining
rights for teachers won
reelection.
•In Fayette County, unof-
ficial returns indicated that
Challengers. won two of three
school board races, ap-
parently tilting the balance on
the board to those who favor
teacher bargaining privileges.
In Other races, Johnson
County Judge James C.
Witten, a Democratic ap-
pointee of Gov. Julian Carroll,




won election as Perry County
coroner and Roger D. Collins,
another Democrat, captured
the post of property-valuation
administrator in the same
county. -7
Residents of Paris approved
a change in type of govern-
ment from the city com-
mission to the city-manager
type, and thoce in Hickman
County rejected a proposal 'to



























jeans in navy denim






Just right for school'•
Pretty top has woven










Soft grained uppers with
strap trim and knit-fit












10 cup drip coffemaker has in-
stant brewing at the touch of a
button. Automatically switches
to "Keep Warm" cycle. Decora-
tor styling. Model A001W.
SMALL g
APPLIANCES I
Kitchen helpers at a super price! Proctor
toaster, Dominion 4 slice toaster, Waring
12 speed mixer with bowl, Proctor iron,
Toastmaster toaster broiler,- waffle _baker,
Proctor blender, Presto electric skillet, Ri-





Includes electric cars. 8' 3 lane
Stack With 1,110 degree curves, slim-



















9-9 Mon.-Set. Equal Opportunity Employer





















15" X 25" towels—are
















Band Honored At Party
The 1976,77 Murray High
School Marching Band was
honored at a celebration
.Monday at Murray High
School, with several school
and community leaders at-
tending.
Murray City Mayor John Ed
Scott was represented at the
_ celebration by City Clerk Jo
Crass; Chairman of the Board
,if .Education Don Henry of-
fered his congratulations;
Murray High Principal- Dr.
Ray Reeves was there;
Assistant Supt. Eli Alexander
visited the school; and Wayne
Williams, president of the
hand,boosters was also among
;nose honoring the band, as
welts several more,.
Superintendent of the
Murray School System Fred
Schultz told the band that they.
have achieved what other
schools try so unsuccessfully
for.- "you have class."
The band was being honored
after haVing,,bee named asp 
S5t: te Champion
Band after wi irlg the
Festival of Chani•pions
marching contest at Murray
Slaw Univmsa .,Saturday .
night. ' ' - •
The band has won 15
trophies this year alone, which
is 25 per cent of all the trophies
ever . won by Murray High
bands in the past. .
Band director Joe Sills told
-
the band that they will be
allowed to "relax for a week
or so," and then will be told
what their next goal will be.
Sills wouldn't elaborate, but
has said that one or two other
major contests are upcoming,
either this calendar year or
next.
Sills is out of town today.
choosing music for the band to
work on for concert season.
...4111111■1111I
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The students were served refreshments provided by
the Murray High School Band Boosters.
city Clerk Jo Crass represented Mayor John Ed Scott at
the band celebration.
Fred Schultz, Superintendent of the Murray City Schools, takes time to inspect the
hardware brought home by the Murray High School Marching Band in competition this
N ear.
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST CHANCE
TO BUY BEEF AT THESE LOW PRICES!




































ALL MEAT SOLD 
HANGING




OUR PRIME & CHOICE
Plf-TRIMMED 00C 89
BEEF ORDERS 774 I lb
AU MEAT CUT BY APPOINTMENT .






STEAK MI orders guaranteed
for flavor and tenderness
SALE !Package tot pecitqt
14 STEAKS FOR 24C
STRIPS-RIBEYES-FILETS
with 'ELDORADO ORDER'
Choose any 24 steaks, all 4 oz. or over
Mix anyway you wont, they will be along
with your ELDORADO order!
BOB'S FAmous "EL DORADO"'
Coo. *H. • ' to 0, oopoloono...os








tea SM.* • owed
C Ira SON* as IMO.




RIBS 410 1.55 SAC061,
. • LK. LA
o oT
$ 128.! 50 BS
PLUS 24 STEAKS FOR 21'
NO CLUBS TO JOIN - NO MEMBERSHIP TO BUY
U 5.0.4 INSPECTED TENDER AND DECCIOUS
FOR EXAMPLE 300 lb% a' 59 BEEF SIDES
S111 00 ONIY 559 00 PER MONTH 
FOR 3 MONTHS SVAE AS CASH
ON APPROVED CREDIT
AVG WI 300 TO 450 lBS 591
PP' BONUS BUYS
FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED
3 BUNDLES 10 (NOOSE
FROM AS LOW AS 27""' PER MONTH
FOR 3 MONTHS -- SAME AS CASH NO
illitINCE OR OTHER CHARGES ADDEO
ON APPROVED CREDIT
N DI (—No




WITH PURCHASE OF ANY BUNDLE






BONUS 5 BBUY I BONUS5 B
SPARE RIBS I HOT DOGS
$100 $100
I Ill.F 11 II i‘l1ft \I







*BAR 8 CV STEAKS
.BAP B CUE RIBS
s275̀) PER MO FOR 3 MOS. •CHKS ROASTS
Example Only: ISO lbs. at 55' 
.POT ROASTS














150 Ibs. st 69 Lb.























BONUS BUY BONUS BUY
5 LBS. 5 LBS.
BACON SAUSAGE
$1.00 $100
611 S of Murray located at Old Murray Auto Auction
HOURS 10 a m to 8 p m Mon thru Fri
Sat O a m Iii 6 p m Closed Sundays
`ik
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Carte Returns
State To Democrats
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Jimmy Carter, drawing his
strength from rural areas,
smashed President Ford's bid
for Kentucky's nine electoral
votes and returned this state
to the Democrats for the first
time in 12 years.
Carter's momentum came
from a record high vote which
carried him to victory
Tuesday in all but two of the
seven congressional districts.
Ford captured the 4th and 5th
Districts as had been ex-
pected.
• The unofficial tally read:
Carter, 609,298; Ford, 525,439,
with returns tabulated in 99.3
per cent of the precincts. The
remaining votes were scat-
tered among seven other
presidential contenders.
Bright skies and pleasant
temperatures prevailed as
1,153,080 Kentuckians made
_their choices, eclipsing the
previous high of 1,124,462 votes
- - - - in 1980 when Richard M. Nixon
took Kentucky from John F.
Kennedy:
The lineup of Kentucky
!congressmen remained un-
changed as the five
Democrats and two
---Republicans-worranother two-
years in Washington. ,
The outcome of the
presidntinL race was no
surprise to Gov. Julian
• Carroll, who said Kentuckians
were attracted to Carter
because he is a southern
conSeryative.
Carrok,one of the first
governors 'to.,endorse the
Democratic Prcsidential
nominee, said he expected
Carter to have a "soft spetin
his heart for the state when it
-,comes to asking for things."
! If-- „, Carter won the
presidenry,,Carrott said he
would be receptive to a post in
the new administration but
only after he had concitiderl
his term as governor.
The governor and - olligr
Democratic campaign leaders
claimed that Ford was
. vulnerable in Kentucky
because of his farm record.
They cited, as an example, his
veto of burley tobacco price
support legislation.
Carter overwhelmed. Ford
in the 1st District, emerging
with az 64,740 vote margin. He
also, piled tip a_cumfortable_
cushion in the 2nd, 3rd, 6th and
7th Districts.
The Republicans, analyzing
their deieat, blamed the
massive turnout and said it
reflected the work done by the
state administration in Frank-
fort.
"When the turnout is big in
Kentucky, you know it's going
to be Democratic," said
Harold Rogers, who had
directed Ford's strategy.
Lowell Reese, executive
director of the Ford campaign
here, admitted that he had
expected Carter to carry the
1st District with ease.
Sen. Walter Dee Hud-
dleston, D-Ky., described
Carter' i victory as "a
reflection of the growing unity
within the party over the past
few years."
_ Huddleston also said he was
pleased that Reps. William
Natcher and Ron Mazzoli had
won "despite some predic-




Denzil Ramsey and American
Party candidate William
Chambers in the 3rd District.
Natcher's competition in the
2nd District came from state





terberg in the 4th and another
Republican, Tim Lee Carter,
walked away from Democrat
Charles Smith in the 5th
District_
Incumbent Democrat
Carroll „Hubbard . whipped
Republican Bob Bersky in the
1st; John Breckinridge's only
opponent in the 6th was
American Party candidate
Anthony . McCord, who
mustered less than 6,000
votes; Carl Perkins won





control of the -state ad-
ministration and the fact -that
Democrats outnumbered
Republicans by twoto-one
among the 1.7 million eligible
voters.
The Democrats were shut
out in the last two presidential
races in Kentucky, but
managed to carry the statefor
Lyndon Johnson in 1964.
Burnside Mayor
Wins By 8 Votes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jimmy Carter may have
sweated and President Ford
may have fretted, but Joe
Hampton may have had the
closest call of all — at least in
Kentucky.
Hampton, who a year ago
was appointed mayor of.. the
south central Kentucky
community of Burnside, won
the office in his own right on




In an interview early today,
Hampton, a city councilman
for 12 years, said there
weren't any "real" issues in
the campaign except his 17
years of residence in the town,




Asked if he worried while
the votes were counted,
Hampton replied-"No -use in
getting nervous. If! lost, j just
would've gone home and gone
to bed." _
- The battle for mayor of
Burnside was one of a myriad
of local contests -decided
Tuesday in Kentucky.
As usual, proposals to
increase taxes were on a
nllinber of ballots.
Voters in Boone, Cambell
and Kenton counties defeated
a proposal to raise the area's
sales tax by'one half per cent
to help finance the Transit
Authority of -Northern Ken-
tucky.
Henderson County residents
defeated a proposal to in-
crease property taxes three
cents gier $100 valuation for
operating the county library.
And in McCreary County,
citizens defeated a property
another property tax increase
plan — this one to provide
emergency ambulance ser-
vice in Whitley City.




narrowly approved a two cent
per $100 valuation increase in
taxes to provide funds to
operate the county health
department.
In Nicholas\ç9unty, the
citizenry aut zed? $2.3
million in gener obligation
bonds to finagc#local hospital
improvemen
Earlier labor disputes
emerged in contests for school
boards in three communities.
Two candidates backed by
teachers seeking collective
bargaining rights won seats on
the Letcher County Board of
Education, while three in-
cumbents on the Muhlenberg
County school board who had
resisted collective bargaining
rights for teachers won
reelection.
In Fayette County, unof-
ficial returns indicated t
challengers won tworof'
school board races, ap-
parently tilthigitie balance on
the board-to thOse who favor
teacriefbargaining privileges.
In other races, Johnson
County Judge James C.
Witten, a Democratic ap-
pointee of Gov. Julian Carroll,,




won election as Perry County
coroner and Roger D. !Collins,
another Democrat, captured
the post of property-valuation
administrator in they same
county.
Residents of Paris approved
a change in type of govern-
ment from the city com-
mission to the city manager
type, and those in Hickman
County rejected a proposa to



































Just right for school!
Pretty lop has woven









Soft grained Lippn s with
strap' trim and knit-fit














1tr- cup- drig—coffernalrer has in-
stant brewing at the touch of a
-button. Automatically switches
to "Keep War-ml' cycle. Decora-
tor styling. Model A001W.
VALUES
TO 15.88
14 tchen helpers at a super price! Proctor
totèri, Dominion 4 slice toaster, Waring
12 sp d mixer with bowl, riroctor iron.
Toastmaster_ roasjer broiler, waffle baker,
Proctor blender, Presto electric skillet. Ri-




' Includes electric cars, 8' 3 lane
track with 180 degree curves, slips










9-9 Mon.-Sat, Equal Opportunity Employer



























Band Honored At Party
The 1976-77 Murray High
School Marching Band was
honored at a celebration
Monday at Murray High
School, with several school
and community leaders at-
tending. "
Murray City Mayor John Ed
Scott was represented at the
celebration by City Clerk Jo
Crass; Chairman of the Board
,)f Education Don Henry of-
fered his congratulations;
Murray High Principal Dr.
Ray Reeves was there;
Assistant Supt. Eli Alexander
visited the school; and Wayne
Williams, president of the
hand boosters was also among
those honoring the band, as
well as several more.
Superintendent of the
Murray School System Fred
Schultz told the band that they
has* • achieved what other
'schools try so unsuccessfully
for -you have class.'
The band was being honored
-after having been named as
Kentucky State Champion
Band after winning the
Festival of Champions
marching .-contest at Murray
State University Saturday
- night. -
The band has won 15
trophies this year alone, which
is 25 per cent of all the trophies
ever won by Murray High
bands in the past.
Band director Joe Sills told
the band that they will be
allowed to -relax for a week
or so," and then will be told




sew: 4 "OW 4114.,
The students were served refreshments provided by
the Murray High School Band Boosters,
The Murray Ledger & Times
11 ednesday, November 3, 1976 Section Three — Page 19
Sills wouldn't elaborate, but
has said that one or two other
major contests are upcoming,
either this calendar year or
next.
Sills is out of town today.
choosing music for the band to
work on for concert season.
Don Henry, Chairman of the Murray Board of Education, pauses before an impressive lineup ot trophies that hasebeen won by the band this year.
City Clerk Hi Crass represented Mayor John Ed Scott at
the band celebration.
Fred Schultz, Superintendent of the Murray City Schools, takes time to inspect the
hardware brought home by the Murray High School Marching Band in competition this
sear.
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST CHANCE









































NE-TRIMMED fiat $1 89
BElf ORDERS 77. - I lb
All MEAT CUT BY APPOINTMENT
CALL TO HOLD THESE
NOW YOURPRIC  
BONUSS4RESERVE




f fiff 1111q)1\ 1 V11 \ 1
An orders guaranteed
for flavor and tendesntss
Order replaced
Package for peck act
with 'ELDORADO ORDER'
Choose any 24 steaks, all 4 oz. or over
Mix anyway you want, they will be along












PLUS 24 STEAKS FOR 21'
NO CLUBS TO JOIN — NO MEMBERSHIP TO BUY
USD A INSPECTED TENDER AND DELICIOUS
fOR EXAMPLE 300 lb s at 59 BEEF SIDES
SIn 00 ONIY 55900 PER MONTH 
FOR I MONTHS SAME AS (ASH
ON APPROVED CREDIT
AVG Wt 30010 450185
PP) BONUS BUYS
FOOD7STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED
3 BUNDLES 10 CHOOSE
FROM AS IOW AS ̀27''' PER MONTH
FOR 3 MONTHS -- SAME AS CASH NO









'BAR B Ctlf MAKS
"BAR B CUE RIBS
527" PER MO. FOR 3 MOS. *CHUCK ROASTS 
SPOT ROASTSExample Only: 150 Lbs. of SS'
g 'GROUND BEDAv Wt ISO 2S0 lbs.
BUNDLE No 2
LOIN & RIB
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY BUNDLE
4-$1.00 BONUS BUYS WITH
PURCHASE OF HALF-BEEF
BONUS BUY I BONUS BUY
5 LBS. 5 LBS.'
SPARE RIBS NOT DOGS
$100 $100













150 lbs. or 69 Lb.



























641 S of Murray located at OldMurray Auto Auction
HOURS 10 a m to 8 p m Mon thru Fri
Sat 10 a m til 6 p m Closed Sundays
•




THAT'S RIGHT! YOUVE ELECTED BIG JOHN AS
THE PRESIDENT OF SAVINGS ON YOUR FOOD NEEDS.
SOME POLITICIANS CARRY OUT THEIR PLEDGES, SOME DON'T! BUT
YOU CAN BE SURE BIG JOHN WILL UVE UP TO HIS PLATFORM OF
*WIDE VARIETY! *QUALITY MEATS!









TOMATO JUICE  
198














24 ct. box 9.88
20 oz. box 494
13 oz. can 524
8 oz. Box 194






GREEN BEANS,  cut 303 284
Del Monte
CATSUP 14 oz. btl. 39'
libby's
BEEF STEW 24 oz. can 894
Armour
POTTED MEAT 3 oz. can 19'
Bush
GREAT N. BEANS 300 size 244
Rosedale - 303 Can
CREAM STYLE CORN 29"
Allen
TURNIP GREENS .300 size 22'
Campbells
TOMATO SOUP No.1 can 16'
Kozy Kitten .
CAT FOOD 15 oz. can 174
Say Sum
CHEESE SPREAD 2 lb box 1.49
Merit
CRACKERS 1 lb. box 49'
Fox Hamburger, Cheese, Sausage
PIZZA 1301. 88'
Morton Frozen
GLAZED DONUTS box 
7o8r




COLD PLUS  20 c1 88C
$1.49 Size
VANQUISH . 60 ct. 99C
$1.75 Size Norwich
ASPIRIN 250 ct. 894
_I-leaLCElleauty,41i&
$2.09 Size Gillette Stainless Steel
RAZOR BLADES.  lOct.
$2.07 Size Arrid Roll-On
DEODORANT
1.49
  2.5 oz. 1.49
Regular $1.29 Yellow
CASSEROLE bISH . .......99C
. 
$1.07 Size
;F:1; tng:k WHY PAY MORE THAN BIG JOHN SELLS FOR
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Big John's Has The Finest Meats Money Can Bey! We Are So Sure Of The
Quality Of Big John's Meats We Say "You Must Be Sa"ified With Every Package
Meat You Buy At Big John's Or You Get
DOUBLE 4011R titoal egt










See hi Store For Dehills
Kuntry Fresh
CHICKEN BREAST lb 89'
Kuntry Fresh
CHICKEN THIGHS lb. 694
Economy Pak Belk
Reelfoot P&P, Salami. Spiced & Bologna





Feet, Tails, Maws, Neck Bones Greenwich
FRESH PORK lb. 39' CORNISH HENS
Krey Cello





RED SNAPPER lb 959
Big John's Has











3 16 Oz. Bags 51"
  3 Lb Bag 48`
1 Lb. Bag 48'
Fresh
CELERY   3 Stalks ft). si"
Cello
CARROTS
Mb Or Mekb Liaise, Emu* Rosales






p_ 9:PORK BRAINS lb. 49
Kingsford Assorted
FROZEN PATTIES  
 







































11.30C‘10.1.%%.**OKA.101.101.• N. 1.1.1%N.I. 
WO ROWVI The Rigio To limit
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Lighter in taste. Lower in tar.
And still offers up
the same quality that has 4:411/4 i
made Marlboro famous.
13 mg!'tar:' 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette. FTC Report Apr:76
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
.st
The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 97 No. 263 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 4, 1976 15' Per Copy
Wholesale Prices Up By
Wetterou Printing
Advertising Supplement to. The Covington Leader, The Savannah Courier
The Camden Chronicle. The Paris Post•Intelligencer The Murray Ledger




PRICES EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 3 THRU
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1976. WE RE-
SERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
AND CORRECT PRINTING ERRORS.
SERVING WEST TENNESSEE AND MURRAY, KY.
THIRTEEN YEARS OF FRIENDLY SERVICE,










BACK PAGE . . .
'S
WEST TENNESSEE & MURRAY, KY.
Murray, Ky.
Northside: 10th & Chestnut
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 AM to 12 PM
Savannah, Tn.
East End Shopping Center
Mon. - Sat. 7 AM to 10 PM
Open Sunday 10 AM to 7 PM
Murray, Ky.
Southside: 12th & Story
Mon. - Sat. 8 AM to 10 PM
Open Sunday 10 AM to 8 PM
Covington, Tn.
Town Creek Shopping Center
Mon. - Sat. 7 AM to 9 PM
Open Sunday 10 AM to 7 PM
Paris, Tn.
Mineral Wells Ave.
Mon. - Thurs. 6 AM to 12 PM








7 AM to 10 PM
Miss Clara Eagle, center, wears the sterling silver pendant set with a red jasper stone •n a silver chain which
she has donated for a fund raising project of the Delta Department of the Murray Worrtan's Club. Tickets for fifty
cents each will be sold on the pendant and the piece of jewelry will be given away on Decernbeil 7. Vtiss.Eagle,
former head of the Art Department of Murray State University, is well known for the many pieces of jewelry she
designs and makes. On the right is Mrs. Edwin C. Strohecker, chairman of the Delta Department and on the left is
Mrs. Harry McGurk, department vice-chairman.
Stall Photo by David He
ADAMS IGA No. 8
is on the way...
-being built Now!
and on what a rape victim should do
after the crime.baalven committed.
Mrs. Thurman explained that much
of the focus will be on the psychological
profile of the rapist so that people can
have a better understanding of him and
why he may commit such a crime of
violence.
"Rape is one of the three most violent
crimes, along with aggravated assault
and murder, and should be recognized
as such," she continued. "And since
students and homemakers are the
victims in almost 60 per cent of the
reported cases, a program offered on
the campus is extremely appropriate."
Other topics during the program
include rape statistics, police
questioning, legal aspects, medical
examination, and phsychological
aspects and counseling. A film entitled
"Nobody's Victim" wine's° be shown.
Appearing on the program, along
with Mrs. Thurman, will be: Sgt. Dan
Kelly of the Murray Police Depart-
ment; Melanie Harris, supervisory,
Two Sections — 16 Pages
gress an Carroll Hubbard with a limited edition
Spann, 1976 president of the Calloway County
ss Keniticky.Realtors, and Ray Roberts, president
















in 1927 in the















id to respond to
lusion of each
led that the





in of the College
of Creative Expression at Murray State
University, has been named to the
steering committee of the International
Council of Fine Arts Deans i ICFAD
As an appointee to the five-member
committee, which serves as the
executive committee. .for the in-
ternational organization of 167 mem-
bers, Prince will be involved in plan-
ning activities and formulating
recommendations to be presented to
the entire membership, which meets
each year.
Besides Prince, members of the
steering committee represent the
University of Illinois, the University of
Montana, the State University of New
York at Purchase, and Western
Michigan University.
Prince, a member of, ICEAD since
1970, was named as a dean at Murray
State in 1969. He earned the bac-
calaureate degree on the campus in
1959 before earning both ttie master's
and doctoral degrees at the University
,of
—Member executive counail, Four
„Rivers Boy Scouts of America;
—Second term thrnitiei , Governor's
advisory board, State Library and
Archives Administration;
--Board member, Calloway County
Retarded Children's Association;
—Board member, Calloway County
Mental Health Association;
—Board member from Calloway Co.
on the eight-county district mental
health 








—Member executive board of pen-
sions for Memphis Conference, United
Methodist Church;
—Director, Jackson Purchase
Federal Land Bank Associations;
--President. Kentucky Federation of
Federal Land Bank Associations;
—Member of elected advisory
committee for Federal Land Bank of
1 ouisville ;
--Member of Kirksey Methodist
Church administrative board and
member of building and grounds
committee;
--Sunday School teacher for
"Invitational" class, a.group of young
adults in the Kirksey community and
Kirksey Methodist Church.
Hurt, who also has a long list of civic
and business endeavors to his credit,
MAX B. HURT
To Be Honored
says he is "enjoying retirement among
familiar and beloved rural scenes,
surrounded by wonderful neighbors and
friends, strengthened by the love of a
close-knit family and the com-
panionship of a truly great wife, blessed
with good health, tolerated by so many,
challenged with the constant need to
improve each shining hour that may
remain in my destiny, and thankful to
God for' his countless mercies and
kindnesses. -
Everyone in the area IS invited to
attend the banquet. "We are hopeful of
having up to 300 people present for the
dinner," Williams said. "This is a
unique opportunity for a number of
people to meet together in Murray to
evidence the geographic spread and









13 mg tar: 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report Apr:76
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined





Only $ 1 029
FROZEN














These Bakery Items Are Available Only At The Following
Stores: Southside, Murray, Ky.; Mineral Wells, Paris, Tn.;
Camden, Tn.; Covington, Tn.; Savannah, Tn.











For All Your Favorite
Occasions 8, Parties
CALL AHEAD FOR ORDERS
CONCENTRATED
ORANGE JUICE
,100% From Florida
GA ORANGE
JUICE
6
$1.00
-oz. 
Cans
•
